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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Three guises of the same problem

The two main themes of this thesis are parity games and fixpoint equation systems. Both
of these research areas have emerged from fixpoint logic, and the pursuit to find efficient
algorithms for model checking.

1.1.1

Fixpoint logic and model checking

Assume a computational model that is essentially a directed graph, in which either the
nodes (called states), or arrows (called transitions), contain labels. This very simple
framework allows us to represent computer programs – nodes are abstractions of program
states, and labels correspond to any relevant state information such as the values of
variables, registers, stack etc. An arrow indicates a possibility to make a direct step from
one state to another.
Having constructed a model of this kind, we wish to verify whether it describes a
behaviour that we expect from a correct program. In the model checking approach, the
correctness is specified using logical formulae. More precisely – in our setting – fixpoint
modal logic formulae.
Modal logics are designed to reason about graph structures, or transitions systems. In
addition to operators from standard propositional, or first-order logic, they contain modal
operators, which enable us to express properties of successor states, paths, and branching
structures in general. The two elementary modal operators are the diamond operator
◊ ϕ, which holds when there is a successor state satisfying ϕ, and the box operator 2 ϕ,
which holds when all successor states satisfy ϕ. For instance, the following formula
states that an erroneous state will not be reached in any execution of two consecutive
steps of a program:
¬ERROR ∧ 2(¬ERROR ∧ 2 ¬ERROR)
The above example shows that resorting to the two modal operators alone is very
impractical – we can only express properties of finite unfoldings of a program, and the
behaviour after every step needs to be stated explicitly. What gives modal logic a vast
expressive power is the use of two fixpoint operators. From a high-level perspective,
their semantics has a lot to do with principles of induction and coinduction. The least
3

fixpoint formula is by default assumed to hold nowhere, unless one can present a (finite)
proof that it actually holds. In case of the greatest fixpoint, the burden of justification is
on the refuter’s side – the formula holds unless a (finite) counterexample is provided.
These contrasting definitions of truth have a great practical value in the context
of model checking, as they conveniently translate into properties like liveness (least
fixpoint) and safety (greatest fixpoint).
As an example, consider the following least fixpoint formula:
µX .END ∨ (2 X ∧ ◊ >)

The formula expresses the property that every possible run of a program will eventually terminate (reach a state labelled with “END”). Intuitively, as in case of the least
fixpoint the initial assumption is that the variable X is false in every state of the model
in question, the only states that satisfy the above formula are either those labelled with
“END”, or those from which every path leads to such a state in a finite number of steps.
Below is an example of a greatest fixpoint formula:
νX .¬ERROR ∧ 2 X

It expresses a safety property – an erroneous state does not appear on any execution
path. The formula is dual to the previous one. Here, the default assumption is that X
holds everywhere, and only the existence of a finite path towards a state labelled with
“ERROR” can falsify it.
In order to answer the model checking problem, one can construct a product consisting of all states and all relevant subformulae of a given formula. The nodes of such
a structure are then linked according to potential dependencies, i.e. there is an arrow
between nodes (s, ϕ), and (s0 , ϕ 0 ) whenever the fact that state s does or does not satisfy
ϕ may directly depend on whether s0 satisfies ϕ 0 .
The formula holds in a given state, if in the product graph there is a choice in the
existential nodes (i.e. containing subformulae of the form ◊ ϕ, and ϕ ∨ ψ), so that thus
restricted graph of dependencies has as all its terminal nodes atomic formulae that hold
in the corresponding state, and every cyclic dependency is dominated by the greatest
fixpoint – that is, the outermost fixpoint variable occurring on a cycle corresponds to the
greatest fixpoint. On the other hand, if the formula does not hold, then a dual property
holds: there is a choice in the universal nodes (2 ϕ and ϕ ∧ ψ) such that every path
leads to either a direct refutation, or cycles dominated by the least fixpoint.
When deciding the model checking problem of fixpoint modal logic, three ingredients
are thus essential: a choice of dependencies in existential/universal states that forces
a certain type of cyclic dependencies, in which the hierarchy of fixpoint variables is the
crucial factor.

1.1.2

Parity games

Logical problems, in particular satisfaction of a formula by a certain model, have often
convenient game-theoretical representations.
4
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Figure 1.1: A parity game.

The kind of game that is of particular interest to us is as follows. The two players,
called even (3) and odd (), play on a board that is a directed graph (see figure 1.1 for
an example), in which every vertex has two key characteristics:
– it is owned by one of the players; the ownership is indicated by a node’s shape
(diamonds and squares for even- and odd-owned vertices, respectively)
– it is labelled by a positive natural number called a priority.
In the beginning of a play, a token is placed on one of the vertices. The token is then
moved forward by the players through the graph; the next vertex in the play is always
picked by the owner of the current vertex (the additional assumption about the board is
that every vertex has at least one successor, so that the next move is always available).
This process is continued perpetually and “eventually” gives rise to an infinite sequence
of vertices. The winner of such a play is decided by the least priority that occurs infinitely
often in a play; if it is even, then player 3 wins, otherwise the winner is .
For each of the vertices we may ask the following question: is there a strategy for
one of the players which guarantees that all plays starting at the given vertex will be
winning for the player, no matter what moves are made by the opponent? If it is the case,
we say that the player wins the vertex. We will elaborate on the problem further in the
following chapters; here let us just mention that for each vertex there is always precisely
one player that wins the vertex, and we can effectively compute both the winner, and
the winning strategy.
As in the case of the satisfaction problem for fixpoint modal logic, in deciding the
winner of a parity game one can distinguish three key elements: existence of a strategy
which guarantees that a play goes only through a certain type of cycles, and the ordering
and parity of priorities is crucial.

1.1.3

Fixpoint equation systems

The last main subject of our interest are systems of equations, in which variables range
over complete lattices, and are defined as either least or greatest fixpoints of certain
expressions and sub-equations. The two lattices that we consider are the Booleans,
and predicate functions over arbitrary data domains. Below is an example of a simple
Boolean equation system.
5

νX
µY
νZ

=
=
=

X ∧Y
Y ∨ (X ∧ Z)
Y ∨X

Each equation defines a fixpoint variable on the left-hand side; the preceding symbols
µ and ν denote the least- and greatest-fixpoint variables, respectively. The right-hand
sides are negation-free Boolean expressions (the lack of negation means that the expressions are monotonic).
The precise semantics of such equation systems is rather involved; here, we only
offer a little intuition. The solution is an assignment of variables to Booleans such that:
1. it is a fulfillment of the equation system (if we ignore the fixpoints, all equations
hold under the assignment)
2. all the ν-variables [resp. µ-variables] are as close to the greatest [resp. least]
fixpoint as possible (in case of Boolean equation systems, this means that the
preference for the ν-variables is to be true, whereas for µ-variables – false)
3. in search of greatest or least fixpoints the order is meaningful; former variables
have precedence over the latter
Fixpoint equation systems can be used to encode and solve many mathematical
problems, especially in the area of formal verification, notably the model checking
problem, and deciding preorders/equivalences on computational structures.

1.2

Contents of the thesis

The thesis consists of two main parts. Chapters 3 – 5 are devoted to parity games,
whereas the last two chapters (6 and 7) concern fixpoint equation systems. As it has
been explained, these two topics are closely related to model checking using fixpoint
logic.
Chapters 3 and 4 The two chapters concern two classical parity game solving algorithms, namely Zielonka’s Recursive algorithm [81], and Jurdziński’s Small Progress
Measures (SPM) [47]. They are one of the earliest and simplest algorithms; both can
be seen as dual in their nature. The Recursive algorithm uses backward analysis using
so-called attractor sets, whereas SPM gathers information about a player’s potential
in forward moves. Both algorithms are a basis of the two most efficient algorithms to
this date, namely subexponential algorithm [48], and bigstep [68]. The first algorithm
is a modification of the Recursive algorithm, while the latter is a combination of both
classical algorithms.
Despite the simplicity of the classical algorithms, there are still several significant
issues that remain unknown. We believe that in order to improve the understanding
of parity games, and to tackle the problem of their true computational complexity, it
is worthwhile to obtain as much insight into the properties and behaviour of the two
algorithms.
6

Chapter 3 The Recursive algorithm has been known to have a curious property: even
though the theoretical bound on the worst-case running time is relatively high, it appears
to be one of the best parity games solvers in practice, as the experimental study of
Friedmann and Lange [35] shows. This raises the following question:
Can the efficient practical performance of the Recursive algorithm be formally explained, for instance by proving that it solves certain classes of
games in polynomial time?
As a yardstick, we choose families of weak, dull, and solitaire games, which correspond to the model checking problems of certain sublogics of the µ-calculus. The results
of our analysis of the standard, unoptimised algorithm, are rather disappointing: only
the simplest class, containing weak games, is guaranteed to be solved in polynomial
time. However, the incorporation of SCC decomposition at every recursive call allows to
efficiently solve all three classes.
Another interesting issue is tightness of the lower bound on the running time. Note
that nearly all deterministic parity game solving algorithms have an exponential lower
bound, hence narrowing the scope of exponents is important in comparing their efficiency.
Friedmann [34] has proved a lower bound of Ω(1.6|V |/5 ) for the Recursive algorithm.
Can we improve the lower bound on the algorithm’s worst-case running
time?
We show that it is the case by constructing a family of games that force running time
of Ω(2|V |/3 ).
Source of this chapter:
M. Gazda and T.A.C. Willemse. Zielonka’s Recursive Algorithm: dull, weak
and solitaire games and tighter bounds. In GandALF, volume 119 of EPTCS,
pages 7–20, 2013.
Chapter 4 Progress measures are basic mathematical devices used by Jurdziński’s SPM
algorithm. The original paper which introduces the algorithm provides no indication
about the information contained in the measure values, and until now no intuitive,
exact explanation on this subject has been offered in the literature. On the other hand,
we already know that progress measures have clearly more potential, as witnessed by
Schewe’s bigstep algorithm.
How can we interpret progress measures in a more intuitive manner?
We propose an interpretation that uses concepts similar to those from the realm of
strategy improvement algorithms. With this approach we show that a progress measure
conveys information about a player’s potential to force plays of certain bounded values
(or profiles).
The second contribution of the chapter concerns the computation of winning strategies for both players. So far, a single pass of SPM could provide a strategy of one player
7

only, and the standard method has been to re-run the algorithm on an opponent’s winning area. This made the problem of deriving strategies slightly more computationally
expensive than providing mere winning regions plus a strategy for one player.
Is it possible to modify SPM so that it provides winning strategies of both
players in one pass?
We answer the question affirmatively by providing a non-trivial enhancement to
SPM. Our modification relies on a careful study of progress measures’ properties, similar
in spirit to our aforementioned novel interpretation.
Source of this chapter:
M. Gazda and T.A.C. Willemse. Improvement in Small Progress Measures.
In GandALF, volume 193 of EPTCS, pages 158–171, 2015.
Chapter 5 In recent years, a number of preorders on Parity Games have been defined
in the literature, mostly with a purpose to reduce the size of games before the solving
algorithm is run. Interestingly, most of these preorders seem to have their counterparts
in the well-studied spectrum of relations for computational models like Kripke structures.
All the parity game preorders have been so far defined in an ad-hoc way, without a
general guiding principle, that would for instance allow to derive them in a systematic
way from the Kripke structure preorders.
Can we provide a uniform framework that would allow us to derive parity
game preorders from the well-established preorders on Kripke structures?
We propose a fairly general method of lifting a Kripke structure preorder to the realm
of parity games whenever it can be defined using a notion of matching path/plays. With
this approach, we have been able to recover all existing relations from the literature, and
define some novel ones, in particular a parity game counterpart of stuttering simulation.
Source of this chapter:
M. Gazda and T.A.C. Willemse. On Parity Games and the Logic of Matching
Plays. To appear in SOFSEM, 2016.
Chapter 6 As shown by Willemse in [79] through the example of consistent correlation,
preorders on variables of fixpoint equation systems can be a very useful vehicle – for
instance to facilitate proofs of certain solution-preserving transformations. Consistent
correlation can be viewed as a relation combining the concepts of logical equivalence
and bisimulation.
Is there a relation on fixpoint equation systems similar in spirit to consistent
correlation, but based on logical implication and simulation?
8

We introduce such a relation, called consistent consequence, and show that it is
sound with respect to the solution of an equation system. It can be seen indeed as a
simulation lifted to the setting of equation systems – we show that it corresponds to
the governed simulation on parity games on a restricted family of equation systems for
which there exists an “isomorphic” parity game.
What is the computational complexity of consistent consequence and correlation?
We find that both preorders are coNP-complete.
Source of this chapter:
M. Gazda and T.A.C. Willemse. Consistent Consequence for Boolean Equation Systems. In SOFSEM, volume 7147 of LNCS, pages 277–288, 2012.
Chapter 7 When solving fixpoint equation systems, the main obstacle one encounters
is the size of the structure on which the computation is performed. In model checking,
one of the basic methods to handle this problem is the abstraction method; so far, this
technique hasn’t been used in the context of (parameterised) Boolean equation systems.
The relation on which abstraction is based is often some kind of simulation – and as
consistent consequence, developed in chapter 6, can be viewed as such, the following
question arises:
Can consistent consequence be used as a basis of an abstraction framework
for fixpoint equation systems?
We answer this question affirmatively by developing a novel abstraction framework
for parameterised Boolean equation systems. We thoroughly analyse its capabilities by
comparing it to the one of generalised Kripke modal transition systems [56, 70] – while
the degree of completeness of both frameworks is the same, our approach appears to
have more potential in terms of succinctness. The potential of our theory is exemplified
by several case studies, where we apply a prototype implementation of an abstraction
tool.
Source of this chapter:
S. Cranen, M. Gazda, W. Wesselink and T.A.C. Willemse. Abstraction in
Fixpoint Logic. ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, 16(4),pages
29:1–29:39, 2015.
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Chapter 2

Parity Games

In this short chapter, we briefly introduce parity games, to which the first part of the
thesis (chapters 3–5) is devoted.
A parity game [25, 62, 81] is an infinite duration game played on a directed graph
by two players called even and odd. Each vertex in the graph is owned by one of the
players, and labelled with a natural number, called a priority. The game is played by
pushing a token along the edges in the graph; the choice where to move next is made
by the owner of the vertex on which the token currently resides. The winner of the thus
constructed play is determined by the parity of the minimal (or maximal, depending on
the convention) priority that occurs infinitely often, and the winner of a vertex is the
player who has a strategy to force every play originating from that vertex to be winning
for her. Parity games are determined; that is, each vertex is won by some player [62].
Solving a game essentially means deciding which player wins which vertices in the game.
Parity games play an important role in several foundational results; for instance, they
allow for an elegant simplification of the hard part of Rabin’s proof of the decidability of
a monadic second-order theory, and a number of decision problems of importance can
be reduced to deciding the winner in parity games. For instance, the model checking
problem for the modal µ-calculus is equivalent, via a polynomial-time reduction, to
the problem of solving parity games [26, 72]; this is of importance in computer-aided
verification. Winning strategies for the players play a crucial role in supervisory control
of discrete event systems, in which such strategies are instrumental in constructing a
supervisor that controls a plant such that it reaches its control objectives and avoids
bad situations; see e.g. [5] and the references therein. In model checking, winning
strategies are essential in reporting witnesses and counterexamples [72].
A major impetus driving research in parity games is their computational status: the
solution problem lies in UP and coUP and is, despite the continued research effort, not
known to be in PTIME. Deterministic algorithms for solving parity games include the
classical recursive algorithm [81] and small progress measures (SPM) algorithm [47], the
bigstep algorithm [68], the deterministic subexponential algorithm [48] and a class of
strategy improvement algorithms [77, 69, 31].
11

2.1

Preliminaries

A parity game is an infinite duration game, played by players odd, denoted by  and
even, denoted by 3, on a directed, finite graph. The game is formally defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. A parity game is a tuple (V, E, P , (V3 , V )), where

– V is a finite set of vertices, partitioned in a set V3 of vertices owned by player 3, and a
set of vertices V owned by player ,
– E ⊆ V × V is a total edge relation, i.e. all vertices have at least one outgoing edge,
– P :V → N is a priority function that assigns priorities to vertices.
Parity games are depicted as graphs; diamond-shaped nodes represent vertices owned
by player 3, box-shaped nodes represent vertices owned by player  and the priority
assigned to a vertex is written inside the node, see the game depicted in Figure 2.1.
v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

0

3

3

2

0

1

Figure 2.1: A simple parity game in which 4 vertices are owned by player odd, 2 vertices are
owned by player even and with 4 different priorities.

Throughout this section, assume that G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) is an arbitrary parity
game. We write v → w iff (v, w) ∈ E, and v • to denote the set of successors of v, i.e.
{w ∈ V | v → w}. By Vi we denote the set of vertices with priority i; likewise for V≤k .
Henceforth, we assume that # denotes an arbitrary player; that is # ∈ {, 3}. We write
¯ = 3. For a set A ⊆ V , we define G ∩ A as the structure
#̄ for #’s opponent: 3̄ =  and 
(A, E ∩ (A × A), P |A, (V3 ∩ A, V ∩ A)), where P |A is a restriction of the priority function to
the set A; the structure G \ A is defined as G ∩ (V \ A). The structures G ∩ A and G \ A are
again parity games if their edge relations are total.
Plays and Strategies A sequence of vertices v1 , . . . , vn is a path if vm → vm+1 for all
1 ≤ m < n. Infinite paths are defined in a similar manner. We write πi to denote the i th
vertex in a path π.
A play starts by placing a token on some vertex v ∈ V . Players 3 and  move the
token indefinitely according to a single simple rule: if the token is on some vertex that
belongs to player #, that player moves the token to an adjacent vertex. An infinite
sequence of vertices created this way is called a play. The parity of the least priority that
occurs infinitely often in a play defines the winner of the play: player 3 wins if, and
only if this priority is even. Games with a thus defined winning condition are called
min-parity games; one can also consider max-parity games in which the highest priority
decides the winner.
A strategy for player # is a partial function σ:V + → V satisfying that whenever
it is defined for a finite path u1 · · · un ∈ V + , both un ∈ V# and σ(u1 · · · un ) ∈ u•n . We
denote the set of strategies of player # by S∗# . An infinite play u1 u2 u3 · · · is consistent
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with a strategy σ if for all prefixes u1 · · · un of the play for which σ(u1 · · · un ) is defined,
un+1 = σ(u1 · · · un ). The set of all plays, consistent with some strategy σ, and starting
in v is denoted Π(σ, v). A strategy σ is winning for player # from vertex v iff all plays
consistent with σ are won by player #. Vertex v is won by player # whenever she has a
winning strategy from vertex v. Parity games are determined [25], meaning that every
vertex is won by one of the players; they are even positionally determined, meaning that
if # wins a vertex then she has a winning positional strategy: a strategy that determines
where to move the token next based solely on the vertex on which the token currently
resides. Such strategies can be represented by a function σ:V# → V , and the set of all
such strategies for player # is denoted S# . Solving a parity game G essentially means
computing the partition (Win3 (G), Win (G)) of V into vertices won by player 3 and
player , respectively.
Example 2.1. In the parity game of Figure 2.1, v1 , v2 and v3 are won by player 3; v4 , v5
and v6 are won by player . A winning positional strategy for player 3 is to play from
v2 to v1 and from v3 to v2 . A winning strategy for  is to move from v4 to v6 and from
v5 to v6 .
Attractors and Dominions An #-attractor into a set U ⊆ V contains all those vertices
from which player # can force any play to U; it is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.2. The #-attractor into a set U ⊆ V , denoted Attr# (U), is the least set A ⊆ V
satisfying:
1. U ⊆ A
2. (a) if w ∈ V# and w• ∩ A 6= ;, then w ∈ A
(b) if w ∈ V#̄ and w• ⊆ A, then w ∈ A

Observe that the complement of an attractor set of any subset of a parity game
induces a parity game, i.e. G \ Attr# (U) for any U and # is a well-defined parity game.
Whenever we refer to an attractor strategy associated with Attr# (U), we mean the
positional strategy that player # can employ to force play to U; such a strategy can
be computed in O(|V | + |E|) using a straightforward fixpoint iteration and backward
forced-reachability analysis.
A set of vertices U is an #-dominion whenever there is a strategy σ for player #
such that every play starting in U and conforming to σ is winning for # and stays within
U. A game is a paradise for player # if the entire game is an #-dominion.
Example 2.2. Consider the parity game G depicted in Figure 2.1. We have: Attr3 ({v1 }) =
{v1 , v2 , v3 }, and Attr ({v1 }) = {v1 }. The set {v1 , v2 } is an 3-dominion; it is also a minimal 3-dominion. On the other hand, the singleton set {v6 } is an -dominion that is a
proper subset of Win (G) = {v4 , v5 , v6 }.
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Chapter 3

The recursive algorithm: special games
and tighter bounds

In the past, non-trivial classes of parity games have been identified for which polynomial
time solving algorithms exist. These classes include weak and dull games, which arise
naturally from alternation-free modal µ-calculus model checking, see [8], and nested
solitaire games which are obtained from e.g. the L2 fragment of the modal µ-calculus,
see [8, 27]. Weak and dull games can be solved in O(n + m), where n is the number of
vertices and m is the number of edges, whereas (nested) solitaire games can be solved
in O(log(d) · (n + m)), where d is the number of different priorities in the game.
One of the most fundamental algorithms for solving parity games is Zielonka’s
recursive algorithm [81]. With a complexity of O(nd ), the algorithm is theoretically less
attractive than e.g. Jurdziński’s small progress measures algorithm [47], Schewe’s bigstep
algorithm [68] or the sub-exponential algorithm due to Jurdziński et al.[48]. However,
as observed in [35], Zielonka’s algorithm is particularly effective in practice, typically
beating other algorithms. In view of this, one might therefore ask whether the algorithm
is particularly apt at solving natural classes of games, taking advantage of the special
structure of these games. We explore this question by investigating the complexity of
solving weak, dull and nested solitaire classes using Zielonka’s algorithm. Our findings
are as follows:
– in Section 3.3.1, we prove that Zielonka’s algorithm solves weak games in polynomial
time.
– in Section 3.3.2, we demonstrate that, somewhat surprisingly, Zielonka’s algorithm is
exponential on dull games and solitaire games.
The exponential lower bounds we obtain utilise a family of dull, solitaire games G k with
3k vertices on which the algorithm requires 2k iterations, allowing us to establish a
lower bound of Ω(2n/3 ). This lower bound improves on previously documented lower
bounds for this algorithm (e.g. in [34] a lower bound of Ω(1.6n/5 ) is established).
In addition to the above complexity results we investigate whether the most common
improvement of the algorithm permits it to run in polynomial time for all three special
classes of games. That is, we prove in Section 3.4 that integrating Zielonka’s algorithm
in a strongly connected component decomposition algorithm, as suggested in [47, 35],
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permits solving all three classes in polynomial time. We analyse the complexity of the
resulting algorithm for these three classes, showing that the optimised algorithm runs in
O(n · (n + m)) for weak, dull and (nested) solitaire games. Note that these worst-case
complexities are slightly worse than those for the dedicated algorithms, but that the
applicability of the algorithm remains universal; e.g. it is capable of solving arbitrary
nestings of dull and solitaire games, and it does not depend on dedicated algorithms for
detecting whether the game is special.
The optimised algorithm still requires exponential time on non-special games. For
instance, Friedmann’s games are resilient to all known optimisations. Drawing inspiration from our family of games G k and the games of [34], we define a new family of
games Mk containing 3k vertices, that is also resilient to all known optimisations and
requires 2k iterations of the algorithm. This again allows us to establish a lower bound
of Ω(2n/3 ), also improving on the lower bound established by Friedmann in [34]. We
experimentally compare the running time of the optimised algorithm on our games to
those of Friedmann.
Outline. We briefly describe Zielonka’s algorithm in Section 3.2. Our runtime analysis
of Zielonka’s original algorithm on special games is presented in Section 3.3. We prove
that an optimisation of the algorithm runs in polynomial time on special games in
Section 3.4, and we prove that, in general, the optimisation’s complexity is Ω(2n/3 ) in
Section 3.5. In Section 3.6, we wrap up with some conclusions.

3.1

Preliminaries

By a pseudo parity game we shall term a structure that adheres to definition 2.1, except
that the requirement of a total edge relation is dropped.
Throughout this section, assume that Ĝ = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) is an arbitrary pseudo
parity game. Note that in general, whenever G is a parity game then it is not necessarily
the case that the pseudo parity games G \ A and G ∩ A are again parity games, as totality
may not be preserved. However, in what follows, we only consider constructs in which
these operations guarantee that totality is preserved.
A pseudo parity game Ĝ is said to be strongly connected, see [74], if for all pairs of
vertices v, w ∈ V , we have v →∗ w and w →∗ v, where →∗ denotes the reflexive transitive
closure of →. A strongly connected component of Ĝ is a maximal set C ⊆ V for which
Ĝ ∩ C is strongly connected. We call a strongly connected component C non-trivial, if
Ĝ ∩ C contains at least one edge. A strongly connected component C is final, if there is
no edge v → w such that v ∈ C, and w ∈
/ C. From the totality of edge relation, every
final strongly connected component of a parity game G is non-trivial.
Lemma 3.1. Let C ⊆ V be a non-trivial (i.e. containing at least one edge) strongly
connected component. If G is a parity game, then so is G ∩ C.
For certain technical reasons, in this chapter, we consider max parity games, i.e. the
winner of a play is determined by the parity of the highest priority that occurs infinitely
often on it.
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Special games. Parity games pop up in a variety of practical problems. These include
model checking problems for fixed point logics [25], behavioural equivalence checking
problems [10] and satisfiability and synthesis problems [5]. In many cases, the parity
games underlying such problems are special games: parity games with a particular
structure. We here consider three such special games: weak, dull and nested solitaire
games; these classes have previously been studied in the literature, see e.g. [8] and the
references therein. The definitions that we present here are taken from [8].
Weak games are game graphs in which the priorities along paths are monotonically
descending. That is, for each pair of vertices v, w in the graph, if v → w, then P (v) ≥
P (w). Such games correspond naturally to model checking problems for the alternationfree modal µ-calculus.
Definition 3.1. A parity game is weak if the priorities along all paths are descending.
Dedicated solvers for weak games can solve these in O(|V | + |E|). The algorithm
that does so is rather straightforward. Since parity games are total, the set L of vertices
with lowest priorities m are immediately won by player 3 iff m is even. Any vertex in
the game that can be forced to L by the player winning L can then be removed from
the game; technically, this is achieved by computing the attractor set (see preliminaries
in chapter 2) into L. What remains is another weak parity game which can be solved
following the same steps until no vertex is left.
Weak games are closely related to dull games: the latter are game graphs in which
all basic cycles in the graph are disjoint. A basic cycle is a finite path v1 , . . . , vn for which
vn → v1 and no vertex vi occurs twice on the path. An even cycle is a cycle in which the
dominating (i.e. highest) priority is even; the cycle is an odd cycle if the dominating
priority occurring on the cycle is odd.
Definition 3.2. A parity game is dull if even cycles and odd cycles are disjoint.
Note that every weak game is dull; every dull game, on the other hand, can be
converted in linear time to a weak game by changing priorities only. This is achieved by
assigning a priority that has the same parity as the highest priority present in a strongly
connected component to all vertices in that component. This is harmless as each strongly
connected component is either entirely even dominated or entirely odd dominated: if
not, even cycles and odd cycles would overlap, contradicting the fact that the game
is dull. Working bottom-up, it is straightforward to ensure that the priorities along
the paths in the game are descending. As a result, dull games can also be solved in
O(|V | + |E|) using the same algorithm as that for solving weak games. Dull games, too,
can be obtained from alternation-free µ-calculus model checking problems, and they
correspond naturally to the alternation-free fragment of LFP, see [7].
Solitaire games are games in which only one of the two players gets to make nontrivial choices where to play the token next; nested solitaire games generalise solitaire
games to games in which both players may make non-trivial moves, but the interactions
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between both players is still restricted. Such games arise from model checking problems
for the fragment L2 of the modal µ-calculus, see [27], and they correspond with the
solitaire fragment of LFP [8].
Definition 3.3. A parity game is solitaire if all non-trivial moves (i.e. between at least
two successors) are made by a single player. The game is nested solitaire if each strongly
connected component induces a solitaire game.
Nested solitaire games can be solved in O(log(d) · (|V | + |E|)), see [46], although
most implementations use a somewhat less optimal implementation that runs in O(d ·
(|V | + |E|)), see [8]. The latter algorithm works by computing the strongly connected
components of a graph and start searching for an even cycle if all non-trivial moves in
the component are made by player 3 and an odd cycle otherwise. Computing whether
there is an even cycle (resp. odd cycle) can be done in O(log(d) · (|V | + |E|)) using the
techniques of [52] or, in O(d · (|V | + |E|)) by repeatedly conducting a depth-first search,
starting at the lowest even priority in the component. Clearly, in a component where
only player 3 gets to make non-trivial moves, all vertices are won by player 3 iff an even
cycle is found. Iteratively solving the final strongly connected component and removing
it together with the attractor for the winner of this component solves the entire nested
solitaire game.

3.2

Zielonka’s Recursive Algorithm

Throughout this section, we assume G is a fixed parity game (V, E, P , (V3 , V )), and # is
an arbitrary player.
Zielonka’s algorithm for solving parity games, listed as Algorithm 1, is a divide and
conquer algorithm. It constructs winning regions for both players out of the solution
of subgames with fewer different priorities and fewer vertices. It removes the vertices
with the highest priority from the game, together with all vertices attracted to this set of
vertices.
The correctness of Zielonka’s algorithm hinges on the fact that higher priorities in the
game dominate lower priorities, and that any forced revisit of these higher priorities is
beneficial to the player aligning with the parity of the priority. For a detailed explanation
of the algorithm and proof of its correctness, we refer to [81, 34].

3.3

Solving Special Games

Zielonka’s algorithm is quite competitive on parity games that stem from practical
verification problems [35, 51], often beating algorithms with better worst-case running
time. While Zielonka’s original algorithm is known to run in exponential time on games
defined by Friedmann [34], its behaviour on special parity games has never before been
studied. It might just be the case that this algorithm is particularly apt to solve such
games. We partly confirm this hypothesis in Section 3.3.1 by proving that the algorithm
indeed runs in polynomial time on weak games. Somewhat surprisingly, however, we
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Algorithm 1 Zielonka’s Recursive Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function ZIELONKA(G)
if V = ; then
(W3 , W ) ← (;, ;)
else
m ← max{P (v) | v ∈ V }
if m mod 2 = 0 then p ← 3 else p ←  end if
U ← {v ∈ V | P (v) = m}
A ← Attr p (U)
(W30 , W0 ) ← ZIELONKA(G \ A)
if Wp̄0 = ; then
(Wp , Wp̄ ) ← (A ∪ Wp0 , ;)
else
B ← Attr p̄ (Wp̄0 )
(W30 , W0 ) ← ZIELONKA(G \ B)
(Wp , Wp̄ ) ← (Wp0 , Wp̄0 ∪ B)
end if
end if
return (W3 , W )
end function

also establish that Zielonka’s algorithm performs poorly when solving dull and (nested)
solitaire games, see Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

Weak Games

We start with a crucial observation —namely, that for weak games, ZIELONKA solves
a paradise in polynomial time— which permits us to prove that solving weak games
can be done in polynomial time using ZIELONKA. The proof of the latter, formalised as
Proposition 3.1, depends on three observations, which we first prove in isolation in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) be a weak parity game. Suppose G is a paradise
for player #; i.e. G is won entirely by #. Then ZIELONKA, applied to G, has the following
properties:
1. in the first recursive call in line 9, the argument G \ A is also a paradise for player #.
2. if the second recursive call (line 14) is reached, then its argument (G \ B) is the empty
set.
3. edges that are used in the computation of attractor sets (lines 8 and 13) are not
considered in subroutines.
Proof. We prove all three statements below.
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1. Observe that A = Attr p (U) = U, since, in a weak game, no vertex with lower
priority has an edge to a vertex in U. In particular, the subgame G \ A is #̄-closed,
and hence must be won entirely by #, if G is a #-paradise.

6 ;. From the above considera2. The second recursive call can be invoked only if Wp̄0 =
tions we know that this implies p̄ = #, and Wp̄0 = G \ A is a paradise for #. We also
have G = Wp̄0 ∪ A. Since A consists only of vertices of priority m, every play staying
in A would be losing for #, and hence it must be the case that A ⊆ Attr p̄ (Wp̄0 ). But
then B = Attr p̄ (Wp̄0 ) = G, and hence G \ B = ;.
3. From the weakness property, edges that are considered in the computation of both
Attr p (U) (line 8) and Attr p̄ (Wp̄0 ) have sources only in A = U. No vertices from U
are included in the subgame considered in the first recursive call, and the second
call can only take the empty set as an argument. Therefore, these edges will not
be considered in the subroutines.

2
Proposition 3.1. Let G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) be a weak parity game. Suppose G is a
paradise for player #; i.e. G is won entirely by #. Then ZIELONKA runs in O(|V | + |E|).

Proof. We analyse the running time T (k) of ZIELONKA when it is called on a subgame
Gk of G with exactly k priorities. Let vk denote the number of nodes with the highest
priority in Gk , and with ek the number of edges that are considered in the attractor
computations (lines 8 and 13) on Gk .
The time required to execute the specific lines of the procedure can be bounded as
follows:
– line 7: c · vk for some constant c
– lines 8 and 13 in total: c · ek for some constant c
– the remaining lines: z for some constant z ∈ N

We obtain:

T (k)

≤

T (k)

≤

c · (vi + ei + z) + T (k − 1)
k
P
c · (vi + ei + z)
i=1

T (k)

≤

c·(

k
P

vi +

i=1

k
P
i=1

ei +

k
P

z)

i=1

Let d denote the total number of priorities occurring in G. Observe that from Lemma 3.2,
we have:
d
d
X
X
vi = |V | and
ei = |E|
i=1

i=1

The total execution time of ZIELONKA on G can be bounded by:
T (d, V, E) ≤ c · (|V | + |E| + O(d))
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Hence we obtain T (d, V, E) = O(|V | + |E|).

2

The above proposition is used in our main theorem below to prove that solving weak
games using ZIELONKA can be done in polynomial time: each second recursive call to
ZIELONKA will effectively be issued on a paradise or an empty game. By proposition 3.1,
we know that ZIELONKA will solve a paradise in linear time.
Theorem 3.1. ZIELONKA requires O(d · (|V | + |E|)) to solve weak games with d different
priorities, |V | vertices and |E| edges.
Proof. The key observation is that ZIELONKA, upon entering the second recursive call in
line 14 is invoked on a game that is a paradise. Consider the set of vertices V \ B of the
game G at that point. It contains the entire set Wp0 , and possibly a subset of U. Now,
if player p̄ could force a play in a node v ∈ Wp0 to Wp̄0 , it could be done only via set U.
But this would violate the weakness property. Player p has a winning strategy on V \ B,
which combines the existing strategy on Wp0 and if necessary any strategy on U (because
whenever a play visits U infinitely often, it is won by p). Thus, the game G \ B that is
then considered is a p-paradise.
As a result, by Proposition 3.1, the game G \ B is solved in O(|V | + |E|). Based on
these observations, we obtain the following recurrence for ZIELONKA:
T (0, V, E)
T (d + 1, V, E)

≤ O(1)
≤ T (d, V, E) + O(|V |) + O(|E|)

Thus, a non-trivial upper bound on the complexity is O(d · (|V | + |E|)).

2

Next, we show this bound is tight.
Consider the family of parity games
W n = (V n , E v , P n , (V3n , Vn )), where priorities and edges are defined in Table 3.1 and V n
is defined as V n = {v1 , . . . , v2n , u0 , u1 }.
Table 3.1: The family W of games; 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Vertex
vi
vn+i
u0
u1

Player
3

3


Priority
i+2
i+2
0
1

Successors
{vi−1 , vn+i } ∪ {u0 | i = 1}
{vi , vn+i−1 } ∪ {u1 | i = 1}
{u0 }
{u1 }

The game W 4 is depicted in Figure 3.1. The family W has the following characteristics.
v4

v3

v2

v1

u0

6

5

4

3

0

6

5

4

3

1

v8

v7

v6

v5

u1

Figure 3.1: The game W 4 .
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Proposition 3.2. The game W n is of size linear in n; i.e. |W n | = O(n), it contains 2n + 2
vertices, 4n + 2 edges and n + 2 different priorities. Moreover, the game W n is a weak game.
Lemma 3.3. In the game W n , vertices {u0 , v1 , . . . , vn } are won by player 3, whereas
vertices {u1 , vn+1 , . . . , v2n } are won by player .
Proof. Follows from the fact that, for 0 ≤ j < n − 1, the strategy vn− j → vn− j−1 , v1 → u0
and u0 → u0 is winning for player 3 for the set of vertices {u0 , v1 1, . . . , vn } and the
strategy v2n− j → v2n− j−1 , vn+1 → u1 and u1 → u1 is winning for player  from the set of
vertices {u1 , vn+1 , . . . , v2n }.
2

We next analyse the runtime of Zielonka’s algorithm on the family W . Let an be defined
through the following recurrence relation:
a0
an+1

=1
= an + n + 1

Observe that the function 12 n2 approximates an from below. The proposition below
states that solving the family W of weak parity games requires a quadratic number of
recursions.
Proposition 3.3. Solving W n , for n > 0, requires at least an calls to ZIELONKA.
Proof. Follows from the observation that each game W n+1 involves:
1. a first recursive call to ZIELONKA for solving the game W n .
2. a second recursive call to ZIELONKA for solving either W n \ {v2n , . . . , vn+1 , u1 } or
W n \ {vn , . . . , v1 , u0 }; both require n + 1 recursive calls to ZIELONKA.

2
Theorem 3.2. Solving weak games using ZIELONKA requires Θ(d · (|V | + |E|)).
Note that this complexity is a factor d worse than that of the dedicated algorithm. For
practical problems such as when solving parity games that come from model checking
problems d is relatively small; we expect that for such cases, the difference between the
dedicated algorithm and Zielonka’s algorithm is small.

3.3.2

Dull and Nested Solitaire Games

We next prove that dull games and (nested) solitaire require exponential time to solve
using ZIELONKA. Given that dull games can be converted to weak games in linear time,
and that Zielonka solves weak games in polynomial time, this may be unexpected.
Our focus is on solitaire games first. We construct a family of parity games G n =
n
(V , E n , P n , (V3n , Vn )) with vertices V n = {v0 , . . . , v2n−1 , u1 , . . . un }. All vertices belong to
player 3; that is, V3n = V n and Vn = ;. The priorities and the edges are described by
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: The family G of games; 1 ≤ i < 2n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Priority
i+2
2
1

Vertex
vi
v0
uj

Successors
{vi−1 }
{v0 }
{u j , v2 j−1 }

Proposition 3.4. The game G n is of size linear in n; i.e. |G n | = O(n), it has 3n vertices,
4n edges and 2n + 1 different priorities. Moreover, the game G n is a (nested) solitaire game.
The game G 3 is depicted in Figure 3.2. Observe that in this game, vertex v5 has the
maximal priority and that this priority is odd. This means that Zielonka’s algorithm will
compute the odd-attractor to v5 in line 8 of the algorithm, i.e. Attr ({v5 }) = {v5 }. We
can generalise this observation for arbitrary game G n : in such a game, Attr ({v2n−1 }) =
{v2n−1 }. Henceforth, we denote the subgame G n \ {v2n−1 } by G n,− .
Lemma 3.4. The game G n is won by player 3. In the game G n,− , all vertices except for
vertex un , are won by player 3.

Proof. The fact that G n is won by player 3 follows immediately from the strategy
σ:V n → V n , defined as σ(vi ) = vi−1 for all 1 ≤ i < 2n, σ(ui ) = v2i−1 for all i ≤ n and
σ(v0 ) = v0 , which is winning for player 3. For the game G n,− , a strategy σ0 can be
used that is as strategy σ for all vertices v =
6 un ; for vertex un , we are forced to choose
σ0 (un ) = un , since un is the sole successor of un in G n,− . Since the priority of un is odd,
the vertex is won by player .
2

We now proceed to analyse the runtime of Zielonka’s algorithm on the family G .
Proposition 3.5. Solving G n , for n > 0, requires at least 2n calls to ZIELONKA.

Proof. Solving the game G 1 requires at least one call to ZIELONKA.
Consider the game G n , for n > 1. Observe that ZIELONKA is invoked recursively on
the game G n,− in the first recursion on line 9. We focus on solving the latter game.
The vertex with the highest priority in G n,− is v2(n−1) . Observe that
A = Attr ({v2(n−1) }) = {v2(n−1) }. Note that G n,− \ A contains G n−1 as a separate subgame.
The first recursive call in solving G n,− will therefore also solve the subgame G n−1 .
Next, observe that un (and un alone) is won by player , see Lemma 3.4. We therefore
need to compute B = Attr3 ({un }) = {un }. Now, note that G n,− \ B subsumes the subgame
G n−1 , which is a separate game in G n,− \ B. Therefore, also the second recursive call to
ZIELONKA involves solving the subgame G n−1 .
2
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v1
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1

Figure 3.2: The game G 3 .
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1

The lower bound on the number of iterations for ZIELONKA is thus exponential in the
number of vertices.
Theorem 3.3. Solving (nested) solitaire games using ZIELONKA requires Ω(2|V |/3 ).
We note that this improves on the bounds of Ω(1.6|V |/5 ) established by Friedmann.
Being structurally more complex, however, his games are robust to typical (currently
known) improvements to Zielonka’s algorithm such as the one presented in the next
section (although this is not mentioned or proved in [34]). Still, we feel that the
simplicity of our family G fosters a better understanding of the algorithm.
Observe that the family G is also a family of dull games. As a result, we immediately
have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Solving dull games using ZIELONKA requires Ω(2|V |/3 ).

3.4

Recursively Solving Special Games
in Polynomial Time

The G family of games of the previous section are easily solved when preprocessing
the games using priority propagation and self-loop elimination. However, it is straightforward to make the family robust to such heuristics by duplicating the vertices that
have odd priority, effectively creating odd loops that are not detected by such preprocessing steps. In a similar vein, the commonly suggested optimisation to use a strongly
connected component decomposition as a preprocessing step can be shown to be insufficient to solve (nested) solitaire games. The family G can easily be made robust to this
preprocessing step: by adding edges from v0 to all ui , each game in G becomes a single
SCC.
In this section, we investigate the complexity of a tight integration of a strongly
connected component decomposition and Zielonka’s algorithm, as suggested by e.g. [47,
35]. By decomposing the game each time Zielonka is invoked, large SCCs are broken
down in smaller SCCs, potentially increasing the effectiveness of the optimisation. The
resulting algorithm is listed as Algorithm 2.
We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. If algorithm 2 is invoked on a game that is either dull or (nested) solitaire,
then in the entire recursion tree all second recursive calls (line 16) are trivial (with the
empty set as an argument).
Proof. In case of dull games, since game H is a connected component, each of its
subgames is won by the player corresponding to m mod 2, namely p. Hence, after line
11 is executed, we obtain Wp0 = H \A and Wp̄0 = ;. The second recursive call will therefore
never be invoked.
Now assume that the game is solitaire and owned by player q. If p = q, then
AttrHp (U) = H (the game is p-owned, and strongly connected), and the second call is
not invoked at all. Otherwise, the second call is invoked only if Wp̄0 6= ;. But then
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Algorithm 2 Optimised Zielonka’s Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

function ZIELONKA_SCC(G)
(W3G , WG ) ← (;, ;)
if V 6= ; then
S := SCC_GRAPH_DECOMPOSITION(G)
for each final SCC C ∈ S do
H ←G∩C
m ← max{P (v) | v ∈ C}
if m mod 2 = 0 then p ← 3 else p ←  end if
U ← {v ∈ C | P (v) = m}
A ← AttrHp (U)
(W30 , W0 ) ← ZIELONKA_SCC(H \ A)
if Wp̄0 = ; then
(Wp , Wp̄ ) ← (A ∪ Wp0 , ;)
else
B ← AttrHp̄ (Wp̄0 )
(W30 , W0 ) ← ZIELONKA_SCC(H \ B)
(Wp , Wp̄ ) ← (Wp0 , Wp̄0 ∪ B)
end if
G
(W3G , WG ) ← (W3G ∪ Attr3
(W3 ), WG ∪ AttrG (W ))
S := SCC_GRAPH_DECOMPOSITION(G \ (W3G ∪ WG ))
end for
end if
return (W3G , WG )
end function

B = AttrHp̄ (Wp̄0 ) = AttrqH (Wp̄0 ) = H (the game is owned by p̄, and strongly connected),
and H \ B = ;.
2
We will now prove that the optimisation suffices to solve special parity games in
polynomial time.

Theorem 3.5. Algorithm 2 solves dull and (nested) solitaire games in O(|V | · (|V | + |E|))
time.
Proof. Let #for(V ) denote the total number of iterations of the for loop in the entire
recursion tree. Observe that the total execution time of ZIELONKA_SCC can be bounded
from above as follows:
T (V, E) = O(#for(V ) · (|V | + |E|))
Indeed, every iteration of the loop (not counting the iterations in subroutines) contributes a maximal factor of O(|V | + |E|) running time, which results from the attractor
computation and SCC decomposition.
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We will use subscripts for the values of the algorithm variables in iteration i ∈
{1, . . . , k}, e.g. the value of variable C in iteration i is Ci . Furthermore, by Vi we will
denote the set of vertices in the subgame considered in the first recursive call, i.e.
Vi = Ci \ Ai .
We will show that #for(V ) ≤ |V |. We have:
#for(V )
#for(V )

≤
≤

1
#for(V1 ) + · · · + #for(Vk ) + k

for |V | ≤ 1
for |V | > 1

(*)

In the second inequality, k is the total number of bottom SCCs considered in line 5.
Each of these SCCs may give rise to a recursive call (at most one, see Lemma 3.5). This
recursive call contributes in turn #for(Vi ) iterations.
We proceed to show #for(V ) ≤ |V | by induction on |V |. The base holds immediately
from the first inequality. Now assume that #for(V ) ≤ |V | for |V | < m.
Obviously |C1 | + · · · + |Ck | ≤ |V |. Observe that in every iteration i the set Ai is
nonempty, therefore Vi < Ci . Therefore |V1 | + · · · + |Vk | ≤ |V | − k, or equivalently
|V1 | + · · · + |Vk | + k ≤ |V |.
Applying the induction hypothesis in the right-hand side of (*) yields #for(V ) ≤
|V1 | + · · · + |Vk | + k, and due to the above observation we finally obtain #for(V ) ≤ |V |. 2
The above upper bound is slower by a factor V compared to the dedicated algorithms
for solving weak and dull games. For nested solitaire games, the optimised recursive
algorithm has an above upper bound comparable to that of standard dedicated algorithms
for nested solitaire games when the number of different priorities is of O(V ), and it is
a factor V / log(d) slower compared to the most efficient algorithm for solving nested
solitaire games.

3.5

A Tighter Exponential Bound
for Zielonka’s Optimised Algorithm

In view of the findings of the previous section, it seems beneficial to always integrate
Zielonka’s recursive algorithm with SCC decomposition. Observe that the family of
games we used to establish the lower bound of Ω(2|V |/3 ) in Section 3.3 does not permit
us to prove the same lower bound for the optimised algorithm. As a result, the current
best known lower bound for the algorithm is still Ω(1.6|V |/5 ). In this section, we show
that the complexity of the optimised algorithm is actually also Ω(2|V |/3 ). The family
of games we construct is, like Friedmann’s family, resilient to all optimisations we are
aware of.
Let Mn = (V n , E n , P n , (V3n , Vn )), for n ≥ 1 be a family of parity games with set of
vertices V n = {vi , ui , w i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The sets V3n and Vn , the priority function P n and
the set of edges are described by Table 3.3. We depict the game M4 in Figure 3.3.
Proposition 3.6. The game Mn is won entirely by player 3 for even n and entirely by
player  for odd n.
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Table 3.3: The family M of games; 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Vertex
vi
ui
wi

Player
 iff i mod 2 = 0
 iff i mod 2 = 0
3 iff i mod 2 = 0

Priority
i+1
i mod 2
i mod 2

Successors
{ui } ∪ {vi+1 | i < n}
{w i } ∪ {vi+1 | i < n}
{ui } ∪ {w i−1 | 1 < i}

v4

v3

v2

v1

5

4

3

2

0

u4

0

w4

1

u3

0

u2

0

1

w3

w2

1

u1

1

w1

Figure 3.3: The game M4 .

Theorem 3.6. Solving Mn using either ZIELONKA or ZIELONKA_SCC requires Ω(2|V |/3 )
time.
Proof. The proof is similar to Prop. 3.5; we can show that the game Mn requires
2n calls to either ZIELONKA or ZIELONKA_SCC. The only significant difference in case
of ZIELONKA_SCC is that the game may be potentially simplified in line 4 of Alg. 2.
However, each game Mn constitutes a strongly connected subgame, and therefore will
not be decomposed.
We compared the performance of the PGSolver tool, a publicly available tool that
contains an implementation of the optimised recursive algorithm, on the family M
to that of Friedmann’s family of games (denoted with F ), see Figure 3.4. The figure
plots the number of vertices (horizontal axis) and the time required to solve the games
(vertical log scale axis), clearly illustrating that M games are harder.

3.6

Conclusions

We explored the complexity of solving special parity games using Zielonka’s recursive
algorithm, proving that weak games are solved in polynomial time and dull and nested
solitaire games require exponential time. The family of games G we used to prove
the exponential lower bounds in addition tighten the lower bound to Ω(2|V |/3 ) for the
original algorithm by Zielonka.
We show that a standard optimisation of the algorithm permits solving all three
classes of games in polynomial time. The technique used in the optimisation (a tight
integration of a strongly connected component decomposition and Zielonka’s algorithm)
has been previously implemented in [35] and was observed to work well in practice.
Our results provide theoretical explanations for these observations.
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Figure 3.4: Runtime of the optimised recursive algorithm (vertical log scale axis) in seconds
versus number of vertices of the games (horizontal axis).

We furthermore studied the lower bounds of Zielonka’s algorithm with optimisation.
In the last section, we improve on Friedmann’s lower bound and arrive at a lower bound
of Ω(2|V |/3 ) for the optimised algorithm. For this, we used a family of games M for
which we drew inspiration from the family G and the games defined in [34]. We believe
that an additional advantage of the families of games G and M we defined in this
chapter over Friedmann’s games lies in their (structural) simplicity.
Our complexity analysis for the special games offers additional insight into the complexity of Zielonka’s algorithm and its optimisation and may inspire future optimisations
of the algorithm. In a similar vein, the same type of analysis can be performed on
other parity game solving algorithms from the literature, e.g. strategy improvement
algorithms.
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Chapter 4

Strategy Derivation
for Small Progress Measures

In this chapter, we focus on the second classical algorithm – Jurdziński’s small progress
measures algorithm. Using a fixpoint computation, it computes a progress measure, a
labelling of vertices, that witnesses the existence of winning strategies. In general, no
clear, intuitive interpretation of the information contained in the progress measures
has been given, and the mechanics of the algorithm remain rather technical. This is
in contrast to the self-explanatory recursive algorithm, and the strategy improvement
algorithm, where, thanks to the ordering of plays according to profiles, at every step, one
has a clear picture of the currently known best strategy. Apart from Jurdziński’s original
article, some additional insight was offered by Klauck and Schewe. In [42], Klauck
defines a specific parity progress measure for a solitaire game with only even simple
cycles and explains that it has a particular interpretation, but his parity progress measure
is not generally related to the measure computed by the SPM algorithm (not even in
the setting of solitaire games). Schewe, in his paper on bigstep [68], analyses progress
measures with restricted codomains, and shows how they can be utilised to efficiently
detect small dominions. The first contribution we make in this chapter is a better
understanding of these progress measures and the intermediate values in the fixpoint
computation, see Section 4.2. By doing so, a better understanding of the algorithm itself
is obtained.
Progress measures come in two flavours, viz. even- and odd-biased, and their computation time is bounded by either O(d m · (n/bd/2c)bd/2c ) or O(dm · (n/dd/2e)dd/2e ),
depending on the parity of the extreme priorities that occur in the game. From an
even-biased progress measure, one immediately obtains winning regions for both players, but only a winning strategy for player even on its winning region and not for her
opponent. Likewise for odd-biased progress measures. Obtaining the winning strategy
for an opponent thus requires re-running the algorithm on the opponent’s winning
region. Note that the effort that needs to be taken to obtain a strategy in the same time
bound as the winning region stems from a more general feature of parity games: a
winning partition in itself does not allow one to efficiently compute a winning strategy
(unless there is an efficient algorithm for solving parity games). This basic result, which
we nevertheless were unable to find in the literature, is formalised in Section 4.3.
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An essential consequence of this is that the algorithm solves a parity game in O(dm ·
(n/bd/2c)bd/2c ), as one can always compute one of the two types of progress measures
in the shorter time bound. Contrary to what is stated in [47], the same reasoning
does not apply to computing the winning strategy for a fixed player; this still requires
O(d m · (n/dd/2e)dd/2e ) in the worst case, as also observed by Schewe in [68]. An
intriguing open problem is whether it is at all possible to derive the winning strategies
for both players while computing one type of measure only, as this would lower the
exponent in the time bound to bd/2c. Our second contribution is to give an affirmative
answer to the above problem. We modify the generic SPM by picking a partial strategy
when a vertex won by player  is discovered, and subsequently adjust the lifting policy
so that it prioritises the area which contains an -dominion. Both steps are inspired
by the interpretation of the progress measures that we discuss in Section 4.2. Like
the original algorithm, our solution, which we present in Section 4.3, still works in
polynomial space.

4.1

Preliminaries

We shall frequently work with strategies or dominions in the context of a certain subgame
G 0 ⊂ G, which do not retain their properties when moving to a larger context of G.
For instance, consider a subset of vertices W ⊂ V that induces a subgame G ∩ W , and
moreover that there is a subset D ⊆ W which is a #-dominion in G ∩ W . Observe that,
in general, D is not a #-dominion within G. In such cases we always explicitly state
which context is assumed.
For a set of vertices W ⊆ V , we will denote the minimal priority occurring in W with
minP (W ).
Given a (partial) strategy σ, a restriction of σ to the set of vertices W ⊆ V will be
denoted with σ|W .
Note that in the next two chapters, we return to our default setting of min parity
games, where the lowest priority determines the winner of a play.

4.1.1

Jurdziński’s Small Progress Measures Algorithm

The SPM algorithm works by computing a measure associated with each vertex. This
measure is such that it decreases along the play with each “bad” odd priority encountered, and only increases upon reaching a beneficial even priority. In what follows, we
recapitulate the essentials for defining and studying the SPM algorithm; our presentation
is—as in the original paper by Jurdziński—from the perspective of player 3.
Let G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) be a parity game. Let d be a positive number and let
α ∈ Nd be a d-tuple of natural numbers. We number its components from 0 to d − 1,
i.e. α = (α0 , α1 , . . . , αd−1 ), and let < on such d-tuples be given by the lexicographic
ordering. We define a derived ordering <i on k-tuples and l-tuples of natural numbers
as follows:
(α0 , α1 , . . . , αk ) <i (β0 , β1 , . . . , βl ) iff (α0 , α1 , . . . , αi ) < (β0 , β1 , . . . , βi )
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where, if i > k or i > l, the tuples are suffixed with 0s. Analogously, we write α =i β
to denote that α and β are identical up-to and including position i. The derived
ordering provides enough information to reason about the interesting bits of plays:
when encountering a priority i in a play, we are only interested in how often we can
or must visit vertices of a more significant (i.e. smaller) priority than i, whereas we no
longer care about the less significant priorities that we shall encounter; a more precise
interpretation of the information that will be encoded will be given in Section 4.2.
Now, assume from hereon that d − 1 is the largest priority occurring in G; i.e. d is
one larger than the largest priority in G. For i ∈ N, let ni = |Vi |. Define M3 ⊆ Nd ∪ {>},
as the largest set containing > (> ∈
/ Nd ) and only those d-tuples with 0 on even positions
and natural numbers ≤ ni on odd positions i.
The lexicographical ordering < and the family of orderings <i on d-tuples is extended
to an ordering on M3 by setting α < > for α ∈ Nd . Let ρ:V → M3 and suppose w ∈ v • .
Then Prog(ρ, v, w) is the least m ∈ M3 , such that
– m ≥P (v) ρ(w) if P (v) is even,
– m >P (v) ρ(w), or m = ρ(w) = > if P (v) is odd.
Definition 4.1. Function ρ is a game parity progress measure if for all v ∈ V :
– if v ∈ V3 , then for some w ∈ v • , ρ(v) ≥P (v) Prog(ρ, v, w),
– if v ∈ V , then for all w ∈ v • , ρ(v) ≥P (v) Prog(ρ, v, w).
The following proposition is due to Jurdziński [47]; it shows that the least game
parity progress measure characterises the winning regions of a parity game.
Proposition 4.1. If ρ is the least game parity progress measure for G, then for all v ∈ V :
ρ(v) 6= > iff v ∈ Win3 (G).
The least game parity progress measure can be described as the least fixpoint of a
monotone transformer on the complete lattice we define next. Let ρ, ρ 0 :V → M3 and
define ρ v ρ 0 as ρ(v) ≤ ρ 0 (v) for all v ∈ V . We write ρ < ρ 0 if ρ v ρ 0 and ρ 6= ρ 0 .
Then the set of all functions V → M3 with v is a complete lattice. The monotone
transformer defined on this set is given as follows:
¨
Lift(ρ, v) =

ρ[v 7→ max{ρ(v), min{Prog(ρ, v, w) | v → w}}]
ρ[v 7→ max{ρ(v), max{Prog(ρ, v, w) | v → w}}]

if v ∈ V3
if v ∈ V

As a consequence of Tarski’s fixpoint theorem, we know the least fixpoint of the above
monotone transformer exists and can be computed using a standard fixpoint iteration
scheme. This leads to the original SPM algorithm, see Algorithm 3. Upon termination
of the iteration within the SPM algorithm, the computed game parity progress measure
ρ is used to compute the sets Win3 (G) and Win (G) of vertices won by player 3 and ,
respectively.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 3 solves a parity game in O(d m · (n/bd/2c)bd/2c ), see [47].
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Algorithm 3 The original Small Progress Measures Algorithm
1: function SPM(G)
2:
Input G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V ))
3:
Output Winning partition (Win3 (G), Win (G))
4:
ρ ← λv ∈ V. (0, . . . , 0)
5:
while ρ < Lift(ρ, v) for some v ∈ V do
6:
ρ ← Lift(ρ, v) for some v ∈ V such that ρ < Lift(ρ, v)
7:
end while
8:
return ({v ∈ V | ρ(v) 6= >}, {v ∈ V | ρ(v) = >})
9: end function
The runtime complexity of SPM is obtained by considering the more optimal runtime
of solving a game G, or G’s ‘dual’; the latter is obtained by shifting all priorities by
one and swapping ownership of all vertices (alternatively, a ‘dual’ algorithm can be
used, computing with a domain M ). The runtime complexity for computing winning
strategies for both players using the SPM algorithm is worse than the runtime complexity
of solving the game. A winning strategy σ3 :V3 → V for player 3 can be extracted from
ρ by setting σ3 (v) = w for v ∈ V3 ∩ Win3 (G) and w ∈ v • such that ρ(w) ≤ ρ(w0 ) for all
w0 ∈ v • . A winning strategy for player  cannot be extracted from ρ a posteriori, so, as
also observed in [68], the runtime complexity of computing a winning strategy cannot
be improved by considering the dual of a game (contrary to what is stated in [47]).
Theorem 4.2 (See also [68]). Algorithm 3 can compute winning strategies for both players
in O(d m · (n/dd/2e)dd/2e ).
As an illustration of the above observations, consider the family of games depicted
in Figure 4.1. The more optimal runtime of O(d m · (n/bd/2c)bd/2c ) will be achieved by
solving the games themselves (using M3 ) and not their dual. As all games in the family
are -paradises, we cannot extract a winning strategy for player  from the computed
progress measure and the only option we have is to solve the dual games with the less
favourable runtime of O(d m·(n/dd/2e)dd/2e ). In fact, all instances of the family of games
depicted in Figure 4.1 are solved exponentially faster than their dual, underlining the
potential practical implications of re-running the algorithm.
2

1

3

...

2N − 2

2N − 1

2N

Figure 4.1: A parity game won by player . Solving the game using M3 , the first > value
is reached after the first full pass of the cycle containing priority 1 (O(N 2 ) using a fair lifting
strategy), and it will then propagate through the game. Solving the dual game, or using M takes
exponential time to lift the node with priority 2N .

To facilitate the analysis of SPM, we will use the following terms and notions. The
term measure refers to the intermediate values of ρ in the lifting process as well. Given
a tuple m ∈ M3 , we say that the position i in m is saturated, if (m)i = |Vi |.
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A convenient abstraction of an instance of SPM being executed on a particular game is
a sequence of intermediate measure values ρ0 ρ1 . . . ρC , where ρC is the current measure
value (as we frequently consider partial executions of SPM, ρC is not necessarily the
final, stable measure). Formally, we define a lifting context as a tuple 〈G, ms〉, where G
is a parity game, and ms = ρ0 ρ1 . . . ρC a sequence of all intermediate measure values.

4.2

An operational interpretation of progress measures

While, from a technical perspective, SPM is a relatively simple algorithm in the sense
that it is concise and its individual steps are elementary operations, it lacks a clear
and appealing explanation of the devices used. It is therefore difficult to understand,
and possibly enhance. Apart from the formal definition of progress measures, little
explanation of what is hidden behind the values in tuples is offered. Notable exceptions
are [54], which explains that for -solitaire games with only even simple cycles, one can
use the maximal degrees of ‘odd stretches’ (a concept we make precise below) in order
to define a parity progress measure, and Schewe’s bigstep paper [68], where it is shown
that dominions of a bounded size can be detected using measures with a restricted
codomain. Klauck’s construction for a specific parity progress measure breaks down
for arbitrary parity games and the constructed parity progress measure is not related
to the measure that is computed by the SPM algorithm, nor to any of the intermediate
measures. In general, the high-level intuition is that the larger progress measure values
indicate more capabilities of player , and a value at a given position in the tuple is
somehow related to the number of priorities that  can enforce to visit.
In what follows, we present a precise and operational interpretation of measures.
Our interpretation is similar in spirit to the one used in [54], but applicable to all parity
games, and uses a concept known from the realm of strategy improvement algorithms – a
value (or profile) of a play. Here, values are defined in terms of maximal odd-dominated
stretches occurring in a prefix of a play. With this notion at hand, we can consider an
optimal valuation of vertices, being the best lower bound on play values that player 3
can enforce, or the worst upper bound that  can achieve, i.e. it is an equilibrium. The
optimal valuations range over the same codomain as progress measures, and the main
result of this section states that the least game parity progress measure is equal to the
optimal valuation.
d
3
Let M3
ex t denote all tuples in N ∪ {>} such that for all m ∈ Mex t and even positions
3
i ≤ d, (m)i = 0; i.e. compared to M , we drop the requirement that values on odd
positions i are bounded by |Vi |. Elements in M3
ex t are ordered in the same fashion as
those in M3 . Given a play π, a stretch is a subsequence πs πs+1 . . . πs+l of π. For a priority
k, a k-dominated stretch is a stretch in which the minimal priority among all vertices
in the stretch is k. The degree of a k-dominated stretch is the number of vertices with
priority k occurring in the stretch.

Definition 4.2. Let us denote all plays in the parity game by Π. An 3−value (or simply
value) of a play is a function θ3 : Π −→ M3
ex t defined as follows:
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– if π is winning for , then θ3 (π) = >
– if π is winning for 3, then θ3 (π) = m, where m 6= >, and for every odd position i, (m)i
is the degree of the maximal i-dominated stretch that is a prefix of π
Observe that a play value is well-defined, as an infinite i-dominated stretch for an
odd i implies that a game is won by , and its value is > in such case.
Example 4.1. Suppose that the sequence of priorities corresponding to a certain play π
is 453453213(47)∗ . Then θ3 (π) = (0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0).

Successor up-to-k For m ∈ M3 \ {>} and k ∈ N, we denote with succk (m) the least
m0 ∈ M3 such that m0 >k m.

Lemma 4.1. If ρ is a game parity progress measure of a parity game G, then for all v
there is a strategy σ3 ∈ S3 such that for every π ∈ Π(σ3 , v), θ3 (π) ≤ ρ(v)

Proof. We focus on the nontrivial case when ρ(v) 6= >; we will show that player 3
has a strategy to force plays with values not exceeding ρ(v). The strategy in question
(denoted by σmin ) is the same as used by the SPM algorithm – 3 always picks the vertex
minimising ρ(v).
We proceed with induction on ρ(v). To prove the base case (ρ(v) = (0, 0, . . . , 0)),
observe first that if π ∈ Π(σmin , v), then for all k such that ρ(πk ) <i ρ(πk+1 ), we
have P (πk ) < i (this follows from the definition of σmin and properties of game parity
progress measures).
Take any π ∈ Π(σmin , v). Suppose, towards contradiction, that (θ3 (π)) j > 0 for
some odd j. Let πl be the first vertex with priority j in π. From the definition of progress
measure, ρ(πl ) > j (0, 0, . . . , 0). Since ρ(π0 ) = (0, 0, . . . , 0), this means that for some
k, 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 1, we must have ρ(πk ) < j ρ(πk+1 ); and from the initial observation we
obtain P (πk ) < j. But this means that a value smaller than j occurs before the first
occurrence of priority j in π, hence (θ3 (π)) j = 0, a contradiction.
For the inductive step, we assume that whenever the value of ρ(w) for any progress
measure of an arbitrary game G and its vertex w is lower than m, then for all plays
consistent with σmin and starting at w, their values do not exceed ρ(w).
Take v with ρ(v) = m. Let π = v0 v1 . . . be a play starting at v0 = v and conforming
to σmin , and let m0 = θ3 (π). Observe that since σmin is a memoryless strategy winning
for player 3 [47], π cannot pass any odd-dominated cycles, and we have θ3 (π) ∈ M3 .
We proceed to prove that m0 ≤ m. Let k be the largest (least significant) position such
that (m0 )k > 0. There exists a non-trivial k-dominated stretch in the prefix of π; let vn be
the first vertex with priority k occurring in π. From the game parity progress measure
property, the way σmin is defined, and the fact that k is the least priority occurring
between v1 until vn , we know that ρ(vi ) ≥k ρ(vi+1 ) for all i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and moreover
for i = n the inequality is strict. Hence we have m = ρ(v) ≥k ρ(vn ) >k ρ(vn+1 ).
Let π post be the postfix of π starting with vn+1 . By applying the inductive hypothesis
to vn+1 , we know that θ3 (π post ) ≤ ρ(vn+1 ), and hence θ3 (π post ) <k m. Since vn was
the first occurrence of priority k in π, and dominating the prefix, we have (θ3 (π))k =
(θ3 (π post ))k + 1, and (θ3 (π))i = (θ3 (π post ))i for i < k. In short, we have thus m0 =
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θ3 (π) = succk (θ3 (π post )) (here, we use the fact that θ3 (π) ∈ M3 ). Since m >k
θ3 (π post ), we obtain m ≥ succk (θ3 (π post )) = m0 .
2
Lemma 4.2. If ρ is the least game parity progress measure of a parity game G, then there
is a strategy σ ∈ S∗ such that for every π ∈ Π(σ , v), θ3 (π) ≥ ρ(v)
Proof. The strategy in question is the same as the lifting-history based strategy that we
introduce in section 4.4; the lemma follows directly from Proposition 4.5.
From lemmata 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. If ρ is the least progress measure of a parity game G, then, for all v:
1. there is a strategy σ ∈ S∗ such that for every π ∈ Π(σ , v), θ3 (π) ≥ ρ(v)

2. there is a strategy σ3 ∈ S3 such that for every π ∈ Π(σ3 , v), θ3 (π) ≤ ρ(v)

The above theorem links the progress measure values to players’ capabilities to
enforce beneficial plays or avoid harmful ones, where the benefit from a play is measured
by a specially devised play value, as it is done in strategy improvement algorithms. This
offers a more operational view on progress measure values, which, combined with
a more fine-grained analysis of the mechanics of SPM allows us to extract winning
strategies for both players in the next section.
A notable difference between strategy improvement algorithms and SPM is that
SPM does not work with explicit strategies, and the intermediate measure values do
not represent any proper valuation induced by strategies – only the final least progress
measure does. Still, these intermediate values give an underapproximation of the
capabilities of player  in terms of odd-dominated stretches that she can enforce.
Note that a consequence of Theorem 4.3 is that the least (resp. greatest) play values
that player  (resp. 3) can enforce are equal, and coincide with the least game parity
progress measure ρ computed by SPM. Observe also that player 3 can always achieve
the strategy guaranteeing the optimal even-biased play value with a memoryless strategy,
whereas player  may require to that end a strategy that depends on a play’s history.

4.3

Strategy construction for player 

Computing winning strategies is typically part of a practical solution to a complex
verification or a controller synthesis problem. In such use cases, these strategies are
employed to construct witnesses and counterexamples for the verification problems, or
for constructing control strategies for the controller [5]. As we explained in Section
4.1.1, the SPM algorithm can easily be extended to construct a winning strategy for
player 3. The problem of deriving a winning strategy for player  in SPM (other than
by running the algorithm on the ‘dual’ game, or by using a ‘dual’ domain M ) has,
however, never been addressed. Note that the problem of computing strategies is at
least as hard as solving a game. Indeed, even if we are equipped with a valid winning
partition (Win3 (G), Win (G)) for a game G, then deriving the strategies witnessing these
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partitions involves the same computational overhead as the one required to compute
(Win3 (G), Win (G)) in the first place.
Proposition 4.2. The problem of finding the winning partition (Win3 (G), Win (G)) of a
given game G can be reduced in polynomial time to the problem of computing a winning
strategy for player # in a given #-dominion.

Proof. We will reduce the problem of recognising whether a given set D is a dominion of
a given player to the strategy derivation problem. The former problem is known to be
polynomially equivalent to the winning partition problem [24].
Suppose there is an algorithm A that, given a dominion D ⊆ V (G) of player #,
computes a winning strategy σ of player #, closed on D. Moreover, we assume that the
worst-case running time of A has an upper bound T (|V |, |E|, d). We can construct an
algorithm A0 that decides whether D is a #-dominion in O(T (|V |, |E|, d)+(|V |+|E|)·log d)
by simply running A on D and analysing the outcome.
– A has not returned a well-defined strategy σ within T (|V |, |E|, d) steps. In this case
the answer is no
– A has returned some answer σ within T (|V |, |E|, d) steps. By solving the induced
solitaire game in (|V | + |E|) · log d time, we verify whether σ is indeed a winning
strategy for # on D. If so, return yes, otherwise return no.

Deriving a strategy for both players by using the SPM to compute M3 measures and
M measures consecutively, or even simultaneously, affects, as we already discussed in
Section 4.1.1, SPM’s runtime. Being able to compute  strategies without resorting to
the aforementioned methods would also allow us to potentially significantly improve
efficiency on such instances as given by Figure 4.1. It may be clear, though, that extracting
a winning strategy from the small progress measures algorithm for vertices with measure
> will require modifying the algorithm (storing additional data, augmenting the lifting
process). For instance, simply following the vertex that caused the update to top, fails,
as the example below shows.


Example 4.2. Reconsider the game depicted in Figure 2.1. Recall that vertices v4 , v5
and v6 are won by player , and in all possible lifting schemes, the first vertex whose
measure becomes > is v6 . After that, a possible sequence of liftings is that first ρ(v5 ) is
set to > (due to v6 ), followed by ρ(v4 ) = > (due to v5 ). If we set the strategy based on
the vertex that caused the given vertex to be lifted to top, we obtain σ(v4 ) = v5 , which
is not winning for .
The key problem is that for vertices won by player , from some point onward, the
lifting process discards significant information. This is best seen in case of lifting to > –
a partial characterisation of reachable odd priorities contained in a tuple (see also our
previous section) is ultimately replaced with a mere indication that player  can win.

4.3.1

Key observation

At this point we shall give an intuitive explanation of the main insight that enables us
to define part of player  strategy in the course of lifting, once a top value is reached.
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In section 4.4 the observations made here will be formalised and proved, leading to
Theorem 4.4, which forms the basis of our algorithm.
Consider a game G on which a standard SPM algorithm with an arbitrary lifting
policy has been applied. Suppose that at some point a vertex v is the first one to be
lifted to >, and after lifting of v the algorithm is suspended, resulting in some temporary
measure ρ. Let k be the priority of v.
We will start with two straightforward observations. The first one is that k must be
an odd number; this is because a vertex with an even priority obtains, after lifting, a
ρ-value equal to the ρ-value of one of its successors, and therefore it cannot be the first
vertex lifted to >. Another immediate conclusion is that at least one (or all, if v ∈ V3 )
successor(s) of v has (have) a ρ-value saturated up to the k-th position, i.e. it is of the
form m = (0, |V1 |, 0, |V3 |, . . . , 0, |Vk |, ∗ ∗ ∗); were it not the case, then a non-top value m0
such that m0 >k m would exist, which would be inconsistent with the definition of Prog.

v k ρ(v) = >

v

k

ρ(v) = >

V
umax

V

...

...

-dominion
S
D ⊆ i≥k Vi

-dominion
S
D ⊆ i≥k Vi

Figure 4.2: Snapshot of the SPM algorithm after the first vertex v is lifted to top.

There are two more complex properties, which we can utilise to modify the SPM
algorithm and compute the winning strategy for player  (see Figure 4.2).
1. Vertex v belongs to an -dominion D within G such that the minimal priority in D
is k.
2. If v ∈ V , then picking the successor umax of v with the maximal current ρ-value
among v • is a part of a (positional) winning strategy for  that stays within such
a dominion D as described above.
The intuition concerning the above facts is as follows. Vertices with a measure value m
saturated up to but possibly excluding a certain position i have a neat interpretation of
the measure value at position i:
Player  can force the following outcome of a play:
1. priority i appears mi times without any lower priority in between
2. the play will reach a >-labelled vertex via priorities not more significant than i
3. the play enters a cycle with an odd dominating priority larger (less significant) than
i.
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Therefore, in the situation as described above,  can force a play starting at v to first go in
one step to the successor umax of v with a measure of the form (0, |V1 |, 0, |V3 |, . . . , 0, |Vk |,
∗ ∗ ∗), and then to play further and either force a less significant odd-dominated cycle
(cases 2 and 3, since v is the only >-labelled vertex), or to visit vertices with priority
k |Vk | times without any lower priority in between. But in the latter case, since v has
priority k, we have in fact |Vk | + 1 vertices with priority k not “cancelled” by a lower
priority. Hence player  has forced an odd-dominated cycle with the lowest (most
significant) priority k. Note that this does not imply we can simply construct a winning
strategy for  by always picking a successor with the maximal measure to further vertices
that can be visited along the play; such a method may lead to an erroneous strategy, as
illustrated by Figure 4.3.
1

v1

v2

1

2

>

(0, 2, 0, 0)

(0, 2, 0, 0)

v3
v4
3

(0, 2, 0, 1)

Figure 4.3: A game, won entirely by player , and demonstrating that a strategy defined by a
greedy choice of vertex with the maximal tuple does not work. After lifting the vertices in order
v1 , v3 , v2 , v4 , v1 , we obtain the measure values as above. Player  would then choose v4 , which
leads to a losing play, whereas the choice of the other successor (v3 ) yields a winning play for .

4.4

A bounded  dominion

In this section, we formally prove the key insight concerning the bounded  dominion
and the partial strategy construction, that will be later used in the strategy derivation
algorithm.

4.4.1

Lifting History Graph

We first introduce an auxiliary notion called a Lifting History Graph. Its nodes (states)
contain all snapshots of ρ-values that appeared at every parity game vertex in the course
of the lifting, whereas the edges explain the causal dependency between ρ-values at a
given vertex and its successors. In other words, the graph contains the entire history of
lifting up to a certain point, and along its edges we can “move back” in the history of
updates.
Definition 4.3. (Lifting History Graph) Suppose we are in the context of some partial
execution of the SPM algorithm, in which t liftings have been performed on a certain
parity game G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )), starting with ρ0 = λw ∈ V. (0, . . . , 0) and yielding
after each i-th lifting a temporary measure ρi . We define the corresponding Lifting History
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Graph LH = (VLH , E LH ). The set of nodes VLH ⊆ V × M3 contains all pairs (v, m) such that
at some stage of lifting v had a value m (i.e. there is i such that ρi (v) = m), and we define
the edge relation as:
(v, m)•

4

=

{(w, m0 ) | w ∈ v • (in G) ∧ ∃i ≤ t : m = ρi (v) > ρi−1 (v)
and either v 6= w ∧ ρi−1 (w) = ρi (w) = m0
or v = w ∧ ρi−1 (v) = m0 }

that is, the successors of (v, m) in LH are those pairs (w, m0 ) such that w ∈ v • and when
v was lifted to m, ρ(w) had value m0 . In other words, (v, m)• constitutes a “snapshot” of
ρ-values of v’s successors just before v was lifted to m.
The following technical proposition summarises how the ρ−values in the Lifting
History Graph change as we move one step back in the history of dependencies.
Proposition 4.3. Let LH = (VLH , E LH ) be a lifting history graph, and (w, m) ∈ VLH a
position in LH such that (w, m)• 6= ;. Let us denote mmin and mmax respectively the
minimal and maximal value of the set {m0 | (u, m0 ) ∈ (w, m)• }.
1. if m 6= >, then
for all i > P (w), (m)i = 0

(PLH.0)

and one of the following holds:
w ∈ V3
w ∈ V3

P (w) even
P (w) odd

w ∈ V
w ∈ V

P (w) even
P (w) odd

mmin =P (w) m
mmin =i−1 m ∧ (mmin )i = (m)i − 1
∧ for all j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , P (w)} (mmin ) j = |Vj |
where i = max {l | (m)l > 0}
mmax =P (w) m
mmax =i−1 m ∧ (mmax )i = (m)i − 1
∧ for all j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , P (w)} (mmax ) j = |Vj |
where i = max {l | (m)l > 0}

(PLH.11)
(PLH.12)

(PLH.13)
(PLH.14)

2. if m = >, then one of the following holds:
w ∈ V3
w ∈ V3
w ∈ V
w ∈ V

P (w) even
P (w) odd
P (w) even
P (w) odd

mmin = >
mmin = >or for all i ≤ P (w) (mmin )i = |Vi |
mmax = >
mmax = >or for all i ≤ P (w) (mmax )i = |Vi |

(PLH.21)
(PLH.22)
(PLH.23)
(PLH.24)

Proof. Directly from the definitions of Prog and Lift. Observe that the value i in two
subcases of the first part is well-defined, since (w, m)• 6= ;.
Another important property of the Lifting History Graph is that the measure strictly
decreases when a LH state with the same vertex is re-encountered along the path in LH.
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Proposition 4.4. If there is a non-trivial path in LH (i.e. containing at least one edge)
from (w, m) to (w, m0 ), then m > m0 .
Proof. Suppose there is a path in LH (w, m) = (w0 , m0 ) → (w1 , m1 ) → . . . → (w n , mn ) =
(w, m0 ). Let ρ t denote the value of ρ after the t-th lifting; for j ∈ {0, . . . , n} we will
define t j as the step in which w j was lifted to m j . From monotonicity of lifting and the
fact that two vertices cannot be lifted at the same moment, it is not difficult to observe
that t j > t j+1 , and hence from transitivity we have t 0 > t n We consider two cases:
– if n > 1, then
m = ρ t 0 (w0 )

def. of t 0

>

ρ t 0 −1 (w0 )

t 0 −1≥t n

≥

ρ t n (w0 ) = ρ t n (w n ) = m0

– if n = 1, then
m = ρ t 0 (w0 )

def. of t 0

>

ρ t 0 −1 (w0 ) = ρ t n (w n ) = m0

We can use the lifting history graph to define a strategy of player  that witnesses
some useful capabilities of player : being able to force a certain number of vertices
with priority k to appear during the play with no lower (more significant) priority in
between, or to force a winning play within a set of priorities bounded by k. We call this
strategy a lifting history-based (LH-based) strategy σ vLH . Note that the strategy is not
memoryless, and it is mainly of theoretical importance: its existence serves as a proof of
certain properties from which we can in turn derive correctness of our algorithm.

4.4.2

LH-based strategy

Convention Throughout the entire section about LH-based strategy, we assume a
parity game G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) on which some sequence of liftings has been applied,
yielding a temporary, not necessarily stable, measure ρ. We also assume a lifting
history graph LH = (VLH , E LH ) associated with the aforementioned sequence of liftings
performed on G.
v0
In such a context, we define the lifting history-based strategy σ LH
: a memory-wise
v0
partial strategy of player . For ease of presentation, we will present the definition of σ LH
using an on-line construction procedure (i.e. an algorithm selecting the desired strategy
on-the-fly as the play progresses). The procedure utilises a lifting history graph, on
which it performs moves in parallel to those in the play. Intuitively we move backwards
along the history of updates (liftings) of the corresponding nodes. The measures are thus
successively decreased1 , until a useful (odd) cycle is encountered. We also keep track of
the sequence of states in LH visited so far. If the current node in the game is w ∈ V and
the corresponding current state in the lifting history graph is (w, m), the strategy always
picks the successor that had the maximal measure value when the current node w was
lifted to m. Moreover, whenever an odd-dominated cycle is encountered, we remove
1
Strictly speaking, the measure values do not necessarily decrease with every single step in the LH graph,
but re-visiting a vertex in LH graph entails a decrease in measure - see Proposition 4.4.
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the entire corresponding suffix from the history and revert to the last state in the lifting
history graph that contained w.
We proceed with a more formal description of the on-line strategy construction
procedure ODDRESPONSE, which starts a play at an initial vertex v0 and, depending on
the ownership of the current node, either receives a choice of successor of player 3, or
generates such a choice for player . The procedure maintains the following current
state information:
– (u, m): current state in LH, u is the current vertex and m one of its measure values
from the lifting history. Initially (u, m) = (v0 , ρ(v0 )), where ρ(v0 ) is of the form
(0, |V1 |, 0, , . . . , |Vk−2 |, 0, kval, ∗ ∗ ∗), ∗ ∗ ∗ denoting some arbitrary values.
– λ = λ1 . . . λn ∈ V ∗ : history of the play (in the parity game G) so far, excluding the
current vertex, initialised to an empty sequence ε
∗
– vis = vis1 . . . vis vislen ∈ VLH
: a sequence of states in LH already visited, initialised to
an empty sequence ε
ODDRESPONSE may be parameterised with a termination condition TERMCOND, and
proceeds as follows:
1. If m = (0, 0, . . . , 0), or TERMCOND has been met, terminate.
2. If an odd-dominated cycle has been encountered, we prune vis accordingly. That is,
if (u, m0 ) = vis j for some j < visl en (we have already visited u and at that point it
had a measure m0 ), and moreover the corresponding induced cycle u = λi . . . λn .u
in G is odd-dominated, then we remove the suffix containing the cycle from vis,
i.e. vis := vis1 . . . vis j−1 . Moreover, we replace the current measure value with the
previously encountered one, i.e. (u, m) := (u, m0 ).
3. we update the history: λ := λ.u and vis := vis.(u, m)
4. If u ∈ V3 , then we receive an input from player 3 who picks the next state x
from the successors of u. We set the current LH state (u, m) := (x, m x ) such that
(x, m x ) ∈ (u, m)• in LH.
5. Otherwise, if u ∈ V , then we define a choice for player :
σ vLH (λ) := x : (x, m x ) ∈ (u, m)• and m x is maximal within (u, m)• in LH. We set
(u, m) := (x, m x ).
We will now prove several useful properties of the strategy obtained using the
ODDRESPONSE procedure. We start with the following lemma concerning the class of
strategies that we call oblivious w.r.t. odd-dominated cycles; this class contains the
lifting-history based strategy.
Lemma 4.3. For every vertex v and every (memorywise) strategy σ ∈ S∗ , oblivious w.r.t.
odd-dominated cycles, that is,
σ(λ.v.λ0 .v.λ00 ) = σ(λ.v.λ00 ) whenever v.λ0 .v is an odd-dominated cycle
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we have (minπ∈Π(σ,v) θ3 (π)) ∈ M3 .

3
Proof. Suppose (minπ∈Π(σ,v) θ3 (π)) ∈ M3
ex t \ M . Take the play π that realises the
minimum. We have (θ3 (π))k > |Vk | for some k, hence π must contain a cycle in the
prefix containing a vertex w with P (w) = k twice, and not preceded by a priority smaller
than k. Let λ.w.λ0 .w be such a prefix of π, and let w.λ0 .w be a k-dominated cycle such
that P (w) = k. Let τ be a strategy of 3 that combined with σ yields π. If we define τ0 as
τ0 (λ.w.λ0 .w.λ00 ) = τ(λ.w.λ00 ), and combine it with σ, we obtain a play π0 adhering to σ
such that (θ3 (π0 ))k < (θ3 (π))k , and (θ3 (π0 ))i = (θ3 (π))i for all relevant i 6= k. Hence
θ3 (π0 ) < θ3 (π), a contradiction with π being the play with minimal value among all
plays consistent with σ.
2

The first key property of the lifting history-based strategy is that it forces every play
to have value at least equal to the measure of the initial vertex.
Proposition 4.5. For every partial play π obtained using ODDRESPONSE, it holds that
θ3 (π) ≥ ρ(v0 ), or π meets TERMCOND.

Proof. Induction on the number of liftings. The base case ρ(v0 ) = (0, 0, . . . , 0) is trivial.
Suppose that the statement holds for all temporary measures ρ 0 that occurred before ρ.
Consider a play π obtained using ODDRESPONSE, and suppose it does not meet
TERMCOND. From the way ODDRESPONSE is defined, in case ρ(v0 ) > (0, 0, . . . , 0), π is a
sequence of at least two vertices. Let π = v0 .π0 , and v1 be the first vertex of π0 ; moreover,
let us define m0 = ρ(v0 ), and m1 = ρ pr ev (v1 ). We need to show that θ3 (π) ≥ m0 .
If P (v0 ) is even, then from Proposition 4.3 and the way ODDRESPONSE is defined,
we have m1 ≥P (v0 ) m0 , which entails m1 ≥ m0 ((m0 )i = 0 for i > P (v0 )). From IH
we know that the value of the suffix π0 satisfies θ3 (π0 ) ≥ m1 ≥ m0 . Moreover, since
θ3 (π) =P (v0 ) θ3 (π0 ), and (m0 )i = 0 for i > P (v0 ), we have θ3 (π) ≥ m0 .
Suppose now that P (v0 ) is odd. We can restrict ourselves to the situation when
m1 < m0 , as the case when m1 = m0 can be proved exactly as above.
Let i be the largest position such that (m0 )i > 0. We consider two subcases.
If i = P (v0 ), then m0 =P (v0 )−1 m1 , and from m1 < m0 and Proposition 4.3 we have
0
(m )P (v0 ) = (m1 )P (v0 ) + 1. On the other hand, we have θ3 (π) =P (v0 )−1 = θ3 (π0 ), and
(θ3 (π))P (v0 ) = θ3 (π0 )P (v0 ) + 1 (v0 contributes one more occurrence of priority P (v0 ) to
the play value of π, as compared to π0 ). Combining this with IH (θ3 (π0 ) ≥ m1 ), we
obtain θ3 (π) ≥ m0 .
If i < P (v0 ) (the case of “carrying”), then it must be the case that (m1 ) j = |Vj | for all
i < j ≤ P (v0 ). First let us make an obvious observation that if θ3 (π0 ) ≥P (v0 )−1 m0 , then
θ3 (π) ≥ m0 .
What thus remains to analyse is the case when θ3 (π0 ) <P (v0 )−1 m0 . We have then
(θ3 (π))P (v0 ) > |VP (v0 ) |. At this point, since ODDRESPONSE is oblivious to odd-dominated
cycles, we can use Lemma 4.3 – we know that the minimal play value among all plays
obtained with ODDRESPONSE mmin = minπ00 ∈Π(σ LH ,v0 ) θ3 (π00 ) ∈ M3 ; we also know that
mmin ≥ m00 , where m00 =P (v0 )−1 m1 , and (m00 )P (v0 ) = |VP (v0 ) | + 1. But since in m1 all
positions from i + 1 to P (v0 ) are saturated, then for the minimal such value it must hold
that mmin >i m1 (≥i m0 ), and hence θ3 (π) ≥ mmin > m0 .
2
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The second key property states that if for some odd priority k we have seen a kdominated stretch of a lesser degree than (ρ(v0 ))k , then the first vertex of priority
smaller than k has a measure strictly larger “up-to-k” than ρ(v0 ).
Proposition 4.6. Every partial play π obtained using ODDRESPONSE has the following
property: for every relevant odd position k (i.e. such that k is a priority value for some vertex
in the game in question), if there is a prefix of π of the form λ.v, where (θ (λ))k < (ρ(v0 ))k
and k0 = P (v) < k, and moreover if λ.v is the smallest prefix with this property, then
ρ(v) >k0 ρ(v0 ).
Proof. Induction on the number of liftings. The base case ρ(v0 ) = (0, 0, . . . , 0) is trivial.
Suppose that the statement holds for all temporary measures ρ 0 that occurred before ρ.
Suppose that there is a prefix of π of the form λ.v, where (θ (λ))k < (ρ(v0 ))k and
k0 = P (v) < k, and moreover λ.v is the smallest prefix with this property. We need to
show that ρ(v) >k0 ρ(v0 ).
Let us observe first that v 6= v0 ; indeed, from our assumptions it follows that
(ρ(v0 ))k > 0, and on the other hand since P (v) < k, we have (ρ(v))k = 0.
Let v1 be the vertex appearing right after v0 in π; let us denote with m0 and m1 the
values ρ(v0 ) and ρ(v1 ), respectively. The suffix of λ excluding the first element v will
be denoted with λ0 .
Firstly, observe that if k0 ≥ i (where i is the least significant position in ρ(v0 ) such
that (ρ(v0 ))i =
6 0), then since for all j > i (ρ(v0 )) j = 0, and i ≤ k0 < k, we obtain a
contradiction with (ρ(v0 ))k > 0. We can therefore restrict ourselves to the case when
k0 < i.
We consider two cases:
– v = v1 : From Proposition 4.3 we have m1 ≥i−1 m0 ; in particular, m1 ≥k0 m0 . Suppose,
towards contradiction, that m1 =k0 m0 . Since (m0 )i > 0, and for all j > k0 = P (v1 )
(m1 ) j = 0, we have then m0 > m1 . This from Proposition 4.3 excludes the case
when P (v0 ) is even; in fact, the only possible case is the one in which i = P (v0 )
and (m0 )i = 1 with i being the only position in m0 less significant than k0 with a
non-zero value. But then i is the only possible candidate for k, and on the other hand
(θ3 (v0 .v))k = 1 = ρ(v0 ), a contradiction.
– v 6= v1 : We need to consider several subcases; our goal is to show that in every plausible
scenario the IH can be applied to our advantage thanks to some intermediate vertex
vI in λ, occurring between v0 and v, with ρ(vI ) = m I , and choosing some appropriate
k I , k I > k0 . We can derive the desired property from IH whenever m I ≥k0 m0 , and
between vI and v the degree of k I -dominated stretch is smaller than (m I )kI . Indeed,
in such a case we obtain from IH ρ(v) >k0 m I ≥k0 m0 .
Observation 1 If there occurs an intermediate node (w,mw ) between v0 and v such
that (mw )k = |Vk |, then IH can be applied, and ρ(v) >k0 mw .
Proof From our initial assumptions, we know that (θ3 (λ.v))k < (m0 )k . Since
no vertex with priority smaller than k occurs in λ, for every subplay λ00 of λ we
have (θ3 (λ00 .v))k < (m0 )k . Consider λw , the suffix of λ starting in w; we have
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(θ3 (λw .v))k < (m0 )k ≤ |Vk | = (mw )k . Hence we can apply IH, and obtain ρ(v) >k0 mw .
2
Observation 2 If there occurs an intermediate node (w,mw ) between v0 and v such
that (mw ) ≥k m0 , then ρ(v) >k0 m0 .

Proof If (mw )k ≥ (m0 )k , then IH can be applied immediately . Otherwise we have
mw >k−1 m0 . If (mw ) j > 0 for any j strictly between k0 and k, then IH can be applied,
since no such priority j can occur until v. Otherwise we have mw >k0 m0 .
Consider a suffix of λ starting at w, and let us denote the ensuing vertices with
w = w0 , w1 , . . . , w N , w N +1 = v. For every j ∈ {0, . . . , N } let us denote with i j the
largest (least significant) position such that ρ(w j ) > 0. From Proposition 4.3 we know
that ρ(w j ) ≥i j ρ(w j+1 ) for all j ∈ {0, . . . , N }.
Suppose towards contradiction that ρ(v) ≤k0 m0 . Then ρ(v) <k0 mw , and from the
above observations there must be some i j such that i j ≤ k0 (otherwise we would have
a sequence of inequalities ρ(w) = ρ(w0 ) ≤k0 ρ(w1 ) ≤k0 · · · ≤k0 ρ(w N +1 ) = ρ(v)).
Since P (w i j ) ≥ k, it must be the case of carrying, and in ρ(w i j +1 ) all odd positions
between i j and k must be saturated. This excludes i j = N , since (ρ(w N +1 ))l = 0 for
all l > k0 . Since we have (ρ(w i j +1 ))k = |Vk |, we can use IH thanks to Observation 1,
and obtain ρ(v) >k0 ρ(w) ≥k0 m0 , from which we derive ρ(v) >k0 m0 , a contradiction.
2
We proceed to prove the main statement.
If k < i, then m1 ≥k m0 , and the statement follows immediately from Observation 2.
If k = i: if i = P (v0 ), then the play value at position k increases by 1 as compared to
π0 ; formally (θ3 (λ0 .v))k = (θ3 (λ.v))k − 1.
If m1 ≥k m0 , then the statement follows from Observation 2. If not, then due to
Proposition 4.3, we have (m1 )k = (m0 )k − 1. We also have (θ3 (λ.v))k < (m0 )k , and
from the previous observations we obtain (θ3 (λ0 .v))k < (m1 )k , hence IH can be
applied with vI = v1 , k I = k.
If k = i and i < P (v0 ) (carrying), then for all odd j such that i < j ≤ P (v0 ), we have
(m1 ) j = |Vj |. Consider position P (v0 ).
If (θ3 (λ0 .v))P (v0 ) < |VP (v0 ) |, then let w be the first vertex such that P (w) < P (v0 ).
From IH we know that ρ(w) >P (w) m1 . If w = v, then ρ(v) >k0 m1 ≥k0 m0 (the
last inequality holds because k0 < k = i, and m1 ≥i−1 m0 ). If w 6= v, then, since all
positions from P (v0 ) up to k are saturated in m1 , in order to have ρ(w) >P (w) m1
it must hold that ρ(w) >k m1 , thus ρ(w) ≥k m0 , and we can apply IH thanks to
Observation 2.
If (θ3 (λ0 .v))P (v0 ) ≥ |VP (v0 ) |, then λ contains a cycle which gives rise to a P (v0 )dominated stretch of degree at least |VP (v0 ) | + 1. We can then consider a different
play that can be obtained with ODDRESPONSE, and which does not contain any P (v0 )dominated cycle until v occurs. This gives rise to the previous scenario, and it follows
again that ρ(v) >k0 m0 .

2

If we consider a strategy generated by ODDRESPONSE in which TERMCOND has been
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instantiated with “a >-labelled vertex has been encountered”, and applied to a vertex
whose measure is saturated up-to-k, we obtain as a corollary of the above:
Proposition 4.7. Assume a parity game G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) on which a sequence of
liftings has been applied, resulting in a temporary measure ρ. Let k be an odd number and
let v0 be a vertex such that for all odd i < k, (ρ(v0 ))i = |Vi |, and (ρ(v0 ))k = kval.
v0
There exists a strategy σ LH
of player  that guarantees the following objective: for all
v0
plays π starting at v0 and conforming to σ LH
, either of the three holds:
1. π has a finite prefix that is a k-dominated stretch of degree kval (i.e. there are kval
occurrences of vertices with priority k)
2. π has a finite prefix that contains only vertices in V≥k , and terminates in a vertex v
such that ρ(v) = >
3. π is infinite, winning for , and contains only vertices in V≥k
Proof. Consider ODDRESPONSE with TERMCOND=“a >-labelled vertex has been encountered”. Firstly, observe that the only case when a vertex with priority smaller than k can
be encountered, is at the moment when ODDRESPONSE terminates due to an occurrence
of a >-labelled vertex. Indeed, as a consequence of Proposition 4.6, if such a vertex
w occurs, we have ρ(w) >P (w) ρ(v0 ), which implies ρ(w) = > due to ρ(v0 ) being
saturated up-to-k.
Suppose that TERMCOND never held while executing ODDRESPONSE. Then due
to Proposition 4.5, we have θ3 (π) ≥ ρ(v0 ). If θ3 (π) =k−1 ρ(v0 ), then (θ3 (π))k ≥
(ρ(v0 ))k = kval, and kval vertices of priority k must have been visited. If θ3 (π) >k−1
ρ(v0 ), then since ρ(v0 ) is saturated up-to-k, we have θ3 (π) = >, which in turn implies
that π is an infinite game won by  (and staying within V≥k , as shown in the first part
of the proof).
2
Corollary 4.1. Assume a parity game G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) on which a sequence of
liftings has been applied, resulting in a temporary measure ρ such that ρ(v) = > for some
vertex v ∈ V . There exists a strategy σ of player  such that for every π ∈ Π(v, σ) either:
1. π visits a vertex v> such that ρ(v> ) = >; moreover, before visiting v> , only priorities
larger or equal to k are encountered
2. π is winning for , and visits only vertices within V≥k
Moreover, for every successor u of v with a maximal measure among v • , there is a
strategy σu with the above properties such that σu (v) = u.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary successor u of v with a maximal measure among v • ; let
us define σ as σu (v) = u; for other relevant histories we use the strategy σuLH from
Proposition 4.7, with the difference that we do not terminate when case 2 has been
reached (i.e. when (ρ(u))k vertices of priority k have been visited).
Take any play π ∈ Π(v, σu ) and suppose it does not reach any top-labelled vertex (the
second case is excluded). According to Proposition 4.7, there remain two possibilities.
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Suppose we are in the first case from Proposition 4.7, i.e. a k-stretch of degree (ρ(u))k
has been visited. Since ρ(u) is saturated up to and including k, there were in fact
|Vk | + 1 vertices of priority k visited, including the initial vertex v. This means that a
certain vertex w has been re-visited by passing through a k-dominated cycle. Instead of
terminating at this point, we continue the play according to the same lifting history-based
strategy, which is oblivious w.r.t. odd-dominated cycles, and stays within V≥k .
Finally, it is not difficult to observe that if there is a strategy which forces an objective
consisting of a disjunction of a winning condition for one of the players, and a reachability
objective, then there is a memoryless strategy that guarantees the same objective (one
can formally prove this, for instance, using a straightforward conversion to a winning
condition in a parity game).
2

4.4.3

Existence of the bounded  dominion and a partial strategy
assignment

We are now in a position to prove statements that are important from a practical,
algorithmic perspective.
Corollary 4.2. Assume a parity game G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V )) on which a sequence of
liftings has been applied, resulting in a temporary measure ρ such that there is exactly one
vertex v with ρ(v) = >. Let k = P (v).
– if v ∈ V , then for every successor u of v with a maximal measure among v • there is an
-dominion Du such that for all w ∈ Du , P (w) ≥ k. Moreover, there is an  strategy σ
winning for , closed on Du , and defined on v as σ(v) = u
– if v ∈ V3 , then there is an -dominion D such that v ∈ D and for all w ∈ D, P (w) ≥ k.
Note that in this case it must hold that v • ⊆ D.
Proof. Observe that all assumptions of Corollary 4.1 hold, and from there we know that
for every successor u of v with a maximal measure, there exists a memoryless strategy
σu that either yields an infinite play within priorities larger or equal k, or will visit a
top-labelled vertex. In the latter case, v must be re-visited, as it is the only top-labelled
vertex. Hence the desired strategy σu0 for player  is the same as σu , with the difference
that if v is re-visited, the history is treated as if it has been reset.
The postulated dominion Du is the set of all vertices that can occur in plays conforming
to σu0 . They constitute a dominion of  on which no vertex has a priority exceeding k. 2

The above observation is of practical significance, because it allows us to set the
strategy of player  on the first node v lifted to top while executing the SPM. In fact
at this stage we may be able to set an  strategy for even more nodes, following a
reasoning similar to that in Zielonka’s recursive algorithm – by using a strategy with
which  can “attract” the play from other nodes to v. However, to retain soundness, we
use a special guarded attractor -Attr≥k ({v}), which can pass only through nodes of
priority not more significant than k.
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The definition of the guarded attractor given below may be parameterised with a
subset of vertices W ⊆ V , if we wish to consider only part of the game (in the remainder
of the paper, we always use as W a set of vertices inducing a well-defined subgame
G ∩ W ).
If we assume U ⊆ W ∩ V≥k , then -Attr≥k
W (U) is the least set A satisfying:
1. U ⊆ A ⊆ W ∩ V≥k
2. (a) if u ∈ V and u• ∩ A 6= ;, then u ∈ A
(b) if u ∈ V3 and u• ∩ W ⊆ A, then u ∈ A

Let σ1 and σ2 be two strategies of the same player #. By σ1 . σ2 we will denote
a strategy of player # defined on dom(σ1 ) ∪ dom(σ2 ) as σ1 (w) for all w ∈ dom(σ1 ),
and as σ2 (w) for all w ∈ dom(σ2 ) \ dom(σ1 ).
Lemma 4.4. Let D ⊆ G be any dominion of  in G and k an odd number such that all
vertices in D have priority at least k, v ∈ D such that P (v) = k and σ D be a winning
≥k
strategy for  on D and closed on D. Let σAt
t r be a strategy defined on all vertices in the
≥k
≥k
attractor -Attr ({v}) \ {v} as the strategy attracting towards v. Then σAt
t r . σ D defined
≥k
on D ∪ -Attr ({v}) is winning for  and only visits priorities greater than or equal to k.
≥k
Proof. Consider an arbitrary infinite play π, conforming to σAt
t r . σ D . If π visits
≥k
≥k
-Attr ({v}) infinitely often, then from the construction of σAt t r . σ D , it will visit v
infinitely often, and from the assumption about D the lowest priority in π is k, hence π
is winning for . Otherwise, π has a suffix that stays within D, on which it conforms to
σ D , and therefore is winning for  as well.

Finally, as an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.4, we obtain
the main result of this section. The theorem below forms the basis of our algorithm; it
describes the relevant information about an -dominion that can be extracted once the
first vertex in the game is lifted to top.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a parity game on which an arbitrary lifting sequence is applied,
such that at some point a vertex v with P (v) = k is the first vertex whose measure value
becomes top. Let ρ be the temporary measure at that point. The following holds:
– if v ∈ V , then for every successor u of v with a maximal measure among v • there is an
-dominion Du containing -Attr≥k ({v}) such that for all w ∈ Du , P (w) ≥ k. Moreover,
 has a winning strategy that is closed on Du , and which is defined on v as σ(v) = u,
and on -Attr≥k ({v}) \ {v} as the strategy attracting towards v,
– if v ∈ V3 , then there is an -dominion D containing -Attr≥k ({v}) such that for all
w ∈ D, P (w) ≥ k. Moreover,  has a winning strategy σ that is closed on D, and defined
on -Attr≥k ({v}) \ {v} as the strategy attracting towards v. Note that in this case v • ⊆ D.

4.5

The extended SPM algorithm

Theorem 4.4 captures the core idea behind our algorithm. It provides us with the means
to locally resolve (i.e. define a local strategy for) at least one vertex in Win (G), once
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Algorithm 4 Modified SPM with strategy derivation for player Odd
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function SOLVE(G)
Input G = (V, E, P , (V3 , V ))
Output Winning partition and strategies ((Win3 (G), σ0 ), (Win (G), σ))
initialise σ to an empty assignment
ρ ← λw ∈ V. (0, . . . , 0)
SPM-Within(V )
compute strategy σ0 for player Even by picking min. successor w.r.t. ρ
return (({v ∈ V | ρ(v) 6= >}, σ0 ), ({v ∈ V | ρ(v) = >, σ))

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

procedure SPM-Within(W )
while (W 6= ;) do
while ρ < Lift(ρ, w) for some w ∈ W and for all w ∈ W :ρ(w) 6= > do
ρ ← Lift(ρ, w) for w ∈ W such that ρ < Lift(ρ, w)
end while
if for all w ∈ W : ρ(w) 6= > return end if
v ← the (unique) vertex in W such that ρ(v) = >
k ← P (v)
σ(v) ← u where u ∈ v • ∩ W for which ρ(u0 ) ≤k ρ(u) for all u0 ∈ v • ∩ W
RES ← -Attr≥k
W ({v})
for all w ∈ RES \ {v} do
ρ(w) ← >
if w ∈ V then assign σ(w) the strategy attracting to v end if
end for
DOM ← RES
IRR ← 3-AttrW ({w ∈ W | P (w) < k})
REM ← W \ (RES ∪ IRR)
SPM-Within(REM)
DOM ← DOM ∪ {w ∈ REM | ρ(w) = >}
A ← -AttrW (DOM)
for all w ∈ A \ DOM do
ρ(w) ← >
if w ∈ V then assign σ(w) to be the strategy attracting to DOM
end if
end for
W ←W \A
end while
end procedure
end function

a top value is found while lifting. Moreover, it indicates in which part of the game
the remainder of the -dominion resides, implying that one can temporarily restrict
the lifting to that area until the dominion is fully resolved. There is still a non-trivial
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task ahead: how to proceed such that the composition of all local strategy assignments
will be globally valid. We will give a description of our solution (Algorithm 4), and
informally argue the correctness of our approach. The formal correctness proof can be
found in section 4.5.1.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, a standard SPM is run until the first
vertex reaches top [l. 12–14 in Alg. 4 ]. Whenever v is the first vertex lifted to top,
then the issue of the winning strategy for v can be resolved immediately [l. 18 ], as
well as for vertices in the guarded attractor of v (if there are any). We will denote
this set of ‘resolved’ vertices with RES. Moreover, we can restrict our search for the
remainder of the -dominion D only to vertices with priorities not more significant than
k, in fact only those from which player 3 cannot attract a play to visit a priority more
significant than k. Hence we can remove from the current computation context the set
IRR = 3-Attr({w ∈ W | P (w) < k}), vertices that may be considered at the moment
irrelevant [l. 25–26 ].
After discarding the resolved and currently irrelevant vertices, the algorithm proceeds
in the remaining set of vertices that constitutes a proper subgame (i.e. without dead
ends) induced by the set REM. After the subroutine returns [l. 27 ], all vertices labelled
with top are won by player  in the subgame G ∩ REM. In other words, those vertices are
won by  provided that the play does not leave REM. Since the only way for player 3 to
escape from REM is to visit RES, where every vertex is won by player , the top-labelled
vertices from REM are in fact won by  in the context of the larger game G∩W . Therefore
the set DOM computed in line 28 constitutes an -dominion within the game G ∩ W , in
which we have moreover fully defined a winning strategy σ for player . Finally, every
vertex from V \ DOM that can be attracted by player  to the dominion DOM is certainly
won by , and for those vertices we assign the standard strategy attracting to DOM.
The -dominion A is then removed, and the computation continues in the remaining
subgame.
The algorithm may at first sight appear to deviate much from the standard SPM
algorithm. However, the additional overlay, apart from defining the strategy, is no more
than a special lifting policy that temporarily restricts the lifting to parts where an 
dominion resides.

4.5.1

Correctness of the modified algorithm

The core of the correctness proof consists of showing that upon return, procedure
SPM-Within computes the winning strategy for player  for all vertices in Win (G ∩ W ),
provided that the input set W meets certain guards, which we call suitability conditions.
Let A ⊆ V in the lifting context 〈G, ρ0 . . . ρ〉. We will say that A has only nonprofitable
-escapes with respect to ρ if for every w → u such that w ∈ A∩ V and u ∈ V \ A, it holds
that u ∈ 3-AttrNONTOP(ρ) ({w0 ∈ V | P (w0 ) < minP (A)}), where NONTOP(ρ) = {w0 ∈ V |
ρ(w0 ) 6= >}.
Moreover, we will say that A has only top 3-escapes with respect to ρ, if for every
w → u such that w ∈ A ∩ V3 and u ∈ V \ A, it holds that ρ(u) = >.
We will call a subset W ⊆ V suitable w.r.t ρ if:
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S1
S2
S3
S4

for all w ∈ W , ρ(w) 6= >
G ∩ W is a proper subgame
W has only nonprofitable -escapes w.r.t. ρ
W has only top 3-escapes w.r.t. ρ

Theorem 4.4 captures the main idea behind our algorithm, and for the sake of
understanding and readability it was singled out in a simplified form, as compared to
the version that is formally required to prove correctness of the algorithm. The latter
version is the following generalisation of Theorem 4.4, that allows us to reason about
a context in which possibly more than one top value has occurred in the course of the
lifting and certain parts of the game have already been resolved.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that W ⊆ V induces a proper subgame and W has only nonprofitable -escapes. Let ρ be a measure obtained by a lifting sequence in which v ∈ W is the
only vertex in W such that ρ(v) = >, and v was the last lifted vertex. Let k = P (v). Then
there is a (memoryless) strategy σ, winning for  in the context of the subgame G ∩ W ,
such that all plays conforming to σ visit only vertices with priorities not smaller than k.
Moreover, if v ∈ V , then σ(v) is (one of the) maximal successor(s) of v w.r.t. ρ.
Proof. Consider the strategy σ from Corollary 4.1. No play conforming to σ can visit
a vertex with priority smaller than k, unless it is a top-labelled node occurring after a
prefix of non-top nodes having priorities at least k. Therefore no such play can enter
3-AttrNONTOP(ρ) ({w0 ∈ V | P (w0 ) < k}), which is a subset of
3-AttrNONTOP(ρ) ({w0 ∈ V | P (w0 ) < minP (W )}). From this and the fact that W has only
non-profitable -escapes, we know that σ(w) ∈ W for all w ∈ dom(σ) ∩ W . Hence σ is
a well-defined strategy in the context of the subgame G ∩ W .
Consider any play π conforming to σ, and staying within G ∩ W . In case when π is
finite and visits the first top-labelled vertex, it can only be v, on which σ is defined. If
π visits v infinitely often, then π is winning for , because π does not visit any more
significant priority in between. If v is visited only finitely many times, from Corollary
4.1 we know that π is winning for . In both cases no priority more significant than k is
encountered.
The key property concerning correctness of Algorithm 4 is proved in Proposition 4.8.
The proposition utilises several lemmata, which we state below.
Lemma 4.5. If W is a subgame, then the set REM = W \ (RES ∪ IRR) that is computed in
line 26 induces a subgame (i.e. it does not have “dead ends”).
Proof. Since G is a well-defined game, we know that u• 6= ; for all u ∈ G. Suppose,
towards contradiction, that there is a node u ∈ V \ (RES ∪ IRR) such that u• ⊆ RES ∪ IRR.
We distinguish two cases:
– if u ∈ V3 , then, since V \ IRR is an -closed set, we have u• ∩ IRR = ;, so the only
possibility is that u• ⊆ RES. However, since u ∈ V \ (RES ∪ IRR), we have P (u) ≥ k
and hence it must be the case that u ∈ -Attr≥k (RES) = RES, a contradiction.
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– if u ∈ V , then u• ∩ RES = ; (because P (u) ≥ k and in that case we would have u ∈
-Attr≥k (RES) = RES). Therefore u• ⊆ IRR - but it means that u ∈ 3-Attr(IRR) = IRR,
a contradiction.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose some arbitrary lifting procedure has been applied on the entire G,
yielding a temporary measure ρ̄. Assume that W is a set of vertices that induces a welldefined subgame of G, G ∩ W , and moreover the only edges leading from the even-owned
vertices in W to V \ W , have top-labelled vertices as endpoints. Furthermore, suppose that
D ⊆ W induces an -dominion on the subgame G ∩ W . Then lifting of ρ restricted to W
will finally yield a top value.
Proof. We can transform G to a game G 0 , in which we remove all edges from W to V \ W .
The codomain of SPM for G 0 is the same as for G. Lifting in G 0 must reach a top because
D is an  dominion, and it will yield not greater values per vertex than those that would
be obtained if lifting was performed on G. Indeed, the removed edges leading from
W ∩ V3 (vertices on which min is taken) outside lead only to top-labelled vertices, so
the effect is the same as removing these edges. Edges originating in W ∩ V may only
increase the measure.
Lemma 4.7. Let D be an -dominion within a game G. Let D0 ⊆ D be a nonempty subset
of D such that D0 has only 3-escapes to D \ D0 (that is, for all u → w such that u ∈ D0
and w ∈ D \ D0 , it holds that u ∈ V3 ). Then D0 is a dominion within any subgame G 0
containing the entire D0 , but not containing any vertices from D \ D0 .
Proof. Consider the  strategy σ, winning for , and closed on D. Since there are no
-escapes from D0 to D \ D0 , for any w ∈ dom(σ) ∩ D0 we have σ(w) ∈ D0 . Hence for
any subgame G 0 containing D0 , but not any vertex from D \ D0 , the strategy σ restricted
to D0 is well-defined, and the two desired properties are carried over from the original
strategy.
We are now in the position to prove the key result of this section.
Proposition 4.8. Assume a lifting context 〈G, ms〉. Suppose that during the execution
of the procedure SPM-Within, before some while-loop iteration (line 11), ρ has a certain
value ρ I , and it holds that W is suitable w.r.t. ρ I . Let ρ F be the final value of ρ when
SPM-Within returns. Then after executing SPM-Within, the following hold:
– for all w ∈ W , w ∈ Win (G ∩ W ) ⇔ ρ F (w) = >
– σ|Win (W ) is winning for  in the context of a subgame G ∩ W
Proof. We proceed with structural induction on W ; assume that the statement holds for
all suitable subsets of W . We will prove that it holds for W .
I If Win (G ∩ W ) 6= ;, then the iteration of liftings in lines 12–14 will eventually lead
to a top-value in some vertex v.
Proof Follows from Lemma 4.6 and the assumption of W having only top 3-escapes.
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II Vertex v defined in line 16 belongs to Win (G ∩ W )
Proof Immediately from Theorem 4.5.
III In line 26, REM is suitable w.r.t. ρ
Proof
S1 the only vertices in W such that ρ(v) = > are those in -Attr≥k
W ({v}), and hence
they are not in REM
S2 proved in Lemma 4.5
S3 from the assumption about W , all -escapes from REM outside W are nonprofitable. Consider any -escape to W \ REM, that is, u → w such that u ∈
REM ∩ V , and w ∈ W \ REM = IRR ∪ RES. Suppose towards contradiction that
w∈
/ IRR, hence w ∈ RES. But since P (u) ≥ k and u ∈ W ∩ V , we have u ∈ RES,
and therefore u ∈
/ REM, a contradiction.
S4 from the assumption about W , all 3-escapes from REM outside W are to toplabelled nodes. Observe that no even-owned vertex w ∈ REM can have an edge
to IRR = 3-AttrW ({w ∈ W | P (w) < k}), because w would then belong to IRR.
Hence the only 3-escapes outside REM lead to RES, and every vertex therein
has measure top.
IV For any D ⊆ (RES ∪ REM) which is an  dominion in the context of G ∩ W , all vertices
in D \ RES are also won by  in G ∩ REM, i.e. D \ RES ⊆ Win (G ∩ REM)
Proof Follows from Lemma 4.7 and the fact that there are no -escapes from REM to
RES.
V σ|REM is winning for  on Win (G ∩ REM)
Proof Follows from the inductive hypothesis.
VI σ|RES∪Win (G∩REM) is a winning strategy for  in Win (REM) ∪ RES in the context of the
subgame G ∩ W
Proof Follows from Lemma 4.4 and the previous point.
VII σ|A is a winning strategy for  in A in the context of the subgame G ∩ W
Proof Follows from the previous point and the obvious fact that extending the dominion
with its attractor, and assigning the attracting strategy for the extended part yields a
winning strategy.
VIII if the new W := W \ A, computed in line 35, is not empty, then it is suitable w.r.t. the
current value of ρ
S1 by removing A, all top-labelled vertices have been removed from W
S2 W , as a complement of an -attractor, is 3-closed, and constitutes a proper
subgame
S3 the new W doesn’t have any additional -escapes as compared to the old one
S4 the only possible new 3-escapes lead to A, in which all vertices are top-labelled
Theorem 4.6. SPM-Within returns the least game parity progress measure of G, and the
strategy σ, fully defined on Win (G) ∩ V , is a winning strategy of player  on Win (G).
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Proof. As V is obviously suitable w.r.t. the initial ρ = λv.(0, . . . , 0), from Proposition 4.8
we immediately obtain correct resolution of the Win (G) part.
Running time Every attractor computation takes O(n + m) time, and whenever it
occurs, at least one new vertex is ‘resolved’. Hence the total extra time introduced by
the attractor computations is bounded by O(n(n + m)). As with the standard SPM, the
lifting operations dominate the running time, and their total number for every vertex is
bounded by the size of M3 .
Theorem 4.7. For a game G with n vertices, m edges, and d priorities, SOLVE solves G
and computes winning strategies for player 3 and  in worst-case O(dm · (n/bd/2c)bd/2c ).
Proof.
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Example 4.3. We illustrate the various aspects of Algorithm 4 on the game G depicted
in Figure 4.4, with two (overlapping) subgames G1 and G2 . Note that the entire game
is an -paradise: every vertex eventually is assigned measure > by Algorithm 4 (and
Algorithm 3, for that matter). Suppose we use a lifting strategy prioritising v2 , v3 , v7
and v8 ; then vertex v3 ’s measure is the first to reach >, and the successor with maximal
measure is v7 . Therefore, ’s strategy is to move from v3 to v7 . The set RES, computed
next consists of vertices v3 and v2 ; the strategy for v2 is set to v3 and its measure is set
to >. The 3-attractor into those vertices with priorities ≥ 3, i.e. , vertices v1 and v4 , is
exactly those vertices, so, next, the algorithm zooms in on solving the subgame G1 .

v1

v2

v3

v4

0

4

3

1

G2
4

G1

v9

6

5

v8

v7

5

4

v6

v5

Figure 4.4: An example game G with two (overlapping) subgames G1 and G2 .

Suppose that within the latter subgame, we prioritise the lifting of vertex v7 and v8 ;
then vertex v7 ’s measure is set to > first, and v7 ’s successor with the largest measure is
v8 ; therefore ’s strategy is to move from v7 to v8 . At this point in the algorithm, RES is
assigned the set of vertices v7 and v8 , and the measure of v8 is set to >. Note that in this
case, in this subgame, the winning strategy for  on v7 is to remain within the set RES.
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Since all remaining vertices have more signficant priorities than v7 , or are forced by 3
to move there, the next recursion is run on an empty subgame and immediately returns
without changing the measures. Upon return, the -attractor to all -won vertices
(within the subgame G1 , so these are only the vertices v7 and v8 ) is computed, and the
algorithm continues solving the remaining subgame (i.e. the game restricted to vertices
v5 , v6 and v9 ), concluding that no vertex in this entire game will be assigned measure >.
At this point, the algorithm returns to the global game again and computes the
-attractor to the vertices won by player  at that stage (i.e. vertices v2 , v3 , v7 and v8 ),
adding vertices v1 and v9 , setting their measure to > and setting ’s strategy for v9 to
move to v1 .
As a final step, the algorithm next homes in on the subgame G2 , again within the
larger game. The only vertex assigned measure > in the above subgame is vertex v4 ; at
this point RES is assigned all vertices in G2 , the measure of v5 and v6 is set to > and the
 strategy for vertex v5 is set to v4 . This effectively solves the entire game.

4.6

Conclusions and Future Work

The two key contributions of our work are:
1. We have proposed a more operational interpretation of progress measures by
characterising the types of plays that players can enforce.
2. We have provided a modification of the SPM algorithm that allows to compute
the winning strategies for both players in one pass, thus improving the worst-case
running time of strategy derivation.
The second enhancement has been made possible due to a thorough study of the contents
of progress measures, and their underapproximations in the intermediate stages of the
algorithm (building on the proposed operational interpretation).
As for the future work, we would like to perform an analysis of SPM behaviour
on special classes of games, along the same lines as we have done in case of the
recursive algorithm (chapter 3), specifically, identifying the games for which SPM runs
in polynomial time, and studying enhancements that allow to solve more types of games
efficiently.
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Chapter 5

Parity Game Preorders
and the Logic of Matching Plays

5.1

Introduction

In an effort to increase the general understanding of the parity game solving problem or
of those problems mapped to parity game solving, preorders on parity games have been
studied on various occasions. For instance, in [63], Namjoshi investigated simulation
in the context of abstraction using a variant of parity games called model checking
games; in [36], Fritz and Wilke defined and studied delayed simulation, an adaptation
of simulation; Cranen et al [16, 15] studied variations of stuttering bisimulation for
parity games; Kissig and Venema [53] defined basic game bisimulation for studying
complementation. Dawar and Grädel [21] defined yet two other forms of bisimulation
on parity games by viewing these as relational structures; their work is set in the context
of analysing the descriptive complexity of parity games.
For the most part, the preorders on parity games are inspired by similar relations
on computational models such as Kripke structures or Labelled Transition Systems.
Especially for the latter model, there is a galore of preorders: the spectrum in [76]
defines over 150 preorders. However, defining these relations on parity games, showing
transitivity and proving that they approximate the winning set of some player can be
quite cumbersome; for instance, proving transitivity of delayed simulation required
analysing 24 different cases, see [36]. Moreover, there appears to be no generic method
by which the existing parity game relations have been obtained from relations on a
computational model, as testified by the existence of several variations of bisimulation
on parity games.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows. We propose a novel, more generic
method for obtaining a parity game relation from a relation on a computational model. It
is based on the notion of matching paths, which we lift naturally to matching plays. In this
approach, we can lift any preorder on a computational model that can be specified using
the matching paths to a corresponding preorder in the parity game setting. Moreover,
we identify conditions that guarantee that the resulting relation is a preorder and that it
approximates the winning set of a particular player. We exemplify our approach using a
number of well-known and some less-known relations on Kripke structures and show
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that some of the thus obtained relations coincide with existing parity game relations.
Finally, for all the relations we study in detail, we provide logical characterisations, by
identifying sound and complete fragments of an alternating-time temporal logic for the
respective relations. The logical characterisations reveal interesting differences between
the behavioural relations and the induced parity game relations.

5.2

Notation

Governed Moves. Let C, D ⊆ V be sets of vertices. We generalise the edge relation E
to a relation that captures that player # can force plays to some objective set of vertices
D via vertices in C. Let v ∈ V .
§ •
v ∩ D 6= ;
if v ∈ V#
v #→ D
=
v• ⊆ D
otherwise
v # 7→C D

=

∃σ ∈ S∗# : ∀π ∈ Π(σ, v) : ∃k : πk ∈ D ∧ ∀ j < k : π j ∈ C

v # 7→C

=

∃σ ∈ S∗# : ∀π ∈ Π(σ, v) : ∀k : πk ∈ C

Upper and Lower Sets. Let R ⊆ V × V be a relation on V . The set of vertices below
some vertex v, denoted Rv, is the set {w ∈ V | w R v}; the set of vertices above v, denoted
vR, is defined as {w ∈ V | v R w}. Note that in the special case thatSR is a symmetric
relation, we have Rv = vR. For a set U ⊆ V , we write UR for the set v∈U vR; likewise
for RU.

5.3

Inducing Parity Game Preorders and Equivalences

Behavioural preorders and equivalences, such as the simulation preorder and bisimulation, have been studied extensively for Kripke structures and Labelled Transition
Systems, see e.g. [76] and the references therein. In the past, some such preorders
and equivalences have been ported to parity games, but these efforts do not appear to
have been guided by some general principle for lifting existing relations to this setting.
This has resulted in a number of different notions of (bi)simulation on parity games,
see [21, 16, 15, 36, 39, 53]. In this section, we propose a canonical way of lifting certain
behavioural preorders and equivalences for Kripke structures to parity game preorders.
We start by observing that typical Kripke structure preorders and equivalences can
be rephrased in terms of matching paths. For instance, a relation B on states in a Kripke
structure is a strong bisimulation relation if every pair of states s, t related by B is such
that all paths starting in s are matched by some path starting in t, and vice versa. Here,
matching captures that along the two paths the state labelling is identical and states are
related through B and B −1 .
More formally, let K = 〈S, T, AP, L〉 be a Kripke structure, where S is a (possibly
infinite) set of states, T ⊆ S × S is a total transition relation, AP is a set of atomic
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Table 5.1: Various path/play matching predicates; R is a relation on states/vertices, L is a
state/vertex labelling function, and π, π0 are infinite sequences of states/vertices.
0
Rel-matchL
R (π, π )

Rel

simulation

for all i, L(π0i ) = L(πi ) and π0i R πi .

bisimulation

for all i, L(π0i ) = L(πi ), π0i R πi and πi R π0i .

trace inclusion

for all i, L(π0i ) = L(πi ).

stuttering
simulation

there is a non-decreasing, unbounded function f : ω → ω
with f (1) = 1 such that for all i and all j ∈ [ f (i), f (i + 1)),
L(π0i ) = L(π j ) and π0i R π j

stuttering
bisimulation

there is a non-decreasing, unbounded function f : ω → ω
with f (1) = 1 such that for all i and all j ∈ [ f (i), f (i + 1)),
L(π0i ) = L(π j ), π0i R π j and π j R π0i .

propositions and L : S → P (AP) is a state labelling function. A path through K, starting
in some state s1 ∈ S, is an infinite sequence of states s1 s2 s3 . . . for which (si , si+1 ) ∈ T
for all i.
Henceforward we assume that Rel is a type (or name) of a relation on a computational structure such as a Kripke structure; e.g. , Rel could be bisimulation or stuttering
simulation. Assume that Rel-matchL
R is a relation that lifts a relation R on states/vertices
to a relation on sequences of states/vertices; we refer to this relation as a matching
predicate. Matching predicates can be used to define relations on Kripke structures: we
say that R is a Rel-relation iff whenever s R t, then for all paths πs starting in s there
is a path π t starting in t such that Rel-matchRL (π t , πs ) holds. For example, a relation
R ⊆ S × S is a bisimulation iff whenever s R t, then for all paths πs starting in s there is a
path π t starting in t such that bisimulation-matchRL (π t , πs ), where the latter is the path
matching predicate defined by Table 5.1. In a similar vein, trace inclusion, stuttering
simulation and stuttering bisimulation can be defined. A matching predicate Rel-matchL
R
L
is monotonic whenever for every R ⊆ R0 , we have Rel-matchL
R ⊆ Rel-matchR0 .
Building on the path matching predicate, we next lift the types of relations to parity
game relations.
Definition 5.1. Let G = 〈V, E, P , (V3 , V )〉 be a parity game, and let R ⊆ V × V . Then R
is a parity game Rel-relation whenever v R w implies that for all strategies σ v ∈ S∗3 , there
is a strategy σw ∈ S∗3 such that
∀πw ∈ Π(σw , w) : ∃π v ∈ Π(σ v , v) : Rel-matchP
R (πw , π v )

We write v vRel w iff there is some relation R that is a parity game Rel-relation, such that
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v R w.
For the relation types of Table 5.1, the resulting parity game relations turn out to
capture parity game preorders already defined in the literature, such as governed bisimulation [50] and governed stuttering bisimulation [15] and governed simulation [50]
(also known as direct simulation [39]), see the next section.
The relations induced by Definition 5.1 give rise to preorders (resp. equivalences)
on the vertices of parity games under specific circumstances.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that for every relation R that is a parity game Rel-relation, both
P
R and Rel-matchP
R are preorders (resp. equivalence relations). Suppose Rel-matchR is
monotonic. Then vRel is a preorder (resp. an equivalence), and moreover vRel is itself a
parity game Rel-relation.
Proof. Let us first show that vRel is a Rel-relation. Take arbitrary v and w such that
v vRel w. By definition of vRel , there is some parity game Rel-relation R0 such that
v R0 w. This means that for all strategies σ v ∈ S∗3 , there is a strategy σw ∈ S∗3 such that
∀πw ∈ Π(σw , w) : ∃π v ∈ Π(σ v , v) : Rel-matchP
R (πw , π v )
0

From the monotonicity of Rel-matchP
R , in the above statement we can substitute
P
Rel-matchP
(π
,
π
)
for
Rel
match
(π
, π v ). We have thus proved that vRel is a parity
w
v
w
vRel
R0
game Rel-relation.
Assume that R and Rel are as stated, and suppose Rel-matchP
R is monotonic in R.
Observe that reflexivity of vRel is straightforward. For transitivity, we reason as follows.
Suppose u vRel v and v vRel w. Then there are Rel relations R, S, such that u R v and
v S w. We prove that (R ∪ S)∗ is a Rel-relation such that u (R ∪ S)∗ w. This means
that there is some sequence u (R ∪ S) u1 (R ∪ S) · · · un (R ∪ S) w. So, let σu ∈ S∗3 be an
arbitrary strategy. We must show that there is some strategy σw ∈ S∗3 such that every
σ v -play is matched by some σw play. Since R and S are Rel-relations, there must be
some strategy σu1 ∈ S∗3 such that every σu1 -play is matched by a σu -play. Since by
assumption, matching is monotonic, the matching also holds under (R ∪ S)∗ . Moreover,
there is some strategy σu2 ∈ S∗3 such that every σu2 -play matches some σu1 -play. By
transitivity and monotonicity of matching, we thus have that there is a σu2 ∈ S∗3 strategy
such that for every σu -play, there is a matching σu2 -play. The same argument can be
repeated n times. So, we find that for all strategies σu ∈ S∗3 there must be some strategy
σw ∈ S∗3 such that every σw -play matches some σu -play. Hence, (R∪S)∗ is a Rel-relation.
Therefore, vRel is a preorder.
2
Note that the matching predicates of Table 5.1 satisfy the conditions of the above
proposition; this means that, e.g. all parity game simulation and inclusion relations
induced by those matching predicates are preorders. The proposition below formalises
the connection between parity game Rel-relations and the winning sets of vertices.

Proposition 5.2. Let R be a parity game Rel-relation. Assume v R w and suppose that
for all π v , πw , if Rel-matchP
R (πw , π v ) and π v is won by 3 then so is πw . If v is won by 3,
then w is won by 3.
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Proof. Suppose R and Rel-matchP
R are as stated and suppose v R w. Assume v is won by
3. Then player 3 has a strategy σ v ∈ S∗3 such that all σ v -plays starting in v are won
by her. Since v R w, there must be a response strategy σw ∈ S∗3 , such that all σw -plays
starting in w match some σ v -play starting in v; i.e. for all πw ∈ Π(σw , w) there is a
π v ∈ Π(σ v , v) such that Rel-matchP
R (πw , π v ) holds. Since all σ v -plays starting in v are
won by 3, also all matching σw -plays starting in w are won by 3. Hence, w is won by
player 3.
2

It is not hard to verify that the matching relations of Table 5.1 all meet the condition
of the above proposition. We therefore immediately have that the parity game simulation,
bisimulation, trace inclusion, stuttering simulation and stuttering bisimulation relations
all preserve the winning sets of player 3 (and in case of the equivalences, also those of
player ).

5.4

Modal Characterisations of Parity Game Relations

In Section 5.4.2 we establish correspondences between the preorders and equivalences
for parity games of [50, 15, 39] and some of the parity game relations we defined in
the previous section. For the remaining relations of the previous section, we provide
alternative definitions in the spirit of [15], if possible. Moreover, for all relations we show
that they can be characterised logically using suitable fragments of an alternating-time
modal logic; this logic is defined in Section 5.4.1.

5.4.1

A Modal Logic for Parity Games

The logic we consider is called the Alternating-time Hennessy-Milner logic with Until.
It is essentially based on the alternating-time temporal logic of [3], but its syntax is
inspired by Hennessy-Milner logic for Labelled Transition Systems. Our syntax facilitates
characterising all preorders we study in this chapter uniformly by imposing restrictions
on our base grammar.
Definition 5.2. The Alternating-time Hennessy-Milner logic with Until, henceforth referred to as the logic AHML, is defined as follows:
φ, ψ ::= ⊥ | > | ¬φ | 〈n〉# φ | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉# ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
# ψ
where n ∈ N and # ∈ {3, }.

Intuitively, 〈n〉# φ holds in vertices with priority n (i.e. those from the set Vn ) for
which # can force play to vertices satisfying φ. The strong until operator φ 〈〈n〉〉# ψ
holds in vertices with priority n for which # can govern the plays through φ vertices,
ultimately reaching ψ vertices. The weak until operator φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
# ψ is more or less the
same but also holds whenever # governs plays through φ-invariant vertices.
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Definition 5.3. The semantics of AHML formulae is defined inductively in the context of a
parity game G = 〈V, E, P , (V3 , V )〉:
¹⊥º
¹>º
¹¬φº
¹〈n〉# φº
¹φ ∧ ψº
¹φ ∨ ψº
¹φ 〈〈n〉〉# ψº
¹φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
# ψº

=;
=V
= V \ ¹φº
= 〈·n·〉# ¹φº
= ¹φº ∩ ¹ψº
= ¹φº ∪ ¹ψº
= (Vn ∩ ¹ψº) ∪ µV 0 ⊆ V.(¹φº ∩ (〈·n·〉# ¹ψº ∪ 〈·n·〉# V 0 ))
= (Vn ∩ ¹ψº) ∪ νV 0 ⊆ V.(¹φº ∩ (〈·n·〉# ¹ψº ∪ 〈·n·〉# V 0 ))

where, for W ⊆ V and n ∈ N, operator 〈·n·〉# W yields the set {v ∈ Vn | v # → W }. We write
v |= φ iff v ∈ ¹φº.
Observe that our use of fixpoints in the semantics is permitted as the associated
predicate transformers to which they are applied are monotonic and the set (2V , ⊆) is a
complete lattice.
It is a routine exercise to show that the strong and weak until formulae can be
rephrased in terms of plays, offering an operational interpretation of these formulae.
Formally, we have the following correspondences.
Proposition 5.3. Let G = 〈V, E, P , (V3 , V )〉 be a parity game. Let v ∈ V , n ∈ N and let
φ, ψ be arbitrary AHML formulae. We have:
– v |= φ 〈〈n〉〉# ψ iff v ∈ Vn and for some σ ∈ S∗# , all π ∈ Π(σ, v) satisfy:

for some k, πk |= ψ and for all j < k, π j ∈ Vn and π j |= φ

∗
– v |= φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
# ψ iff v ∈ Vn and for some σ ∈ S# , all π ∈ Π(σ, v), satisfy:

for some k, πk |= ψ and for all j < k, π j ∈ Vn and π j |= φ,
or for all j, π j ∈ Vn and π j |= φ.

Let us denote the semantic equivalence of formulae by ≡; i.e. φ ≡ ψ iff in the
context of all games, ¹φº = ¹ψº. The proposition below shows that we can express the
negation of the strong until operator for player # in terms of the weak until operator
for player #̄. Moreover, it shows that “trivial” single-step formulae can be replaced by
“trivial” until formulae.
Proposition 5.4. We have the following equivalences:
– 〈n〉# > ≡ > 〈〈n〉〉# >
– ¬φ 〈〈n〉〉# ψ ≡ ¬〈n〉#̄ > ∨ (¬ψ) 〈〈n〉〉∞
(¬〈n〉#̄ > ∨ (¬φ ∧ ¬ψ))
#̄

The example below illustrates typical properties one can express using AHML.

Example 5.1. Consider the parity game depicted below.
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v2

v3

v4

0

1

1

v5

v6

v7

0

0

2

v1 0

Observe that v1 |= 〈0〉3 > and v1 |= 〈0〉 >. We have v3 |= > 〈〈1〉〉∞
3 ⊥ and v3 |=
∞
∞
> 〈〈1〉〉∞
⊥;
we
also
have
v
|=
>
〈〈0〉〉
⊥
but
v
|
6
=
>
〈〈0〉〉
⊥.
Moreover,
we have
2
2

3

v7 |= (〈1〉3 >) 〈〈2〉〉3 ¬(〈0〉3 >) because v7 has (1) priority 2 as demanded by the until
operator and (2) satisfies the goal formula ¬(〈0〉3 >).
2

In general, we are interested in comparing the “observations” that we can make in
different vertices in a parity game; that is, we wish to compare the set of modal formulae
satisfied by different vertices. We formalise observations as follows.
Definition 5.4. Let L be a fragment of AHML. We write O L (v) to denote the set of formulae
φ ∈ L for which v |= φ.

5.4.2

Modal Characterisations

We next study the relation between various parity game preorders and equivalences and
identify fragments of the modal logic of the Section 5.4.1. Moreover, we claim correspondences between particular relations defined in the literature and those relations we
defined in Section 5.3. Throughout this section, we assume that G = 〈V, E, P , (V3 , V )〉
is an arbitrary, finite parity game; we discuss the implications of considering infinite
parity games for our results in Section 5.4.3.
Governed (Bi)Simulation.
The first preorder and equivalence on parity games we consider is known as governed
simulation and governed bisimulation; both appear in [50]. Note that governed simulation
is also known as direct simulation [36, 39].
Definition 5.5. A relation R is a governed simulation if for all v R w:
1. P (v) = P (w),
2. if v ∈ V3 , then for each v → v 0 we have w 3 → v 0 R,

3. if v ∈ V , then w 3 → v • R.

We write v ≤ w iff there is a governed simulation R such that v R w. A symmetric governed
simulation relation R ⊆ V × V is a governed bisimulation. We write v ↔ w iff for some
governed bisimulation R, v R w.
Governed simulation permits to relate vertices that preserve player 3’s potentials. An
application of the simulation relation is, e.g. in abstraction theories for model checking;
such abstraction theories are more powerful than abstraction theories based on Kripke
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structures or even Kripke Modal Transition Systems. See, e.g. [63] for an abstraction
theory for model checking games, a framework closely related to parity games. The
example below illustrates governed simulation and governed bisimulation.
Example 5.2. Consider the parity game of Example 5.1. We have v3 ↔ v4 , because,
even though both vertices belong to different players, neither player can force play to
vertices of different priorities. On the other hand, v1 ↔ v2 does not hold, since player
3 can force a move to a vertex with priority 1 in one step from v2 but not from v1 .
However, v1 ≤ v2 .
2
The proposition below states that, indeed, governed (bi)simulation coincides with
the generic lifting (cf. Definition 5.1) of the well-known Kripke structure (bi)simulation
relation to parity games.
Proposition 5.5. We have the following correspondences:
– ≤=vsimulation ,
– ↔ =vbisimulation .
We next characterise governed simulation and governed bisimulation for parity
games using fragments of AHML. Let AHML≤ and AHML ↔ be the following sublogics of
AHML:
φ, ψ ::= > | 〈n〉3 φ | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ

φ, ψ ::= > | ¬φ | 〈n〉3 φ | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ

(AHML≤ )
(AHML ↔ )

Note that the logic AHML≤ is 3-biased; intuitively, it allows to describe player 3’s
potentials. The negation that is added in AHML ↔ permits reasoning about player ’s
potentials, too. The theorem below states that these logics exactly capture governed
simulation and governed bisimulation.
Theorem 5.1. Let v, w be arbitrary vertices in G. Then:
≤

≤

1. v ≤ w iff OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w);
↔

↔

2. v ↔ w iff OAHML (v) = OAHML (w);
Proof.
1. Both implications of the first statement are proved separately.
– Case only if. Assume that v ≤ v 0 . We proceed with a structural induction
on the formula. The only non-trivial case is for formulae of the form 〈n〉3 φ.
≤
Suppose that 〈n〉3 φ ∈ OAHML (v). Since v ≤ v 0 and v |= 〈n〉3 φ, we have
P (v) = P (v 0 ) = n. We consider two cases.
(a) Case v ∈ V3 . Then v |= 〈n〉3 φ implies that v has some successor w that
satisfies φ. If v 0 ∈ V3 then by the first transfer condition of ≤, v 0 must be
able to match the move to a vertex w0 such that v ≤ w0 . By induction, we
find that w0 |= φ. If v 0 ∈ V , then by the second transfer condition of ≤,
all successors w0 of v 0 satisfy w ≤ w0 . By induction, all successors w0 of v 0
satisfy φ. In both cases, by definition, v 0 |= 〈n〉3 φ.
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(b) Case v ∈ V . Then v |= 〈n〉3 φ implies that all successors w of v satisfy φ. In
case v 0 ∈ V3 , v ≤ v 0 implies that v has some successor w such that w ≤ w0
for some successor w0 of v 0 . Since that w satisfies φ, by induction, also w0
satisfies φ. In case v 0 ∈ V , v ≤ v 0 implies that v has some successor w such
that w ≤ w0 for all successors w0 of v 0 . Again, by induction, all successors
w0 of v 0 satisfy φ. Then by definition, both cases give rise to v 0 |= 〈n〉3 φ.
≤

≤

– Case if. We show that the relation R, defined by v R v 0 iff OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (v 0 )
is a simulation relation. Below, we prove all three properties separately. Suppose
v R v0.
(a) Since parity games are total, each vertex satisfies at least 〈n〉3 >, where
n = P (v). From this it immediately follows that v R v 0 implies P (v) = P (v 0 ).
(b) Suppose v ∈ V3 and assume v → w. Assume, towards a contradiction, that
player  can force the play to go in one step from v 0 to a non-empty
set of vertices W 0 ⊆ V such that for all w0 ∈ W 0 we have w0 ∈
/ wR.
≤
≤
Thus, for all w0 ∈ W 0 we have OAHML (w) 6⊆ OAHML (w0 ). Define φw0 as
≤
≤
someV
distinguishing formula; that is, φw0 ∈ OAHML (w) \ OAHML (w0 ). Then
≤
≤
〈n〉3 ( w0 ∈W 0 φw0 ) ∈ OAHML (v) 6⊆ OAHML (v 0 ), for n = P (v), contradicting
our assumption.
(c) Suppose v ∈ V . Again, towards a contradiction, suppose that player  is
able to force the play to go in one step from v 0 to a non-empty set W 0 ⊆ V
such that W 0 ∩ v • R = ;. That means that for each w ∈ v • and each w0 ∈ W 0 ,
≤
≤
0
we have OAHML (w) 6⊆ OAHML
(wV
). Let φw,w0 be a distinguishing formula
W
0
for w and w . Then 〈n〉3 ( w∈v • w0 ∈W 0 φw,w0 ), for n = P (v), is a formula
that holds in v but not in w, contradicting our assumption.
2. We next prove that the language AHML ↔ exactly captures ↔ by proving both
implications separately.
– Case only if. Assume that v ↔ v 0 ; we prove, using a structural induction on the
↔
↔
formulae, that also OAHML (v) = OAHML (v 0 ). The only non-trivial cases are
formulae of the form 〈m〉3 φ and ¬χ.
Below, we only prove preservation of formulae from left to right, i.e.
↔
↔
OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (v 0 ); the proof of the other direction is symmetric.
– The case of formulae of the form 〈m〉3 φ follows exactly the same reasoning
as in the proof of the first part of Theorem 5.1.
– Let v |= ¬χ. Suppose, towards contradiction, that v 0 6|= ¬χ. Then v 0 |=
χ. Combined with our induction hypothesis, v 0 ↔ v implies that v |= χ,
contradicting v |= ¬χ.
↔

↔

– Case if. Let R ⊆ V × V be defined as v R v 0 iff OAHML (v) = OAHML (v 0 ). We
show that R is a bisimulation.
The proof follows the same line of reasoning as in the case of simulation; the
↔
↔
only difference is that in steps (b) and (c) we have OAHML (w) 6= OAHML (w0 )
≤
≤
in place of OAHML (w) 6⊆ OAHML (w0 ), so a distinguishing formula may occur on
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either side of the inequality. However, due to the presence of negation in the
logic, such formulae are bound to exist for both w and w0 , and the constructions
of the distinguishing formulae that make up the counterexamples are the same.

2

As a result of the above theorem, whenever two vertices are unrelated via governed
simulation (resp. governed bisimulation), we know there is a distinguishing formula in
AHML≤ (resp. AHML ↔ ).
Example 5.3. Reconsider the parity game of Example 5.1. Recall that v1 ≤ v2 . We thus
≤
≤
have OAHML (v1 ) ⊆ OAHML (v2 ). For instance, both v1 and v2 satisfy 〈0〉3 〈0〉3 >. However,
we do not have v2 ≤ v1 . This follows from the fact that 〈0〉3 〈1〉3 > is a distinguishing
formula that holds in v2 , but fails for v1 .
2
Governed Stuttering (Bi)Simulation.
Governed (bi)simulation is concrete in nature, in the sense it is unable to abstract finite
stretches of plays that go through vertices that do not lose options (i.e. future priorities)
for a player. For instance, in Example 5.1, player 3 does not lose options when moving
from v1 to v2 or when moving from v2 to v1 . Still, the aforementioned relations do not
permit equating these vertices.
Relations that abstract from finite stretches through vertices with similar potentials
are often referred to as abstract relations; the governed stuttering simulation- and bisimulation relation, defined below, are a case in point. Governed stuttering bisimulation
first appeared in [15]. The simulation variant is novel; it is defined in the spirit of [15].
Definition 5.6. A preorder R ⊆ V × V is a governed stuttering simulation if v R w implies:
1. P (v) = P (w),
2. left-to-right even transfer:
(a) if v ∈ V3 , then for all v → vs we have w 3 7→ vR vs R,
(b) if v ∈ V , then w 3 7→ vR v • R,

3. right-to-left odd transfer:

(a) if w ∈ V3 , then v  7→Rw Rw•

(b) if w ∈ V , then for all w → ws , we have v  7→Rw Rws

We write v ≤s w iff there is a governed stuttering simulation R such that v R w. A relation
R ⊆ V × V is a governed stuttering bisimulation iff both R and R−1 are governed stuttering
bisimulations. We write v ↔ s w iff there is a governed stuttering bisimulation R such that
v R w.
Our definition of governed stuttering bisimulation, in terms of a symmetric governed
stuttering simulation relation, deviates from the way the definition is phrased in [15]. It
follows from the next proposition that the two coincide.
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Proposition 5.6. A relation R ⊆ V × V is a governed stuttering bisimulation (cf. Def. 5.6)
iff R is an equivalence relation on V satisfying that if v R w then
1. P (v) = P (w),
2. for any v → C with C ∈ V/R \ {vR} and v ∈ V# , then w # 7→ vR C ,
3. for any player #, we have v # 7→ vR iff w # 7→ vR .

The above result is a consequence of the correspondence between governed stuttering
(bi)simulation and the generic lifting (cf. Def. 5.1) of stuttering (bi)simulation for Kripke
structures to parity games, as formalised by the proposition below.
Proposition 5.7. We have the following correspondences:
– ≤s =vstuttering simulation ,
– ↔ s =vstuttering bisimulation .
Before we prove the above proposition, we first recall a lemma from [15] and present
some additional lemmata.
Lemma 5.1 (See [15]). For all v ∈ V , C, D ⊆ V , we have
¬(v # 7→C D) ⇒ v #̄ 7→C V \ D
Lemma 5.2. Every preorder R ⊆ V × V that is a parity game-stuttering simulation relation
is also a governed stuttering simulation relation.
Proof. Suppose preorder R ⊆ V × V is a parity game-stuttering simulation. We show that
R meets the conditions for being a governed stuttering simulation relation. Let Rel be
‘stuttering simulation’. Suppose v R w.
1. P (v) = P (w) follows instantly from the matching predicate for stuttering simulation.
2. left-to-right even transfer
(a) Suppose v ∈ V3 and v → vs . Let σ ∈ S∗3 be such that σ(v) = vs . By Def. 5.1,
there then is some matching strategy ρ ∈ S∗3 for which:
∀π ∈ Π(ρ, w) : ∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : Rel-matchP
R (π, τ)

(∗)

Pick ρ such that (∗) holds. We prove that ρ is a witness to w 3 7→ vR vs R. Let
π ∈ Π(ρ, w). Let τ ∈ Π(σ, v) be such that Rel-matchP
R (π, τ). Observe that
τ1 = v and τ2 = vs , since v ∈ V3 and σ(v) = vs . So, by Table 5.1, there must
be some non-decreasing, total function f : ω → ω, such that f (1) = 1 and:
i. for all j < f (2), we have P (v) = P (π j ) and v R π j , and
ii. we have vs R π f (2) .
But from this, it follows that there is some k (viz. , k = f (2)), such that:
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i. for all j < k, we have P (v) = P (π j ) and π j ∈ vR, and
ii. P (vs ) = P (πk ) and πk ∈ vs R.
Hence, w 3 7→ vR vs R.

(b) Suppose v ∈ V . Let σ ∈ S∗3 . Observe that σ(v) must be undefined. Again,
by Def. 5.1, there is some matching strategy ρ ∈ S∗3 for which:
∀π ∈ Π(ρ, w) : ∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : Rel-matchP
R (π, τ)

(∗)

Pick ρ such that (∗) holds. We prove that ρ is a witness to w 3 7→ vR v • R. Let
π ∈ Π(ρ, w). Let τ ∈ Π(σ, v) be such that Rel-matchP
R (π, τ). Observe that
τ1 = v and τ2 ∈ v • . So, by Table 5.1, there must be some non-decreasing
and total function f : ω → ω, such that f (1) = 1 and:
i. for all j < f (2), we have P (v) = P (π j ) and v R π j , and
ii. we have P (τ2 ) = P (π f (2) ) and τ2 R π f (2) .
Since τ2 R π f (2) and τ2 ∈ v • , we have π f (2) ∈ v • R. But from this, it follows
that there is some k (viz. , k = f (2)), such that:
i. for all j < k, we have P (v) = P (π j ) and π j ∈ vR, and
ii. πk ∈ v • R.
Hence, w 3 7→ vR v • R.

3. right-to-left odd transfer

(a) Suppose w ∈ V3 . Towards a contradiction, assume that v  7→Rw Rw• does not
hold. By Lemma 5.1, we then have v 3 7→Rw V \ Rw• . Let σ ∈ S∗3 be such that
v σ 7→Rw V \ Rw• . Then:
∀τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : ∃k : τk ∈ V \ Rw• ∧ ∀ j < k : τ j ∈ Rw

(†)

By Def. 5.1, there must be a response strategy ρ ∈ S∗3 such that:
∀π ∈ Π(ρ, w) : ∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : Rel-matchP
R (π, τ)

So let π ∈ Π(ρ, w) be arbitrary, and let τ ∈ Π(σ, v) be such that

Rel-matchP
R (π, τ). Then there must be some total, ascending function f :

ω → ω and some k, such that 2 ∈ [ f (k), f (k + 1)) and for all i < k, we have
τi R π1 and τk R π2 . Since π1 = w and π2 ∈ w• , that means that for all
i < k, we have τi ∈ Rw and τk ∈ Rw• , contradicting (†). So, v  7→Rw Rw• .

(b) Suppose w ∈ V , and let ws ∈ w• . Towards a contradiction, assume that
v  7→Rw Rws does not hold. By Lemma 5.1, we then have v 3 7→Rw V \ Rws .
Let σ ∈ S∗3 be such that v σ 7→Rw V \ Rws . Then:
∀τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : ∃k : τk ∈ V \ Rws ∧ ∀ j < k : τ j ∈ Rw

By Def. 5.1, there must be a response strategy ρ ∈ S∗3 such that:
∀π ∈ Π(ρ, w) : ∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : Rel-matchP
R (π, τ)
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(†)

So let π ∈ Π(ρ, w) be such that π2 = ws (there must be one, since w ∈ V ),
and let τ ∈ Π(σ, v) be such that Rel-matchP
R (π, τ). Then there must be
some total, ascending function f : ω → ω and some k, such that 2 ∈
[ f (k), f (k + 1)) and for all i < k, we have τi R π1 and τk R π2 . Since π1 = w
and π2 = ws , that means that for all i < k, we have τi ∈ Rw and τk ∈ Rws ,
contradicting (†). So, v  7→Rw Rws .

2

The following two lemmata are straightforward to show. The first one states that
as we make a step within the same priority, we end up in either a greater, or smaller
vertex (in the governed simulation sense), depending on the owner of the vertex. The
other lemma describes another easy property in case when two different players have
an option to diverge on two different vertices.
Lemma 5.3. For all v 0 ∈ v • such that P (v) = P (v 0 ):
– if v ∈ V3 , then v 0 ≤s v
– if v ∈ V , then v ≤s v 0
Lemma 5.4. If v  7→VP (v) and w 3 7→VP (v) , then v vstuttering simulation w.

Lemma 5.5. If R ⊆ V × V is a governed stuttering simulation relation, then it is also a
parity game-stuttering simulation relation.
Proof.
We shall first introduce an auxiliary notion of stuttering matching up to k chunks.
0
For two finite paths π and π0 , stutsim-(k-)matchP
R (π, π ) if there is a non-decreasing,
surjective function f : ω → {1, . . . , k} with f (1) = 1 such that for all i and all j ∈
[ f (i), f (i + 1)),L(π0i ) = L(π j ) and π0i R π j .
It is not difficult to see that if for some v and w, if for all π ∈ Π(ρ, w), and for
all for all k ∈ N, ∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : stutsim-(k-)matchP
R (π, τ), then for all π ∈ Π(ρ, w),
∃τ ∈ Π(σ, v) : stutsim-matchP
(π,
τ).
R
Let R be a governed stuttering simulation. Take an arbitrary σ ∈ S∗3 . We proceed by constructing a strategy σ0 ∈ S∗3 such that ∀π0 ∈ Π(σ0 , w) : ∃π ∈ Π(σ, v) :
0
stutsim-matchP
R (π , π).
The response strategy σ0 is constructed inductively; after the k-th step of the construction, every path in σ0k is guaranteed to be matching some path in σ up to k chunks.
The set of pairs of possible outcomes of plays on the right-hand side, together with
the matching (up to k-steps) partial plays on the left-hand side is stored for each k in
the set PMk . In particular, PM1 is initialised to {(v, w)}, and the set PMk contains pairs of
the form (λ.x, λ0 . y) such that:
– xRy
– for every 0 < l < k and every relevant prefix of λ0 whose last vertex belongs to V3 ,
σl (λ0 ) is defined
0
– stutsim-(k-)matchP
R (λ.x, λ . y)
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Assume that the set PMk satisfies the above properties; we construct a strategy σ0k+1
and the set PMk+1 for which the above (where k is instantiated with k + 1) hold as well.
Take any pair (λ.x, λ0 . y) ∈ PMk .
1. case x ∈ V3 , y ∈ V3 :

(a) If not σ(λ.x) R y (successor of x is not immediately matched in 0 steps by y),
then we extend σ0k to σ0k+1 with an even strategy on y which guarantees that
a node in σ(λ.x)R will be ultimately reached (left-to-right transfer condition)

(b) If σ(λ.x) R y, but x ∈
/ R y • . There exists a strategy σsucc ∈ S∗ which forces
x to ultimately reach a node in R y • via R y. By combining σ and σsucc we
obtain a path consistent with both strategies; this path (let us denote it with
λ00 ) reaches R y 0 for some y 0 ∈ y • via R y. We define σ0k+1 (λ0 . y) := y 0 .
(c) If σ(λ.x) R y and x ∈ R y • . By Lemma 5.3 we have σ(λ.x) R x, and by
transitivity σ(λ.x) R y 0 for some y 0 ∈ y • . We extend σ0k to σ0k+1 by defining
σ0k+1 ( y) = y 0 .
2. case x ∈ V3 , y ∈ V :

(a) If not σ(λ.x) R y: the same as above.

(b) If σ(λ.x) R y, and there is y 0 ∈ y • such that x R y 0 doesn’t hold. Similar as
in point 1b above, we know that there is a strategy of player Odd that forces
the play to reach a node in R y 0 . From thereon, the argument is the same.
(c) If σ(λ.x) R y and for all y 0 ∈ y • , x R y 0 . As before, by Lemma 5.3 we have
σ(λ.x) R x and therefore σ(λ.x) R y 0 for all y 0 ∈ y • , therefore we obtain
matching up to k + 1 chunks for λ.x.σ(λ.x) and λ0 . y. y 0 for all y 0 ∈ y • .
3. case x ∈ V , y ∈ V :
(a) if y ∈
/ x • R: we extend σ0k with an even strategy on y which guarantees that
a node in x • R will be ultimate reached (left-to-right transfer condition)
(b) if y ∈ x • R:, and there is y 0 ∈ y • such that x R y 0 doesn’t hold. Along the
lines of 2b.
(c) if y ∈ x • R, and for all y 0 ∈ y • , x R y 0 . Then from the first condition there is
some x 0 ∈ x • such that x 0 R y. From Lemma 5.3 we also have yR y 0 for all
y 0 ∈ y • . By transitivity, x 0 R y 0 for all y 0 ∈ y • , hence λ.x.x 0 is matched by
λ0 . y. y 0 for all y 0 ∈ y • up to k + 1 chunks.
4. case x ∈ V , y ∈ V3 :

(a) if y ∈
/ x • R: along the lines of 3a

(b) if y ∈ x • R, but x ∈
/ R y • : the same reasoning as in 1b
(c) if y ∈ x • R, and x ∈ R y • : If x  7→VP (x) and y 3 7→VP (x) , then x vstuttering simulation
y from Lemma 5.4. Otherwise, we need to consider the following cases:
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– Suppose first that it is not the case that x  7→VP (x) . Then in particular in
the game induced by σ there is no play that would only visit odd-owned
nodes with priority P (x). For the k +1 matching path that would contain a
successor of y, we keep picking the strategy from the right-to-left transfer
condition combined with σ until we either reach a node that is even-owned
(then we continue with case 1), or the last node related to y (case 4a or
4b).
– Suppose now that y 3 7→VP (x) doesn’t hold. Then for every play originating
in y either an odd-owned node will appear (case 3), or a different priority
will be encountered - in that case that node cannot be related to x.

2
Example 5.4. Reconsider the parity game from Example 5.1. Observe that we did
not have v1 ↔ v2 . However, we do have v1 ↔ s v2 : player 3 is capable of enforcing
divergent plays (plays that only pass through vertices with the same priority), and it is
capable of enforcing plays to reach vertices with priority 1. Moreover, we have v2 ≤s v5 ,
but not v2 ≤ v5 ; we also do not have v5 ≤s v2 .
2

We next consider two fragments of the logic AHML that capture governed stuttering
(bi)simulation. Here, the situation is as for stuttering (bi)simulation for Kripke structures:
the “next” modality 〈n〉3 φ is not preserved by the governed stuttering (bi)simulation
relation; instead, the until relations are required.
φ, ψ ::= > | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
3 ψ

φ, ψ ::= > | ¬φ | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ | φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
3 ψ

(AHML≤s )
(AHML ↔ s )

The theorem below states that these fragments of AHML indeed characterise governed
stuttering (bi)simulation.
Theorem 5.2. Let v, w be arbitrary vertices in G. Then
≤s

≤s

1. v ≤s w iff OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w).
2. v ↔ s w iff OAHML

↔s

(v) = OAHML

↔s

(w).

Proof. As for simulation, we prove both implications separately.
– Case only if. Suppose that v ≤s w. We proceed by means of a structural induction
on the formula. In this case, the only non-trivial cases are for formulae of the form
φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ and φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
3 ψ. We consider both cases in isolation.

– Suppose v |= φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ. Let σ3
v be the strategy that realises φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ on v. The
response strategy σ3
,
as
described
in Proposition 5.7, realises φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ on w.
w
Indeed, for every possible path πw induced by σ3
w , a state will be reached where
the formula ψ holds, by (possibly) visiting only those states that satisfy φ and
have priority n (this is due to matching property and the inductive hypothesis for
subformulae φ and ψ).
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– Suppose v |= φ 〈〈n〉〉∞
3 ψ. This case resembles the previous one; the difference is in
∞
that the paths allowed by σ3
v realising the formula v |= φ 〈〈n〉〉3 ψ may not reach
states that satisfy ψ, but instead have the property that φ holds invariantly. As the
matching paths are infinite, this property is preserved by the response strategy σ3
w.
– Case if. We will prove that the relation R on parity game nodes induced by the
inclusion of formulae from AHML≤s satisfied by is a stuttering simulation.
Firstly, we define some auxiliary formulae.
Assume that we are in the context of a fixed parity game with set of nodes V . Then
for all v, w ∈ V we define a choice function yielding a formula distinguishing v
from w up to AHML≤s . The function, denoted with DIST(v, w), is defined as > if
≤s
≤s
≤s
≤s
OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w) and otherwise is equal to some ϕ ∈ OAHML (v) \ OAHML (w).
Furthermore, we define:
V
GREQ (v)
:= Ww∈V DIST(v, w)
NGREQ (v) :=
w∈V DIST (w, v)
The first formula characterises the subset of nodes in V that satisfy at least all those
formulae from AHML≤s that v satisfies (nodes that are “greater” or “equal” with respect
to AHML≤s ); the second formula is dual. Furthermore,
W
NOT (n) =
v:P (v)6=n > 〈〈P (v)〉〉3 >
characterises states with priority different than n.
≤s
≤s
We proceed with the proof. Suppose that OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w). We will show that
all properties of stuttering simulation are satisfied.
1. P (v) = P (w), since both states satisfy the formula ⊥ 〈〈P (v)〉〉3 >

2. transfer:

(a) if v ∈ V3 , then for each v → v 0 , we have
≤s
≤s
v |= GREQ(v) 〈〈P (v)〉〉3 GREQ(v 0 ); because OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w) we also
have
w |= GREQ(v) 〈〈P (v)〉〉3 GREQ(v 0 ), and therefore w 3 7→ vR v 0 R,
(b) similar reasoning using
the formula
W
GREQ (v) 〈〈P (v)〉〉3 v 0 :v→v 0 GREQ (v 0 )

3. progress:
We reason in the other direction; formulae not satisfied by w are also not satisfied
by v. We pick formulae for which not satisfying them implies the progress
property on v.
(a) w ∈ V3 :
W
w |= GREQ(w) 〈〈P (v)〉〉 ( w0 :w→w0 GREQ(w0 )),
hence w does not satisfy the following dual formula in AHML≤s :
NOT
V (P (v)) ∨
( w0 :w→w0 NGREQ(w0 )) 〈〈P (v)〉〉∞
3 NOT (P (v)) ∨ ( NGREQ (w)∧
V
( w0 :w→w0 NGREQ(w0 )))
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(b) w ∈ VV
:
w |= w0 :w→w0 GREQ(w) 〈〈P (v)〉〉 GREQ(w0 )),
hence
w does not satisfy the following dual formula in AHML≤s :
W
w0 :w→w0 ( NOT (P (v)) ∨
0
NGREQ (w0 ) 〈〈P (v)〉〉∞
3 ( NOT (P (v)) ∨ ( NGREQ (w) ∧ ( NGREQ (w )))))

2

Example 5.5. Recall that in the parity game of Example 5.1, we do not have v5 ≤s
v2 . This is confirmed by the formula (> 〈〈0〉〉3 >) 〈〈0〉〉3 (> 〈〈2〉〉3 >) that expresses that
through vertices with priority 0, a vertex with priority 2 can be reached. It holds in v5 ,
but not in v2 .
2
Parity Game Trace Inclusion.
We finally consider the parity game-trace inclusion relation, the only linear-time relation
among the relations introduced in Section 5.3. As far as we have been able to trace, there
appears to be no alternative definition of parity game-trace inclusion in the literature.
We refrain from repeating the definition and instead refer to Def. 5.1 for the definition
of parity game-trace inclusion. However, for brevity, and in line with convention for
the other relations, we write v ≤ t w whenever v vtrace inclusion w and we say that ≤ t is
the governed trace inclusion relation. The sublogic AHML≤ t that induces governed trace
inclusion is defined as follows.
_
φ ::= > |
〈n〉3 φn (; =
6 N ⊂ N is a finite set of ranks)
(AHML≤ t )
n∈N

We proceed to prove that the above logic indeed characterises governed trace inclusion. We first define a few auxiliary notions.
Definition 5.7.
Tracesn (v)
Traces(v)

=
=

∗
{p
S1 .p2 . . . pn ∈ N | ∃π ∈ Π(v).P (π1 ) = p1 , . . . , P (πn ) = pn }
Tracesn (v)
n∈N

Definition 5.8. Give a formula ϕ ∈ AHML≤ t , the set of maximal admissible traces of ϕ
is defined structurally as:
MAT(>)
W
MAT( 〈n〉3 φn )

=
=

{ε}
{n.λ | n ∈ N , λ ∈ MAT(φn )}

n∈N

Given a strategy σ ∈ S∗# , by σ[v] we will denote the #̄-solitaire game resulting by
restricting the original game to the choices made by σ.
Lemma 5.6. For any φ ∈ AHML≤ t , the following are equivalent:
1. v |= φ
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2. there exists a σφ ∈ S∗3 such that σφ [v] |= φ

3. there exists a σφ ∈ S∗3 such that for all π ∈ Π(σφ , v) there is a prefix of π whose
trace is in MAT(φ), i.e. there is a k ∈ N such that P (π1 ) . . . P (πk ) ∈ MAT(φ)

Proof. Equivalence of the three above statements can be proved with a straightforward
structural induction.
2
≤t

≤t

Theorem 5.3. Let v, w be arbitrary vertices in G. Then v ≤ t w iff OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w).
Proof.
“⇒”: Assume that v ≤ t w, and take an arbitrary φ ∈ AHML≤t such that v |= φ. Take the
corresponding σφ , as mentioned in Lemma 5.6. From the definition of governed trace
inclusion, there is a response strategy σ0 ∈ S∗3 such that every infinite trace in σ0 is
also a trace of σφ . Applying Lemma 5.6 in the other direction to w, φ and σ0 , we
obtain that w |= φ.
≤t
≤t
“⇐”: Let OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w). Take any strategy σ ∈ S∗3 . Consider a family of formulae
Φuσ = {φσu,i | i ∈ N} induced by σ, defined as follows:
φσu,n

formu,n
σ (0, λ)
formu,n
σ (k + 1, λ)

=
=
=

formu,n
σ (n, ε)

>
〈l〉3

W
l:λ.l∈Traces(n−k) (u)

formu,n
σ (k, λ.l)

Intuitively, φσu,i describes all possible behaviours of the -solitaire game induced by σ
up to k steps. It is easy to see that v |= Φσv , and therefore w |= Φσv .
Since for each i ∈ N w |= φσv,i , it is easy to see that for every i ∈ N there exists a
strategy σi ∈ S∗3 such that σi [w] |= φσv,i . Due to finite branching, there must be some
strategy ρ such that ρ[w] satisfies all φσv,i .
Take any π0 ∈ Π(ρ, w). We need to show that there is a matching play π in Π(σ, v).
First observe that every finite prefix of π0 matches a prefix of some path in σ[v]; this
is because of Lemma 5.6 and correspondence of the satisfaction of modal formulae
and admissible prefixes. We can therefore construct an infinite matching path π by
starting at v and, given already constructed prefix λ.x, always choosing the successor
y for which an infinite number of prefixes of the form λ.x. y.λ0 are matched by some
prefix of π0 .

2

≤t

The restriction on AHML to at all depths of the formulae only allow for 〈n〉3 _ for which
the ranks are distinct is needed to reduce player 3’s powers. Omitting this constraint
will lead to a finer relation, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 5.6. Consider the parity game depicted below.

v

1

1

1

1

1

0

1
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w

≤t

≤t

Clearly, we have v ≤ t w. By Theorem 5.3 we have OAHML (v) ⊆ OAHML (w). Note
that we also have w ≤ t v. However, we have w |= 〈1〉3 (〈1〉3 〈1〉3 > ∨ 〈1〉3 〈0〉3 >) but
v 6|= 〈1〉3 (〈1〉3 〈1〉3 > ∨ 〈1〉3 〈0〉3 >). Omitting the constraint would therefore lead to
incorrect distinguishing formulae.
2

5.4.3

A Note on Infinite Parity Games

Most of the results of Section 5.4.2 remain valid—provided we apply some standard
modifications—if we consider parity games with an infinite number of vertices. The
modifications required are an extension of the logic AHML to an infinitary logic which also
allows infinite disjunctions and infinite conjunctions. Applying the same modifications
to the logics AHML≤ , AHML ↔ , AHML≤s and AHML ↔ s will allow for recovering all results
of Section 5.4.2.
For trace inclusion in the presence of parity games of infinite size, the modifications
are of a different nature. In this case, we should consider the infinitary extensions of
the logics AHML and AHML≤ t to allow for expressions of infinite length, but no infinite
disjunction is needed.

5.4.4

A Lattice of Parity Game Preorders

We next compare the relations we studied in the previous subsection with one another,
and with the winner preorder for parity games. The latter is the ordering ≤w defined as
v ≤w w iff w is won by 3 if v is won by 3.
The results are as expected, see the lattice depicted
on the right. Governed stuttering bisimulation is finer
↔
than bisimulation, but incomparable to the governed
↔s
≤
simulation. Governed stuttering simulation is coarser
≤t
≤s
than both governed simulation and governed stuttering
≤w
bisimulation, but finer than the winner preorder. Finally,
governed trace inclusion is incomparable to governed
stuttering simulation, but coarser than governed simulation and finer than the winner
preorder.

5.5

Discussion

Our scheme for obtaining parity game relations from existing behavioural relations also
extends to other relations by choosing different parameters for the matching predicate.
For instance, the bisimulation of [21] on parity games with a finite number of priorities
can be recovered using the matching predicate bisimulation-matchL
R , where L(v) =
{Ω(v), # | v ∈ V# }; that is, the vertex labelling is extended with information which
player owns the vertex. Observe that the resulting relation is finer than the ones studied
in this chapter. In a similar way, stuttering bisimulation of [16] can be recovered.
Moreover, many of the results that we have for the concrete preorders generalise to
games with different winning conditions, such as mean-payoff games.
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In order to capture a richer class of preorders, one can consider adding new constructs
to the language that is used to define the matching paths. Currently, it is based on label
comparison and checking if two elements are related. However, for instance in case
of decorated trace preorders (e.g.ready trace), one would need to add some kind of
state formula to the matching predicate, that would allow to match all outgoing paths
of length one. In general, this would mean the possibility of nesting the predicate that
says that all outgoing paths from a certain state match according to a certain matching
formula – at this moment, this kind of predicate is only used for the initial states.
Our modal characterisations of the preorders studied in the previous section reveal
interesting and fundamental differences with the modal characterisations for the preorders on computational models such as Kripke structures. For instance, disjunction is a
necessary part of the logic for the simulation relations of the previous section. While
disjunction can be part of the characteristic logic for the corresponding Kripke structure
preorders, there, it is redundant: it does not add to the distinguishing power of the modal
logic. This can be explained by the phenomenon that in the Kripke structure setting, it
suffices to describe one fixed behaviour. In the parity game setting, one must be able to
express that a player can guarantee (i.e. regardless of the strategies of her opponent) a
certain set of behaviours; this requires disjunctions. For instance, disjunction is needed
for showing that not w ≤ v in the following game.
2
v

1

4

2
2

2
2

3

1

w

2

It is also not the case that disjunction can be added harmlessly to the characteristic
logic for a parity game preorder. A case in point is parity game trace inclusion, which
requires a restricted form of disjunction, as shown in Example 5.6. This suggests there
is no easy way to obtain a modal characterisation for a parity game preorder from a
modal characterisation of a Kripke structure preorder.

5.6

Conclusions

We have proposed a scheme for lifting preorders for behavioural models such as Kripke
structures to preorders on parity games. We demonstrated this scheme by showing
that we can recover preorders for parity games that have already been defined in the
literature. Moreover, we showed that we can easily construct new ones. Lastly, we
provided modal characterisations of the parity game preorders we introduced and
showed that there are fundamental differences between these modal characterisations
and the modal characterisations of the preorders for the behavioural models.
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Chapter 6

Consistent Consequence
for Boolean Equation Systems

6.1

Introduction

Boolean equation systems [58] have been studied extensively in the context of software
and hardware verification, in which the equation systems appear naturally as the end
result of encodings of model checking problems, including the modal µ-calculus model
checking problem [58], and data and real-time model checking problems [80]; but also
as a result of process equivalence checking problems [60]. The encoded verification
problems can be answered by solving the associated equation system, which is known
to be in NP ∩ coNP .
The Boolean equation systems originating from verification problems tend to be
rather large. However, so called parameterised Boolean equation systems [59, 44] can be
used to concisely describe the Boolean equation systems, using a combination of data,
parameterised recursion and first-order quantification. Subsequently generating the
Boolean equation systems from such parameterised Boolean equation systems, however,
leads to problems akin to the infamous state-space explosion. In an attempt to side-step
the latter phenomenon, transformations that simplify parameterised Boolean equation
systems have been studied, see e.g. [64]; such transformations are reasonably cheap,
but can be extremely effective in reducing the size of the underlying Boolean equation
system.
Establishing the soundness of a given transformation has long been a rather tiresome affair; only recently, a proof methodology has been devised that avoids the need
for lengthy proofs. The method relies on the identification of a suitable consistent
correlation [79] between two (parameterised) Boolean equation systems. While the
decidability of such consistent correlations was addressed for a fragment of Boolean
equation systems, the decidability and the computational complexity for the general
setting of Boolean equation systems remained open.
An inconvenience of consistent correlations is that they only serve to reason about
transformations that are solution preserving. The technique falls short in situations in
which one wishes to devise more aggressive transformations that allow us to underor over-approximate the solution to a given (parameterised) Boolean equation sys75

tem. Compared to solution preserving transformations, such transformations offer the
prospect of even more powerful reductions. To accommodate the development of such
transformations, we define and study a preorder that is tightly related to the concept
of consistent correlation. The resulting preorder is called consistent consequence. In
addition, we study its computational complexity and its relation to concepts known
in the setting of Boolean equation systems and in related settings. Our theoretical
contributions can be summarised as follows:
– We establish the relation between consistent consequence, consistent correlation and
the concept of a solution to an equation system;
– We link consistent consequence for the fragment of closed Boolean equation systems
in simple and recursive form to governed simulation for parity games [62], providing a
graph-based, operational view on the concept;
– We prove that deciding consistent consequence and consistent correlation are both
coNP-complete problems, answering the open problem raised in [79].
Given the notationally more involved setting of parameterised Boolean equation systems,
in this chapter we study the concept of consistent consequence in the more accessible
framework of Boolean equation systems. Lifting the concepts to the richer setting will
be postponed until chapter 7.
Outline We give a cursory overview of the Boolean equation system framework in
Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we define and study our notion of consistent consequence,
and we briefly analyse its computational complexity. The correspondence to governed
simulation for parity games is addressed in Section 6.4. We wrap up with some ideas
for future work in Section 6.5.

6.2

Preliminaries

Boolean equation systems are finite sequences of fixed point equations, in which the
right-hand sides of the equations are proposition formulae.
Definition 6.1. A Boolean equation system (BES) E is defined by the following grammar:
E
f, g

::=
::=

; | (νX = f ) E | (µX = f ) E
>|⊥|X | f ∧g | f ∨g

The empty BES is denoted ;; X is a proposition variable taken from a countable set X of
proposition variables; f , g are proposition formulae.
From hereon, whenever we write σ, we mean an arbitrary fixed point sign, i.e. either
µ or ν. As a notational convention, we write f X when we refer to the right-hand side
proposition formula in the equation for X : we have σX = f X .
Let E be an arbitrary equation system. We denote the set of bound proposition
variables of E by bnd(E ); that is, bnd(E ) contains those variables at the left-hand side
of the equations in E . We only consider equation systems in which all equations have
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unique left-hand side variables. Proposition variables occurring in a proposition formula
f are collected in the set occ( f ); by extension, occ(E ) contains variables occurring in
the right-hand side of any of the equations in E .
Whenever all occurring variables are bound in an equation system, it is said to be a
closed equation system. An equation system is in simple form [4] if none of the right-hand
sides of the equations that occur in the equation system contain both ∧- and ∨-operators.
If none of an equation system’s right-hand side formulae contain the constants > and ⊥,
the system is in recursive form.
To each bound variable X of E , we associate a rank rankE (X ), which is defined as
rankE (X ) = blockν,X (E ):
0

blockσ,X ((σ Y = f Y )E ) =


 0

blockσ,X (E )
 1 + block 0 ((σ0 Y = f )E )
σ ,X
Y

if σ = σ0 and X = Y
if σ = σ0 and X 6= Y
if σ 6= σ0

Informally, the rank of a variable X is the i-th block of like-signed equations, containing
X ’s defining equation, counting from left-to-right and starting at 0 if the first block
consists of greatest fixed point signs, and 1 otherwise.
Semantics. Let η : X → B be a proposition environment, assigning Boolean values to
proposition variables. The semantics of a proposition formula f is given in the context
of an environment η (notation ¹ f ºη) and is defined as the standard extension of η to
formulae. We write η[X := b] for the environment η in which the proposition variable
X has Boolean value b and all other proposition variables X 0 have value η(X 0 ). The
ordering v on environments is defined as η v η0 if and only if η(X ) implies η0 (X ) for
all X . For reading ease, we do not formally distinguish between a semantic Boolean
value and its representation by > and ⊥; likewise, for the operands ∧ and ∨.
Definition 6.2. The solution of a BES, given an environment η : X → B, is inductively
defined as follows:
¹;ºη

¬

¹(σX = f ) E ºη

¬

η
§

¹E º(η[X := ¹ f º(¹E ºη[X := ⊥])])
¹E º(η[X := ¹ f º(¹E ºη[X := >])])

if σ = µ
if σ = ν

It is not hard to verify that the order of equations impacts the solution: the equation
system (µX = Y )(νY = X ) has ⊥ as the solution to both X and Y , whereas the equation
system (νY = X )(µX = Y ) will yield the solution > for both X and Y .

6.3

Consistent Consequence

Let R be an arbitrary relation on proposition variables X . We write X R X 0 iff (X , X 0 ) ∈R.
Let θ be an arbitrary environment; θ is consistent with R if for all X R X 0 , θ (X ) ⇒ θ (X 0 ).
We denote the set of all environments consistent with R by ΘR .
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Definition 6.3. Let E be an equation system. Let R be a relation on proposition variables;
R is a consistent consequence on E if for all equations σX = f X and σ0 X 0 = f X 0 in E such
that X R X 0 , we have:
1. rankE (X ) = rankE (X 0 )
2. for all θ ∈ ΘR , we have ¹ f X ºθ ⇒ ¹ f X 0 ºθ .
A proposition variable X 0 ∈ bnd(E ) is said to be a consistent consequence of proposition
X ∈ bnd(E ), denoted X l X 0 iff there is some relation R that is a consistent consequence on
E , such that X R X 0 .
Proposition 6.1. For any pair of consistent consequences R, S, their union R ∪ S is also a
consistent consequence.
Proof. Assume R, S be two consistent consequences. Suppose σX = f X , σ0 X 00 = f X 00 are
equations in E , such that X R ∪ S X 0 . Thus, either X R X 0 or X S X 0 . Clearly, from this we
have rankE (X ) = rankE (X 0 ). Let θ ∈ ΘR∪S . Then θ ∈ ΘR ∩ ΘS , so it follows immediately
that ¹ f X ºθ ⇒ ¹ f X 0 ºθ .
2
As a consequence of the above property, we find that there must be a largest consistent
consequence relation.
Proposition 6.2. The relation l is the largest consistent consequence. Moreover, l is a
preorder.
The theorem below is the main result of this section; it establishes a link between the
notion of a consistent consequence and the concept of a solution to an equation system.
Theorem 6.1. Let E be an equation system. Let R be a consistent consequence on E . Then
for all θ ∈ ΘR we have ¹E ºθ ∈ ΘR .
Before we prove the theorem, we first rephrase the solution to an equation system;
the rephrasing is standard and relies on Bekič theorem for converting nested fixed points
to simultaneous fixed points.
Let B = 〈X i = f X i 〉ni=1 be a non-empty sequence of equations. Let θ be an arbitrary
environment. The functional associated to B, denoted by Bθ , is defined as follows:


Bθ = λ(b1 , . . . , bn ) ∈ Bn . ¹( f X 1 , . . . , f X n )ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := (b1 , . . . , bn )
where, by abuse of notation, θ [(X 1 , . . . , X n ) := (b1 , . . . , bn )] stands for the simultaneous
substitution of b1 for X 1 , b2 for X 2 , etc. Moreover, ¹_ºθ is extended in the natural
way from proposition formulae to tuples of formulae. The greatest fixed point of Bθ is
denoted νBθ , and its least fixed point is denoted µBθ .
The solution of a BES, given an environment η : X → B, is inductively defined as
follows:
¹;ºθ
=θ


¹(σB)E ºθ = ¹E ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := σB¹E ºθ
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where B = 〈X i = f X i 〉ni=1 is a non-empty sequence of equations.
We now proceed with a proof of Theorem 6.1:
Proof.
Let E be an arbitrary equation system, and R a consistent consequence on E . We use
induction on the number of maximal like-signed blocks of equations in E to prove the
statement. Assume E = ;, then clearly for arbitrary environment θ , consistent with R,
we find that ¹;ºθ ∈ ΘR . Assume our statement holds for arbitrary θ ∈ ΘR and equation
system E . Let B = 〈X i = f X i 〉ni=1 be a sequence of equations, and let σ be a fixed point
sign different from the fixed point sign of the first block of equations in E . By definition,
we have:
¹(σB)E ºθ

= ¹E ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := σB¹E ºθ


Clearly, ¹(σB)E ºθ is consistent with R if θ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := σB¹E ºθ is consistent with R.
Observe that, since R only relates proposition variables that have the same rank, there
is no X ∈ bnd(B) such that X R X 0 for some X 0 ∈ bnd(E ). Thus, let X i , X j ∈ bnd(B) be
such that X i R X j . We show that




¹ f X i ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := σB¹E ºθ ⇒ ¹ f X j ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := σB¹E ºθ
The latter is demonstrated by proving that all approximants of σB¹E ºθ are consistent
with R. We only treat the case σ = ν; the case σ = µ is fully dual. Let B¹nE ºθ denote the
n-th approximant of σB¹E ºθ .
– By default, B¹0E ºθ = (>, . . . , >); hence, for all X i R X j , we find > ⇒ >.

– Suppose that B¹nE ºθ is consistent with R. We show that B¹n+1
is consistent with R too:
E ºθ
=
=

B¹n+1
E ºθ


¹( f X 1 , . . . , f X n )ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹nE ºθ




(¹ f X 1 ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹nE ºθ , . . . , ¹ f X n ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹nE ºθ )



By induction, θ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹nE ºθ is consistent with R.
Consider an arbitrary pair X i R X j . Since R is a consistent consequence, we have:




n
n
¹ f X i ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹E ºθ ⇒ ¹ f X j ºθ (X 1 , . . . , X n ) := B¹E ºθ
As a result, for all X i R X j , we have:
B¹n+1
(X i ) ⇒ B¹n+1
(X j )
E ºθ
E ºθ
Thus, σB¹E ºθ is also consistent with R; this also finishes the proof.
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2

The notion of consistent consequence is closely related to the notion of a consistent
correlation, see [79]. For the sake of completeness, we here recall its definition.
Definition 6.4. Let E be an equation system. Let R be a symmetric relation on proposition
variables; R is a consistent correlation on E if for all equations σX = f X and σ0 X 0 = f X 0
in E such that X R X 0 , we have:
1. rankE (X ) = rankE (X 0 )
2. for all θ ∈ ΘR , we have ¹ f X ºθ = ¹ f X 0 ºθ .
Variables X , X 0 ∈ bnd(E ) consistently correlate, denoted X « X 0 , iff there is some consistent
correlation R such that X R X 0 .
The results below relate consistent consequence and consistent correlation: consistent consequence relates to consistent correlation in the same way as simulation
preorder relates to bisimulation in the setting of labelled transition systems.
Proposition 6.3. Let E be an arbitrary equation system.
1. The largest consistent correlation on E , denoted « , is the largest symmetric consistent
consequence on E ;
2. The largest consistent correlation on E , « is contained in l and in l−1 .
We finish this section with an example that illustrates that consistent correlation «
is, as can be expected, actually finer than l ∩ l−1 .
Example 6.1. Consider the equation system E given below:
(µX 0 = X 4 ) (µX 1 = X 0 ∨ X 2 ) (µX 2 = X 4 ∨ X 5 ) (µX 3 = X 2 ) (µX 4 = X 4 ) (νX 5 = X 5 )

Observe that we have, among others, X 0 l X 2 , X 1 l X 3 , X 3 l X 1 , X 4 l X 0 ; in particular,
this means that X 1 is a consistent consequence of X 3 and vice versa. Note also that
X 1 6« X 3 : take, for instance θ (X 0 ) = > and θ (X 2 ) = ⊥, which would be allowed if not
X 0 « X 2 . But this follows from the fact that X 4 6« X 5 , as a result of their ranks. Finally,
observe that neither l, nor « coincide with the partitioning induced by the solution
to the equation system: the solution to both X 0 and X 4 is ⊥, whereas the solution to
X 1 , X 2 , X 3 and, in particular, X 5 is >; note that X 5 cannot be related to, e.g. , X 1 , due to
a difference in ranks.
Complexity. In [79], it was shown that deciding « for the class of equation systems
in simple form requires O(m log n) time, where n is the number of bound variables in an
equation system, and m the total size of all right-hand sides. The complexity for deciding
«
coNP decision problems.
Proposition 6.4. Let E be an arbitrary equation system. The decision problems X l Y and
X « Y , for X , Y ∈ bnd(E ) are both in coNP.
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Proof. Let E be an arbitrary equation system. Suppose we have two variables X , Y
such that ¬(X l Y ). Consider a nondeterministic Turing Machine that works as follows.
The relation R initially contains all pairs of variables from the same block. In each
iteration, the machine guesses two equations σU = f U , σW = fW in E , such that U R W ,
together with an environment θ ∈ ΘR such that ¹ f U ºθ = > whereas ¹ fW ºθ = ⊥. The
environment θ is thus a witness that the pair (U, W ) does not belong to any consistent
consequence relation finer than R; R is then updated by removing the pair (U, W ). From
the construction of the algorithm it follows that all pairs guessed by the machine cannot
belong to l. It takes at most O(n2 ) iterations, where n is again the number of bound
variables in E , to prove that ¬(X l Y ). In a similar manner, we can prove that « is a
coNP decision problem; in this case the maximal number of iterations is O(n), because
we have an equivalence relation.
2
In fact, both decision problems are coNP-complete problems.

Theorem 6.2. Deciding l and « is coNP-complete.
Proof. Our completeness results follow from a reduction of the logical consequence
problem between negation-free proposition formulae. Take two such formulae f and
g, depending on n distinct proposition variables (2(k − 1) < n ≤ 2k). The problem
whether f |= g is coNP-complete [23]. Consider the following BES:
(µX 1 = Y1 )
(νY1 = X 1 )
(νY f = f )

(µX 2 = X 1 )
(νY2 = Y1 )
(νYg = g)

(µX 3 = Y2 )
(νY3 = X 2 )

(µX 4 = X 2 )
(νY4 = Y2 )

···
···

(µX 2k−1 = Yk )
(νY2k−1 = X k )

(µX 2k = X k )
(νY2k = Yk )

Observe first that the equations for X 1 and X 2 are incomparable using l, and so
are Y1 and Y2 . We inductively add four new, incomparable equations relying on the
fact that all previous equations in the smaller equation system are incomparable; as
a result, we have for i 6= j neither X i l X j , nor X j l X i . Therefore, we have Y f l
Yg if and only if ∀θ ∈ Θl : ¹ f ºθ ⇒ ¹gºθ if and only if f  g. Computing l is thus
coNP-complete.
Note that in the proof above we used an equation system consisting of two blocks. If
the equation system consists of only one block, consistent consequence can be decided
in linear time.
The proof for « is similar, but one has to use the logical equivalence problem as an
intermediate step in the reduction. Observe that φ |= ψ if and only if φ ∧ ψ ≡ φ. On the
other hand, we have φ ≡ ψ if and only if (φ ⇒ ψ)∧(ψ ⇒ φ), so the logical consequence
and equivalence are polynomially equivalent, from which follows coNP-completeness
of equivalence for negation-free propositional formulae. Let f and g be as before; we
construct the following BES:
(µX 1 = ⊥)

(µX 2 = X 1 )

(µX 3 = X 2 )

···

(µX n = X n−1 )

(µX f = f )

(µX g = g)

Indeed, variables X 1 and X 2 cannot be consistently correlated (take θ (X 1 ) = θ (X 2 ) =
>); again, we can show by induction that X i 6« X i+1 for i ∈ {0, . . . n − 1}. Hence we have
f ≡ g if and only if X f « X g , so deciding « is coNP-complete even if the BES consists
of only one block.
2
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The coNP-completeness proof relies on an equation system consisting of two blocks.
For equation system consisting of only one block, deciding « remains coNP-complete,
but l can be decided in linear time.
Remark. For equation systems with either all right-hand sides in Conjunctive Normal
Form or all in Disjunctive Normal Form, both decision problems remain polynomial.

6.4

Consistent Consequence Generalises Governed Simulation on Parity Games

Equation systems generalise parity games. We show that for the fragment of equation
systems in simple form, consistent consequence on equation systems coincides with
governed simulation on parity games. Note that despite the fact that parity games and
equation systems are mutually reducible to one another, the correspondence that we
establish in this section is non-trivial, given the contrasts between the denotational
framework of equation systems and the highly operational characteristics of parity
games.
In what follows we shall work with an alternative, game-based definition of the
governed simulation preoder, based on [36]. The governed simulation preorder can
be defined through a game played on an auxiliary graph, called the simulation gamegraph (i.e. not a parity game graph). Given a parity game G = (V, →, Ω, (V3 , V )), the
simulation game is a turn-based game played by players Duplicator (D) and Spoiler (S)
on a game-graph (V × V, → × →) according to moves adhering to the rules in Table 6.1.
An infinite play (v0 , w0 )(v1 , w1 ) · · · ∈ (V × V )ω is won by Duplicator if all priorities match
along the play, i.e. Ω(vn ) = Ω(w n ) for all n; otherwise it is won by Spoiler.
Table 6.1: Admissible moves in a simulation game-graph.

(v, w) ∈

1st player

plays on

2nd player

plays on

V3 × V3
V3 × V
V × V3
V × V

S
S
D
D

v
v
w
w

D
S
D
S

w
w
v
v

Definition 6.5. Let G = (V, →, Ω, (V3 , V )) be a parity game. There is a governed simulation between a vertex v and a vertex w (v vsimulation w), if player Duplicator (D) has a
winning strategy for the simulation game starting in (v, w).
Parity games and equation systems in simple, recursive form are known to coincide;
this correspondence is expressed below.
Definition 6.6. Let E be a non-empty, closed equation system in simple and recursive form.
The parity game GE = (V, →, Ω, (V3 , V )), associated to E is defined as:
– V = {vX | X ∈ bnd(E )};
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– vX → vX 0 iff X 0 ∈ occ( f X );
– Ω(vX ) = rankE (X );
– vX ∈ V3 iff f X is disjunctive.

Proposition 6.5. Let E be a non-empty, closed equation system in simple and recursive
form, and let GE be its associated parity game. Let X ∈ bnd(E ). We have ¹E º(X ) = > iff
vertex vX is won by player even.
The proof of the above proposition can be found in [49].
We are now in a position to formally state the correspondence between consistent
consequence on equation systems and direct simulation on the associated parity games.
Lemma 6.1. Let E be a non-empty, closed equation system in simple and recursive form,
and let GE be its associated parity game. Then X l X 0 implies vX vsimulation vX 0 for all
X , X 0 ∈ bnd(E ).

Proof. We will prove that if X l Y , then in the partial play in the simulation game,
with current state (vX , vY ), player Duplicator can force the play to a successor state
(vU , vW ) such that U l W ; the latter ensures that rankE (U) = rankE (W ), which, due to
the transformation of E to GE , implies the required Ω(vU ) = Ω(vW ).
From hereon, let θ Z , for given Z, denote an arbitrary environment that satisfies
θ Z (W ) = > iff X l Z. Clearly, θ Z ∈ Θl . We distinguish four cases:
W
W
– Case f X ≡ i∈I X i and f Y ≡ j∈J Y j . Then vX , vY ∈ V3 , and, hence, Spoiler may
first choose an arbitrary successor vX i of vertex vX . From reflexivity of l know that
θX i (X i ) = >, hence ¹ f X ºθX i = >, and because X l Y , we have ¹ f Y ºθX i = >, too. So
there must exist a l ∈ J such that θX i (Yl ) = >, and, by definition of θX i , it follows that
X i l Yl . So, Duplicator can choose to move from vY to vYl .
W
V
– Case f X ≡ i∈I X i and f Y ≡ j∈J Y j . Spoiler may thus choose an arbitrary successor
vertex for vX , say vertex vX i . Since ¹ f X ºθX i = >, from X l Y , we obtain that ¹ f Y ºθX i =
> as well. This implies that θX i (Y j ) = > for all j ∈ J. Thus, X i l Y j for all j ∈ J. Hence,
no matter how Spoiler picks the successor vYk for vertex vY , we find that X i l Yk .
V
W
W
– Case f X ≡ i∈I X i and f Y = j∈J Y j . Define θ = i∈I θX i ; note that θ ∈ Θl . Since
X i l X i for all i ∈ I, we have ¹ f X ºθ = >, and, therefore, ¹ f Y ºθ = >. Hence, there
must be some l ∈ J, such that θ (Yl ) = >. From the construction of θ it follows that
there must be some some k ∈ I such that X k l Yl . Since player Duplicator may pick
successors for both vX and vY , she can choose to move to vX k and vYl , respectively.
V
V
– Case f X ≡ i∈I X i and f Y ≡ j∈J Y j . Let θ be as defined in the previous case. Again,
we obtain that ¹ f Y ºθ = >. Since f Y is conjunctive, this implies that θ (Y j ) = > for
all j ∈ J. Therefore, for all Y j there must be a corresponding X i such that X i l Y j .
As a result, no matter how Spoiler moves from vY to vYj , Duplicator can respond by
moving from vX to an adequate vertex vX i .

2

In a similar vein, every parity game can be associated to a closed equation system in
simple and recursive form, as per the transformation detailed below.
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Definition 6.7. Let G = (V, →, Ω, (V3 , V )) be a parity game. The equation system EG
associated to G contains one equation σX v = f X per vertex v ∈ V , such that:
–
–
–
–

f X is disjunctive iff vertex v3 and v has at least two successors;
X v 0 ∈ occ( f X ) iff v → v 0 ;
σ = µ iff Ω(v) is odd;
for all X v , X v 0 , we have rankEG (X v ) ≤ rankEG (X v 0 ) iff Ω(v) ≤ Ω(v 0 ).

Note that the above transformation does not automatically lead to a unique equation
system; however, unicity can be ensured by assuming an additional total order on
proposition variables that extends to formulae and equation systems in a straightforward
way. From hereon, we assume such an ordering has been imposed on the transformation.
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a parity game, and let EG be its associated equation system. Let
v ∈ V . Vertex v is won by player even iff ¹E º(X v ) = >.
Lemma 6.2. Let G be a parity game, and let EG be its associated equation system. Then
v vsimulation v 0 implies X v l X v 0 for all v ∈ V .
Proof. First, observe that if a play (v0 , w0 ), (v1 , w1 ) . . .) is won by player Duplicator, then
vi vsimulation w i for all i. Let v, w ∈ V be arbitrary vertices such that v vsimulation w. We
will prove that X v l X w in EG . Define relation R⊆ X × X as X u R X t iff u l t. Let θ ∈ ΘR
be an arbitrary environment satisfying ¹ f X v ºθ = >. We proceed by showing that then
also ¹ f X w ºθ = >; for this, we distinguish the following four cases:
W
W
– Case v, w ∈ V3 . Then f X v ≡ i∈I X vi and f X w ≡ j∈J X w j for some non-empty index
sets I, J. This means that for some k ∈ I, θ (X vk ) = >. Suppose Spoiler moves from
v to some vi , for i ∈ I. Duplicator can respond with an appropriate move to w j ,
for j ∈ J such that vi vsimulation w j (vi , w j ); i.e. ∀i ∈ I ∃ j ∈ J: vi vsimulation w j ; in
particular there must be some l ∈ J, such that vk vsimulation w l . Since θ ∈ ΘR , we have
θ (X vl ) = >, and therefore ¹ f X w ºθ = >.
W
V
– Case v ∈ V3 , w ∈ V . Then f X v ≡ i∈I X vi and f X w ≡ j∈J X w j . Again, θ (X vi ) = >
0
for some i0 . This time Spoiler chooses both successors, so for any choice of (vi , w j ),
it is the case that vi vsimulation w j . Hence, for all j ∈ J, θ (X w j ) = >, and therefore
¹ f X w ºθ = >.
V
W
– Case v ∈ V , w ∈ V3 . Thus, f X v ≡ i∈I X vi and f X w ≡ j∈J X w j . We necessarily have
θ (X vi ) = > for all i ∈ I. Duplicator is permitted to choose both successor states. Since
Duplicator wins the game from the current state, there must be a pair (vk , w l ) such
that vk vsimulation w l . From the fact that θ (X vi ) = > and θ ∈ ΘR , we have θ (X wl ) = >,
0
and thereby ¹ f X w ºθ = >.
V
V
– Case v, w ∈ V ,. Hence, f X v ≡ i∈I X vi and f X w ≡ j∈J X w j . Again, we necessarily
have θ (X vi ) = > for all i ∈ I. Suppose player Spoiler chooses to move from w to
some vertex w j ; since Duplicator can win the game from the current state, it can
choose some successor vertex vi , such that vi vsimulation w j . This means that for all
variables X w j , θ (X w j ) = > if θ (X vi ) = > for some i. Since θ (X vi ) = > for all i, we
have ¹ f X w ºθ = >.
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2
Theorem 6.3. The preorder vsimulation on parity games coincides with the preorder l on
closed equation systems in simple and recursive form.

2

Proof. Follows immediately from lemmata 6.1 and 6.2.

Governed simulation can be computed in polynomial time using the framework for
games with Büchi winning conditions, see [30]. Clearly, the same technique applies to
computing consistent consequence on closed equation systems in simple recursive form;
the extension of this technique to open equation systems in simple form is standard.
Example 6.2. Reconsider the equation system E from Example 6.1. Its associated parity
game is given below; vertices owned by player even are diamond-shaped, whereas
vertices owned by player odd box-shaped. The priorities are written inside the vertices.
One can check that vertex vX 1 simulates vX 3 , corroborating our earlier claim that X 1 l X 3 ,
(µX 0
(µX 1
(µX 2
(µX 3
(µX 4
(νX 5

= X4)
= X0 ∨ X2)
= X4 ∨ X5)
= X2)
= X4)
= X5)

vX 0

vX 1

vX 2

vX 3

1

1

1

1

vX 4

vX 5

1

2

Figure 6.1: The equation system E from Example 6.1, and its associated parity game.

and vice versa. In a similar vein, we have both vX 0 vsimulation vX 2 and vX 4 vsimulation vX 0 .2

6.5

Conclusions

We have defined and studied a relation on proposition variables that occur in Boolean
equation systems. Among others, we have shown that for a fragment of Boolean equation
systems, it coincides with the direct simulation on parity games; as a result, for this
fragment it can be efficiently computed. However, we also show that deciding consistent
consequence for general Boolean equation systems is a coNP problem.
Consistent consequence is closely related to consistent correlation [79] for Boolean
equation systems. Some of our results concerning consistent consequence extend to
consistent correlation in a straightforward manner. The computational complexity for
consistent correlation on arbitrary Boolean equation systems is the same as for consistent
consequence, answering an open question put forward in [79].
The next chapter shows that consistent consequence is a relation of practical consequences – it gives rise to an abstraction framework, which is particularly promising when
considered in the more general setting of parameterised Boolean equation systems.
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Chapter 7

Abstraction in Parameterised
Boolean Equation Systems

7.1

Introduction

Parameterised Boolean equation systems [45], or equation systems for short, can be used
to encode a diverse set of verification problems, including the (first-order) modal Lµ
model checking problem [43, 44]; behavioural equivalence problems such as bisimilarity,
similarity and branching bisimilarity [10]; model checking real-time systems [80]. By
solving an equation system resulting from an encoding of a particular verification
problem, an answer to the encoded problem is obtained. Advanced tool suites, such
as mCRL2 [14] and CADP [38] rely on the use of equation systems for solving their
verification problems. Solving equation systems is generally an undecidable problem, but
the problem is decidable for fragments of the equation systems such as Boolean equation
systems; moreover, there are many syntax-based transformations that effectively reduce
the complexity of a concrete equation system. Examples of such transformations are
static analysis techniques that can detect and remove unimportant data variables [64];
invariant strengthening [65]; and the use of pattern-matching techniques to simplify
equations using standard solution templates [45]. Note that such techniques can be
applied regardless of the encoded verification problem.
In approaches to verification that directly analyse the transition systems, a key
instrument in scaling their verification techniques is abstraction. Automated verification
using abstraction relies on the abstraction applied to a system being (1) sufficiently coarse
so that the abstract system’s behaviour has a finite representation, and (2) sufficiently
detailed permitting one to prove the properties of interest or find a valid counterexample.
The mathematical richness of the abstract domain used in an abstraction framework
affects the set of properties that can be verified. For instance, frameworks using Kripke
modal transition systems (MTSs) [41] as the target of abstraction are typically more
powerful than frameworks using Kripke structures as their target of abstraction.
In this chapter, we study the concept of abstraction in equation systems. Abstraction in
equation systems is based on a notion of under-approximation (resp. over-approximation)
of the solution to an equation system. The abstraction framework we introduce here
captures such approximations through a coinductive relation between equation systems
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called consistent consequence. Consistent consequence has been introduced in chapter 6
for the fragment of Boolean equation systems (and it is generalised to arbitrary equation
systems in this chapter). Note that consistent correlations, in turn, were introduced to
simplify many of the involved and cumbersome correctness proofs associated with the
aforementioned syntax-based transformations on equation systems.
We emphasise that since our abstractions are again equation systems, there is no
need to invest in dedicated tools and theories for dealing with the artefacts obtained
after abstraction. In particular, all available transformations and solving algorithms for
equation systems remain applicable to the approximations. We consider this a strongly
positive aspect of our approach.
A basic question concerning our abstraction framework is how it relates to wellknown frameworks for abstraction. We study this problem by comparing the degree
of completeness and succinctness of our framework to those of an abstraction-based
model checking framework from the literature. In this setting, completeness refers
to the capacity of a framework to answer a decision problem (e.g. proving a property
expressed in a logic) by answering it on a suitable finite abstraction of the original object.
The notion of completeness for abstraction frameworks has been studied in various
guises. In [63], Namjoshi addresses the question under which conditions (semantical)
completeness for branching time properties can be achieved. For this, he works with
alternating transition systems, which, in his setting, are a variation on model checking
games. Namjoshi characterises which alternating transition systems abstract a concrete alternating transition system, and he subsequently concludes that the resulting
abstraction framework is not complete for model checking the modal Lµ [55]; here,
completeness refers to the property that all formulae that hold for a given concrete
model can be shown to hold for some finite abstract model of the concrete one. He
then shows that completeness can be achieved by augmenting the abstractions with
choice predicates and rank functions. It is noteworthy to mention that Namjoshi does not
explicitly define a simulation relation (as is often done to characterise which abstract
objects abstract concrete objects) but his soundness proof reveals that the abstractions
can be related to the concrete objects through an alternating refinement relation [2].
Dams and Namjoshi continue their exploration of completeness in [19] in which they
introduce focused transition systems. In their follow-up work [20], they show that these
focused transition systems are in fact variants of µ-automata, enabling a very brief and
elegant argument for completeness of their framework.
The search for complete theories for abstraction has been largely theory-driven:
none of the complete abstraction frameworks appear to have been implemented, and
it is unclear that they will lead to effective tooling. However, the completeness results
are useful as they provide a yardstick by which other theories of abstraction can be
compared.
Among the abstraction frameworks in use for model checking that are high in
the hierarchy of completeness is that of generalised Kripke modal transition systems
(GTSs) [22, 70, 33, 40], also known as Disjunctive Transition Systems [56]. These GTSs
extend ordinary Kripke modal transition systems (MTSs) [41] with must hyper-transitions,
i.e. must transitions to sets of states; these hyper-transitions model the choice predicates
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of [63]. It is known that GTSs are complete for at least the least fixpoint-free fragment
of Kozen’s modal Lµ [55], see the results in e.g. [40, 22] and the references therein.
Moreover, in [19, 40], it was shown that GTSs are strictly more complete than the
more traditional Kripke Modal Transition Systems and the Mixed Transition Systems,
two other popular frameworks for abstraction. Fecher and Shoham, in [33] used the
framework for a more algorithmic approach to abstraction, by performing abstraction in
a lazy fashion using a variation on parity games.
In this chapter, we compare the GTS framework for abstraction for the modal Lµ and
our framework for abstraction. As our first contribution, we show that:
– Abstractions in our framework can be exponentially more succinct than those in the
framework of GTSs;
– The GTS framework for abstraction and our abstraction framework are equally powerful for proving properties using finite abstractions; that is, they are as complete.
Since GTSs are complete for at least the least fixpoint-free fragment of the modal Lµ , we
find that also our abstraction framework is complete for this fragment. Note that on a
deep, semantic level, our framework for abstraction bears similarities with that of [63]:
the model checking games used there are closely related to parity games, which, in turn,
are closely related to our equation systems. We stress, however, that the differences
between Namjoshi’s framework and ours are such that our completeness results do not
follow from existing results.
Our succinctness result is particularly interesting from a practical viewpoint, as space
is often a limiting factor. Moreover, this result seems to be in line with, and to extend the
one in [70], where the authors propose a GTS-based abstract model checking algorithm
for the fragment of the alternation free modal Lµ , and that remains quadratic in the
number of abstract states. Their approach relies on the use of model checking games to
construct a (variant of a) GTS that is precise for a fixed formula φ.
Abstraction in equation systems is defined independently of the encoded verification
problems; in this sense, it is unique in its versatility. That is, the abstraction method does
not rely on the specifics of the encoded problem: abstraction for an equation system
that encodes the checking of a Lµ formula on a labelled transition system proceeds in
exactly the same way as abstraction for an equation system that encodes the checking
of a CTL* formula on a Kripke structure or abstraction for an equation system that
encodes a branching bisimulation check between two labelled transition systems. It
is therefore essential to understand the degree of completeness of the framework in
itself, i.e. irrespective of the encoded verification problem. Our second contribution is to
establish the following:
– Our abstraction framework is complete for all verification problems that map to the
least fixpoint-free fragment of equation systems.
– The abstraction framework is complete for all verification problems that map to
universal quantification-free right-hand side, greatest fixpoint-free equation systems.
The first fragment includes the model checking problem for the least fixpoint-free
fragment of the first-order modal Lµ [43] but also its real-time extensions [80]. We note
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that there appears to be no prior work on abstraction that takes the ideas underlying the
GTS model to the setting of real-time systems, suggesting our abstraction framework is
the first to bring the abstraction power of the GTS model to the real-time setting. Apart
from model checking problems, this first fragment also includes behavioural equivalence
checking problems [10] such as strong bisimilarity and similarity, which all map to least
fixpoint-free equation systems.
Typical examples that fit in the category of greatest fixpoint-free equation systems
are reachability properties. An immediate consequence of this last completeness result
is that we can identify a novel fragment of the modal Lµ for which GTSs are complete:
they are also complete for the fragment of greatest fixpoint-free fragment of the modal
Lµ containing no must modalities. To our knowledge, ours is the first completeness
results for decision problems beyond the modal Lµ .
As a proof of concept of our abstraction theory for equation systems, we develop a
transformation, which, given an equation system, produces an abstraction thereof. For
this, we borrow the technique of using homomorphisms from [11], originally developed
for abstracting Kripke structures, and use it for abstracting equation systems. This yields
an abstraction technique that is more powerful than that of [11] and the similar but
more advanced homomorphism-based abstraction technique of [29]. We demonstrate
the capabilities of the syntactic manipulation by reporting on a verification of Lamport’s
Bakery Protocol and a small real-time system modelling a ball game.
Outline. In Section 7.2, we recall the basics of the framework of parameterised
Boolean equation systems. Then, in Section 7.3, we introduce our abstraction framework. In Section 7.4, we compare our abstraction framework to the framework of GTSs,
and in Section 7.5, we characterise classes of equation systems for which our framework is complete. The syntactic transformation for equation systems and two example
verifications conducted using these transformations are presented in Section 7.6. In
Section 7.7, we briefly address further related work. We finish with a brief discussion of
future work.

7.2

Preliminaries

We briefly review the theory of parameterised Boolean equation systems, or equation
systems for short. For an in-depth treatment of this framework, including more elaborate
examples of its use, we refer to [43, 45].

7.2.1

Data

We assume a theory of abstract data types for describing data and data transformations.
This means that there are nonempty data sorts, which we generally denote using letters
D, E and F . We have a set D of data variables, with typical elements d, d1 , . . ., and we
assume that there is some data language that is sufficiently rich to denote all relevant
data terms. With every sort D we associate a semantic set D. We use a data environment
δ that assigns a value to the variables that can occur in the term. The interpretation
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of a data term t is given by δ(t), where δ is extended from a variable mapping to a
mapping on terms in the standard way.
We assume the existence of a sort B = {>, ⊥} representing the Booleans B with truth
values true and false, and a sort N representing the natural numbers N. For the latter,
we write constants and operators in the syntactic domain the same as their semantic
counterparts.

7.2.2

Fixpoint Theory

For a general introduction into fixpoint theory, the reader is referred to, e.g. [28]. Here,
we are mostly concerned with fixpoints over complete lattices.
Let
F be an arbitrary complete lattice with > and ⊥ as top and bottom elements
d (A, ≤)
and and as infimum and supremum. Assume that f : A → A is a monotone function.
Following Tarski’s theorem [75], we know that f has a least fixpoint, denoted µ f , and a
greatest fixpoint, denoted ν f . These fixpoints can be obtained constructively using a
transfinite approximation; to this end, we define the approximant terms of a monotone
function.
Definition 7.1. (see [67]) For ordinal α, the approximants µα f and να f of the endofunction f : A → A are defined by transfinite induction as follows (where λ is a limit
ordinal):
µ0 f
=⊥
ν0 f
=>
α+1
α
α
µ
f = f (µF f )
να+1 f = f (νd
f)
λ
α
λ
µ f)
µ f
= f(
ν f
= f(
να f )
α<λ

α<λ

The constructive method for obtaining the fixpoints of a monotone function is given
by the proposition below.
Proposition 7.1. Let Ord be the class of all ordinals. We have:
µf =

7.2.3

d

α∈Ord

µα f

νf =

F
α∈Ord

να f

Equation Systems

A parameterised Boolean equation is a fixpoint equation that ranges over a formula; it is
an equation of the form σX (d1 :D1 , · · · , dn :Dn ) = φ. The right-hand side of the equation
is a predicate formula. Its left-hand side consists of a fixpoint symbol σ ∈ {µ, ν}, where µ
indicates a least fixpoint, and ν indicates a greatest fixpoint, and a (sorted) predicate
variable X , taken from some sufficiently large set X . The domain of a predicate variable
X : D1 × · · · × Dn → B is D1 × · · · × Dn . In case of a nullary domain, i.e. , X : B, we say X
is a propositional variable rather than a predicate variable. Apart from examples, we
typically restrict ourselves (without loss of generality) to propositional variables and
predicate variables X with a unary domain.
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Definition 7.2. We denote the empty equation system by ;. Equation systems E and
predicate formulae φ are defined through the following grammar:
E ::= ; | (µX (d : D) = φ) E | (νX (d : D) = ψ) E

φ, ψ ::= b | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | ∀d:D. φ | ∃d:D. φ | X (e)
Here, b is a Boolean data term, e is a data term, X is a predicate variable and d a data
variable of sort D. In case an equation system is non-empty, we omit the trailing ;.

Remark. As a convention, we often write φX when we refer to the right-hand side of
an equation for predicate variable X in an equation system. Likewise, we write dX for
the data variable occurring at the left-hand side of X ’s equation, and sort(X ) refers to
the sort of dX . Note that our grammar for predicate formulae is given in positive normal
form: negation can only occur at the level of Boolean expressions. This ensures that
predicate formulae are monotonic in the predicate variables, and thus guarantees the
existence of the least and greatest fixpoints that can be denoted in the language.

Remark. We sometimes write the more intuitive b ⇒ φ instead of ¬b ∨ φ, where ¬b is
again a Boolean data term.

Throughout this chapter, we only consider equation systems in which no two equations
have the same left-hand side predicate variables. We require that the only data variables
occurring freely in an equation’s predicate formula are those listed in its left-hand side.
The left-hand side predicate variables of an equation system E are collected in the set
bnd(E ); predicate variables occurring in the right-hand sides of the equation system are
collected in the set occ(E ). An equation system E is closed if occ(E ) ⊆ bnd(E ), and E is
open otherwise.
A predicate formula is a propositional formula if it only contains ∧, ∨, >, ⊥ and
propositional variables X . The size of a propositional formula φ, denoted |φ|, is defined
as the number of propositional variable occurrences and operators it contains. We say
that E is a Boolean equation system [58] if all right-hand side formulae are propositional
formulae and all variables are propositional variables. The size of a Boolean equation
system E , denoted |E |, is the sum of the sizes of all its right-hand side propositional
formulae. Note that the size of a Boolean equation system is always finite.
Definition 7.3. The semantics of a predicate formula φ is defined in the context of an
environment δ, assigning meaning to data variables and an environment θ assigning a
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Boolean valued function to each predicate variable:
§
true if δ(b) holds
¹bºθ δ
¬
false otherwise
§
true if θ (X )(δ(e)) holds
¹X (e)ºθ δ
¬
false otherwise
¹φ ∧ ψºθ δ

¬ ¹φºθ δ and ¹ψºθ δ hold

¹φ ∨ ψºθ δ

¬ ¹φºθ δ or ¹ψºθ δ hold

¹∀d : D. φºθ δ

¬ for all v ∈ D, ¹φºθ δ[v/d] holds

¹∃d : D. φºθ δ

¬ for some v ∈ D, ¹φºθ δ[v/d] holds

Here, δ[v/x] overrides the environment δ by assigning value v to variable x: we have
δ[v/x]( y) = δ( y) for y 6= x, and δ[v/x](x) = v.
A predicate formula φ can, semantically, be viewed as a function that assigns for a
given data variable d of sort D, a truth value. That is, φ induces a Boolean functional
λv ∈ D. ¹φºθ (δ[v/d]). We denote the semantic functional obtained in this way by
¹φ〈d〉 ºθ δ. Similarly, given environments θ , δ and a predicate variable X : D → B a
Boolean functional can be lifted to a predicate transformer T as follows:
T = λ f ∈ BD . (¹φ〈d〉 º(θ [ f /X ])δ)
Such predicate transformers are monotonic over the complete lattice (BD , v) of functions
with domain D
F ordered by v, the point-wise lifting of implication [45],
dand co-domain B,
and infimum and supremum . As a result, least and greatest fixpoints are guaranteed
to exist. For a monotonic predicate transformer T , we write µT and νT to denote its
least or greatest fixpoint, respectively.
Definition 7.4. The solution to an equation system, given a context of predicate and data
environments θ , δ, is a predicate environment defined inductively as follows:
¹;ºθ δ ¬ θ

¹(µX (d : D) = φ) E ºθ δ ¬ ¹E ºθ [µT /X ]δ,
¹(νX (d : D) = φ) E ºθ δ ¬ ¹E ºθ [νT /X ]δ,

with T = λ f ∈BD . ¹φ〈d〉 º(¹E ºθ [ f /X ]δ)
For closed equation systems we have ¹E ºθ δ(X ) = ¹E ºθ 0 δ0 (X ), for arbitrary θ , θ 0 , δ,
δ , and X ∈ bnd(E ), and we therefore drop the environments from the semantic brackets
for closed systems.
0

A more operational explanation of the solution to an equation system, and one that
we shall be using in some of our proofs, is offered by the concept of a proof graph [17],
which we define below. To this end, we first introduce the notion of a rank and a
signature. Intuitively, the rank of a predicate variable X is a measure for the nesting
depth of X ’s equation.
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Definition 7.5. Let E be an equation system. The rank of a predicate variable X ∈
bnd(E ), denoted rankE (X ) is equal to the number of (syntactic) least and greatest fixpoint
alternations that precede X ’s equation, counting from 0 if the first equation is a greatest
fixpoint equation and 1 otherwise.
Definition 7.6. Let X : sort(X ) → B be a predicate variable. We say that X ’s signature,
notation sig(X ), is the product {X } × DX . We lift the notion of a signature
of a predicate
S
variable to sets of variables P ⊆ X in the natural way, i.e. , sig(P) = X ∈P sig(X ). Likewise,
for an equation system E , we write sig(E ) for sig(bnd(E )). Instead of (X , v) ∈ sig(X ), we
prefer to write the more readable X (v) ∈ sig(X ) if no confusion is possible.
Suppose we have a predicate environment θ and some set of signatures S ⊆ sig(X ).
The environments θ [S 7→ true] and θ [S 7→ false] are equal to θ in which the signatures
in S are assigned the value true and false, respectively. More formally, they are defined
as follows for all X (v) ∈ sig(X ):
§
b
if X (v) ∈ S
(θ [S 7→ b])(X )(v) =
θ (X )(v) if X (v) ∈
/S
Definition 7.7. A fulfilment graph of an equation system E and some predicate environment θ is a graph 〈V, →〉, where V ⊆ sig(E ) and →⊆ V × V . A fulfilment graph is a
positive fulfilment graph iff → satisfies that for all X (v) ∈ V :
¹φX º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][X (v)• 7→ true])δ[v/dX ] holds,
in which X (v)• denotes the postset of X (v), viz. {X 0 (v 0 ) ∈ V | X (v) → X 0 (v 0 )}. A fulfilment
graph is a negative fulfilment graph iff → satisfies that for all X (v) ∈ V :
¹φX º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ true][X (v)• 7→ false])δ[v/dX ] does not hold.
Intuitively, the positive and negative fulfilment graphs capture the dependencies
of left-hand side predicate variables on their right-hand sides in an equation system:
both should have the same (positive or negative) truth value. Thus, the positive and
negative fulfilment graphs encode a potential solution to an equation system. However,
they are still blind to the effect of the fixpoints on the solution to an equation system.
The property that must be captured is that the fixpoints of leftmost equations are more
significant than the fixpoints of equations that follow. This is captured by the notion of
a proof graph.
Definition 7.8. A proof graph is a positive (resp. negative) fulfilment graph P = 〈V, →〉
for an equation system E and environment θ for which on all paths Z0 (v0 ) → Z1 (v1 ) →
Z2 (v2 ) . . . in the graph, min {rankE (Zi ) | Zi ∈ Z ω } is even (resp. odd), where Z ω ⊆ bnd(E )
is the set of predicate variables occurring infinitely often on the path.
If we wish to stress that the fulfilment graph underlying a proof graph is a positive
fulfilment graph, we refer to the proof graph as a positive proof graph. Likewise for a
negative proof graph. The theorem below relates the notion of a proof graph to the
solution to an equation system.
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Theorem 7.1. (see [17]) Let E be an equation system and let θ , δ be arbitrary environments. Then for every X ∈ bnd(E ) and all v ∈ DX , (¹E ºθ δ)(X )(v) is true (resp. false) iff
there is a positive (resp. negative) proof graph P = 〈V, →〉 for E and θ for which X (v) ∈ V .
Readers familiar with parity games (see e.g. [81]) will have noticed the similarity
between the condition of Definition 7.8 and the winning condition on plays in a parity
game. Indeed, proof graphs are closely related to parity games, but there are two major
differences between a proof graph for an equation system and the parity game that is
usually associated with that system.
The first is that the parity game includes vertices for every subformula of the righthand side of every equation, whereas proof graphs only have vertices associated with
the left-hand sides (there are no nodes for conjunctions and disjunctions, for instance).
Intuitively, only the semantics of the fixpoints in the equation system is captured in the
proof graph, while the semantics of first order logic is dealt with in the condition of
Definition 7.7. Parity games encode the entire semantics of equation systems, including
the first order part.
The second difference is that proof graphs make a statement about the solution of a
signature, while parity games are an instrument to calculate such a solution. Roughly
speaking, a proof graph corresponds to a parity game in which every strategy is winning
for one of the players.
For a more detailed description of the correspondence between parity games and
proof graphs, we refer the interested reader to [17], which formalises this correspondence
in the completeness proof of the above Theorem 7.1.
We finish this section by illustrating the relevant concepts using several examples.
Example 7.1. Consider the (infinite state) Kripke structure G depicted below and the
equational modal Lµ formula ψ given by νZ = a ∧ ◊◊Z, expressing that there is an
infinite path on which on all even positions a proposition a holds (for the formal details
on syntax and semantics of the modal Lµ , we refer to Section 7.4).
{a}

{b}

{a}

{b}

0

1

2

3

An equation system that encodes which states of the Kripke structure satisfy ψ (see,
e.g. [44]) is as follows:
(νZ(n : N )

= even(n) ∧
((even(n) ∧ (Z(n + 1) ∨ Z(n + 2)))∨
(odd(n) ∧ (Z(n) ∨ Z(n + 1) ∨ Z(n + 2)))))

The equation system is obtained by combining property ψ with G. Parameter n represents
the states of G and even(n) holds exactly when property a holds. The encoding of the
construct ◊◊X can be understood as follows: in even states, states n + 1 and n + 2 are
reachable in exactly two steps; in odd states, states n, n + 1 and n + 2 are reachable in
exactly two steps; for one of those states, property Z must hold again. The solution to
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the equation system is the function f :N → B that assigns true to f (n) iff n is even, which
can be found by a standard fixpoint approximation. Computing the solution to Z(0) by
first instantiating to a Boolean equation system, see [61, 66], and solving the simpler
Boolean equation system fails due to the presence of an infinite chain of dependencies:
(νZ0 = Z1 ∨ Z2 ) (νZ1 = ⊥) (νZ2 = Z3 ∨ Z4 ) · · ·
Next, consider the alternating equational modal Lµ formula φ given by (νX =
Y ) (µY = (a ∧ ◊X ) ∨ (¬a ∧ ◊Y )), which expresses that there is an infinite path on which
a holds infinitely often. The equation system E encoding which states of the Kripke
structure satisfy φ is as follows:
(νX (n : N )
(µY (n : N )

= Y (n))
= (even(n) ∧ X (n + 1)) ∨
(odd(n) ∧ (Y (n) ∨ Y (n + 1))))

The solution to X and Y is the function f : N → B that assigns true to f (n) for every
n ∈ N. Note that in this case, computing this solution using Def. 7.4 is rather involved
(and not the point of the example). Attempting to compute the solution to X (0) by
instantiating the equation system to a Boolean equation system again fails due to the
presence of an infinite chain of dependencies:
(νX 0 = Y0 ) (νX 1 = Y1 ) · · · (µY0 = X 1 ) (µY1 = Y1 ∨ Y2 ) · · ·
Observe that we have rankE (X ) = 0 and rankE (Y ) = 1. Moreover, the signatures of
both X and Y in E are infinite: sig(X ) = {(X , v) | v ∈ N} and sig(Y ) = {(Y, v) | v ∈ N}.
Furthermore, all positive proof graphs that prove that X (0) has solution true are also
infinite; for instance, the graph below is (a finite part of) a positive proof graph proving
that X (0) holds:
X (0)

Y (0)

X (1)

Y (1)

Y (2)

X (3)

Y (3)

Y (4)

X (5)

Note that in this positive proof graph, indeed the variable X will occur infinitely often
on all paths; since it has an even rank, and its rank is lower than that of Y , it meets the
condition of Def. 7.8.
Finally, note that swapping the equations in our example leads to a different solution
for both X and Y , viz. a solution given by the function f : N → B that assigns false
to all f (n), illustrating the importance of the ordering. Also observe that the graph
underlying the above positive proof graph is then a negative fulfilment graph for which
the (negative) proof graph property holds due to the fact that under these new conditions,
the rank of X is 1 and the rank of Y is 2.

7.3

Abstraction via Consistent Consequence

The equation system examples in the previous section illustrate that commonly used
techniques (instantiation of an equation system) for solving an equation system are not
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always applicable. This may not come as a surprise; however, it can be problematic
when equation systems are used as the backend technology for practical verification. In
this section, we introduce a notion of abstraction for equation systems in an effort to
increase the range of equation systems that can be solved using instantiation to Boolean
equation systems.
Before we formally define the notion of abstraction for equation systems, we start
with the following elementary observations. Suppose that for a closed equation system
E , with X , X 0 ∈ bnd(E ), we know that for v, v 0 ∈ D, the Boolean value ¹E º(X )(v) implies
¹E º(X 0 )(v 0 ). If, moreover, we know that ¹E º(X )(v) is true, then also ¹E º(X 0 )(v 0 ) is
true and one may skip computing the solution to X 0 (v 0 ). This may be beneficial in case
the solution to X (v) and the relation between X (v) and X 0 (v 0 ) can both be established
cheaply. One way in which the relation between predicate variable instances such as
X (v) and X 0 (v 0 ) can be established is through the notion of a consistent consequence, a
coinductively defined relation on the signatures of equation systems. This notion was
previously introduced in chapter 6 for the fragment of Boolean equation systems. The
absence of data in that setting greatly simplifies its formalisation; here, we generalise
the definition to arbitrary equation systems.
Definition 7.9. Let R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) be a relation on signatures. We say that an
environment θ is consistent with R if X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ) implies that θ (X )(v) ⇒ θ (X 0 )(v 0 ).
The set of all environments consistent with R is denoted ΘR .
Next, we formalise the notion of a consistent consequence. We then proceed to
show that this notion gives rise to a preorder that under-approximates (resp. overapproximates) the solution to an equation system.
Definition 7.10. Let E be an equation system. A relation R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) is a
consistent consequence on E if for all equations (σX (dX : sort(X )) = φX ) and (σ0 X 0 (dX 0 :
sort(X 0 )) = φX 0 ) in E for which X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ) we have:
– rankE (X ) = rankE (X 0 ).
– for all θ ∈ ΘR and all δ we have ¹φX ºθ δ[v/dX ] ⇒ ¹φX 0 ºθ δ[v 0 /dX 0 ].
We write X (v) l X 0 (v 0 ) iff there is a consistent consequence R ⊆ sig(bnd(E )) × sig(bnd(E ))
on E such that X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ).
If X (v) l X 0 (v 0 ) we say that X 0 (v 0 ) is a consistent consequence of X (v). The relation
l is itself a consistent consequence, and it is the largest such relation.
We next lift the notion of a consistent consequence to a relation on signatures between
potentially different but compatible equation systems. Doing so will allow us to relate
“concrete” equation systems to more “abstract” equation systems; the ability to do so is
an essential ingredient in a framework for abstraction. The compatibility requirement
ensures there are no name clashes between bound variables of both systems and free
variables in one system are not bound by the other. Formally, two equation systems
E , E 0 are compatible iff bnd(E ) ∩ bnd(E 0 ) = bnd(E ) ∩ occ(E 0 ) = bnd(E 0 ) ∩ occ(E ) = ;.
Two compatible equation systems can be merged, creating a single equation system
containing blocks of equations that had equal rank in the original equation systems.
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Definition 7.11. Let E , E 0 be compatible equation systems. A relation R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X )
is a consistent consequence between E and E 0 if R is a consistent consequence on some
equation system F consisting of the equations of E and E 0 satisfying:
– rankF (ZE ) = rankE (ZE ) for all ZE ∈ bnd(E ), and
– rankF (ZE 0 ) = rankE 0 (ZE 0 ) for all ZE 0 ∈ bnd(E 0 ).
We write X (v) l X 0 (v 0 ) iff there is a consistent consequence R⊆ sig(bnd(E ) ∪ bnd(E 0 )) ×
sig(bnd(E ) ∪ bnd(E 0 )) between E and E 0 such that X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ).
The theorem below relates the notion of a consistent consequence between compatible closed equation systems to their solutions.
Theorem 7.2. Let E , E 0 be closed, compatible equation systems. Let R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X )
be a consistent consequence between E and E 0 . We have, for all X ∈ bnd(E ), X 0 ∈ bnd(E 0 ):
X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ) implies (¹E º)(X )(v) ⇒ (¹E 0 º)(X 0 )(v 0 )
The above theorem follows immediately from the following proposition, which we
shall prove below.
Proposition 7.2. Let E be a closed equation system. Let R ⊆ sig(X )× sig(X ) be a consistent
consequence on E . We have:
X (v) R X 0 (v 0 ) implies (¹E º)(X )(v) ⇒ (¹E º)(X 0 )(v 0 )
Proof. As a result of Bekič’s Theorem [6] (see also [66]), we may assume, without loss
of generality that our equation system E is of the following form:
(σ1 X 1 (dX 1 : sort(X 1 )) = φX 1 ) · · · (σn X n (dX n : sort(X n )) = φX n )
where σi =
6 σi+1 for all i < n. We refer to equation systems in this form as strictly
alternating equation systems.
For closed E , the following is equivalent to the statement of the theorem, because
the quantification over environments θ becomes irrelevant (as we mentioned before,
¹E ºθ δ(X ) = ¹E ºθ 0 δ0 (X ) for X ∈ bnd(E ) in this case):
For all strictly alternating equation systems E
and all consistent consequences R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) on E ,
all θ ∈ ΘR and all δ, we have ¹E ºθ δ ∈ ΘR
Let E be an arbitrary, not necessarily closed, strictly alternating equation system, let
S ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) be a consistent consequence on E and let θ and δ be environments
such that θ ∈ ΘS .
We use an induction on the length of the equation system E to prove ¹E ºθ δ ∈ ΘS .
Observe that for E = ;, the statement holds vacuously. For our inductive case, we assume
that for all strictly alternating equation systems F such that |F | < |E | and all consistent
consequences R ⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) on F we have:
∀θ ∈ ΘR , δ : (¹F ºθ δ) ∈ ΘR
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(IH1)

Note that S is a consistent consequence on F because E is strictly alternating. For the
induction step, assume that E is of the form (νX (d : D) = φ)F ; the case where the first
equation is a least fixpoint equation is symmetric. Let
T = λ f ∈ BD . ¹φ〈d〉 º(¹F ºθ [ f /X ]δ)δ
be the predicate transformer associated with φ. By definition of the semantics of equation
systems, we have:
¹E ºθ δ = ¹(νX (d : D) = φ) F ºθ δ = ¹F º(θ [νT /X ])δ,
Note that Z(v) S Z 0 (v 0 ), for bound Z, Z 0 implies that rankE (Z) = rankE (Z 0 ) and therefore
Z = Z 0 , since E is strictly alternating. Suppose that we have the following (we will prove
this later):

∀u, u0 ∈ D : X (u) S X (u0 ) ⇒ (νT )(u) ⇒ (νT )(u0 )
(*)
Then θ [νT /X ] ∈ ΘS , which is enough to conclude from (IH1) that ¹E ºθ δ =
¹F ºθ [νT /X ]δ ∈ ΘS . What remains is to prove (*). So let Z(v) and Z(v 0 ) be such that
Z(v) S Z(v 0 ). We will use a standard transfinite induction on the approximations of νT
to show that (νT )(v) ⇒ (νT )(v 0 ).
Let α be an ordinal. We denote the α-th approximation of the fixpoint νT by να T .
As the induction hypothesis, assume for all β < α:

∀u, u0 ∈ D : X (u) S X (u0 ) ⇒ (νβ T )(u) ⇒ (νβ T )(u0 )
(IH2)
Now distinguish the following three cases.
1. Case α = 0. Then ν0 T is, by definition, the function λw ∈ B.>, and we have
(λw ∈ B.>)(v) ⇒ (λw ∈ B.>)(v 0 ), which holds vacuously.
2. Case α = γ + 1 is a successor ordinal. Then
(να T )(w) = ¹φº(¹F ºθ [νγ T /X ]δ)δ[w/d].
Note that (IH2) gives us that (νγ T )(u) ⇒ (νγ T )(u0 ) for all u, u0 such that X (u) S
X (u0 ). From (IH1) we derive ¹F ºθ δ ∈ ΘS . Therefore also ¹F ºθ [νγ T /X ]δ ∈ ΘS .
This is sufficient to conclude:
(να T )(v)

=
⇒

¹φº(¹F ºθ [νγ T /X ]δ)δ[v/d]
¹φº(¹F ºθ [νγ T /X ]δ)δ[v 0 /d]

= (να T )(v 0 ).

3. Case α is a limit ordinal. Then
(να T )(w) = ¹φº(¹F ºθ [
Let T 0 abbreviate

d

β<α

l

νβ T /X ]δ)δ[w/d].

β<α

νβ T . Note that from (IH2) we can derive:

∀u, u0 ∈ D : X (u) S X (u0 ) ⇒ (T 0 (u) ⇒ T 0 (u0 ))
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This can easily be seen as follows: if there were u and u0 such that T 0 (u) but
not T 0 (u0 ), then apparently (νβ T )(u) for all β (because T 0 was the supremum),
but there is some γ for which ¬(νγ T )(u0 ). But this would contradict (νγ T )(u) ⇒
(νγ T )(u0 ), which is given by (IH2).
From (IH1) again derive ¹F ºθ δ ∈ ΘS . But then also ¹F ºθ [T 0 /X ]δ ∈ ΘS . This is
sufficient to conclude
(να T )(v)

=
⇒

¹φº(¹F ºθ [T 0 /X ]δ)δ[v/d]
¹φº(¹F ºθ [T 0 /X ]δ)δ[v 0 /d]

= (να T )(v 0 )

This concludes the proof for (*), and with it, the proof for the theorem.

2

Note that the reverse of Theorem 7.2 does not necessarily hold: if X (v) has a solution
below that of X 0 (v 0 ), then not necessarily X (v) l X 0 (v 0 ): for instance, the ranks of X
and X 0 might be different.

We finish this section with two examples that illustrate use of the above definitions
and Theorem 7.2 for verifying infinite state systems. We first revisit one of the verification
problems of Example 7.1.
Example 7.2. Reconsider the equation system E of Example 7.1. Next, consider the
Boolean equation system below:
(νXb> = Yb> ) (νXb⊥ = Yb⊥ ) (µYb> = Xb⊥ ) (µYb⊥ = Yb⊥ ∨ Yb> )
Let R be the smallest relation defined as Xb> R X (v) for even v and Xb⊥ R X (w) for odd w,
and, likewise, Yb> R Y (v) for even v and Yb⊥ R Y (w) for odd w. It is not hard to check
that R is a consistent consequence between the Boolean equation system depicted above
and E of Example 7.1. Following Theorem 7.2, we know that e.g. if Xb> is true, then,
for all even v, also X (v) is true. Indeed, solving the above Boolean equation system
reveals that the solution to all its bound variables is true. We thus have an effective way
of proving that X (v), for arbitrary v, is true, too.
As a second example, we illustrate the application of the abstraction theory to the
verification of a real-time process.
Example 7.3. Consider the real-time (absolute time) process algebra1 expression Q =
P
u:R in@u · out@2u · Q. Process Q describes that action in can happen at some nondeterministically chosen moment u and is followed by action out at absolute time 2u,
after which the process again behaves as Q. Due to the use of absolute time, the next
occurrence of action in is strictly later than 2u. A possible (part of the) run of Q is, e.g. ,
in@1 out@2 in@2.5 out@5 in@17 out@34 . . .. Note that process Q is a typical example
of a timed system that cannot be expressed as a (standard) Timed Automaton [1] as it
requires storing clock values in data variables.
1

Using syntax and semantics of the mCRL2 process algebra [14]
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The equation system encoding that Q can perform an infinite number of in actions
(formalised by formula (νX = Y ) (µY = 〈in〉X ∨ 〈out〉Y )) is as follows:
(νX ⊥ (T, t:R) = Y⊥ (T, t)) (νX > (T, t:R) = Y> (T, t))
(µY⊥ (T, t:R) = ∃u:R. T < u ∧ X > (u, u))
(µY> (T, t:R) = T < 2t ∧ Y⊥ (2t, 0))
We can verify that the following equation system over finite data structures underapproximates the one above (we have Xbb (T ≤ t) l X b (T, t) and Ybb (T ≤ t) l Yb (T, t) for
b = >, ⊥ and all T, t ∈ R):
(νXb⊥ (c:B) = Yb⊥ (c)) (νXb> (c:B) = Yb> (c))
(µYb⊥ (c:B) = Xb> (>)) (µYb> (c:B) = c ∧ (c ⇒ Yb⊥ (¬c)))
Using the fact that Xb⊥ (>) is true gives, together with Xb⊥ (>) l X ⊥ (0, 0) and the fact that
Q |= φ is encoded by X ⊥ (0, 0), that Q satisfies the original property.

7.4

Relative Completeness and Succinctness

The consistent consequence theory for equation systems, introduced in the previous
section, is particularly useful whenever the underlying proof graph of an equation system
is infinite or is too large to deal with. A natural question is under which conditions a
consistent consequence can approximate an equation system by a finite equation system
(i.e. a Boolean equation system) that has the same answer. In abstraction theories for
models of transition system, this is known as the completeness problem [19, 20]. We
formalise the problem as follows in our setting.
Definition 7.12. Let ´ be an arbitrary relation on sig(X ). We say that equation systems
with ´ are complete for a class of closed equation systems C , if for each E ∈ C and all
X (v) ∈ sig(bnd(E )) for which ¹E º(X )(v) is true, there is a Boolean equation system Eb and
Xb ∈ bnd(Eb) such that Xb ´ X (v) and ¹Ebº(Xb ) is true.
We note that there is a relation for which equation systems are trivially complete for
the class of all closed equation systems, viz. the solution relation. This does not hold for
the notion of a consistent consequence, but it is not obvious for which class of equation
systems the latter is complete.
In this section, we investigate the completeness of equation systems with the consistent consequence relation from the perspective of model checking for the modal Lµ .
We do so by relating our notion of abstraction to a notion of abstraction for a class of
transition systems. By relating our framework for abstraction to an existing one for
model checking, we aim to provide a better insight into the capabilities of our framework.
Model checking is the problem of deciding whether a system satisfies a behavioural
property. Systems are typically described in a computational model, such as a Kripke
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structure or a labelled transition system, or a variant of these. Here, we focus on a
generalisation of Kripke structures, called generalised Kripke modal transition systems.
Properties, on the other hand, are mostly described using expressions of some modal
logic. We focus on the modal Lµ , a logic that subsumes most commonly used logics.

7.4.1

Generalised Kripke Modal Transition Systems and the Modal
Lµ

We first recall the computational model of generalised Kripke modal transition systems
(GTSs) [56, 70, 33, 40]. This model generalises the standard Kripke structure model in
a way that makes it suited for an advanced form of abstraction. We then introduce the
propositional modal Lµ .
Our exposition of GTSs is based on [70]. Let AP be a set of atomic propositions, and
let Lit = AP ∪ {¬p | p ∈ AP}.
Definition 7.13. A generalised Kripke modal transition system (GTS) is a tuple G =
〈S, R+ , R− , L〉 where:
– S is a set of states,
– R− ⊆ S × S is the may transition relation; we require R− to be total, i.e. for all s we
require there is at least one t such that s R− t,
– R+ ⊆ S × 2S is the must transition relation; we require that s R+ A implies s R− t for all
t ∈ A,
– L : S → 2Lit is a labelling function; we require that L(s) contains at most one of p and
¬p for all s ∈ S, p ∈ AP.
We say that a GTS G is a Kripke structure if for all s, s0 ∈ S we have s R+ {s0 } iff s R− s0 , and
s R+ A implies |A| ≤ 1. That is, the must transitions lead to unique states and essentially
coincide with the may transitions.
We depict GTSs using graphs in which dashed edges connecting two vertices represent
the may transitions and solid edges connecting vertices to sets of vertices (indicated by a
box in case of more than a single vertex). We moreover do not draw the may transitions
whenever there is already a must transition. This means that for Kripke structure, we
omit all dashed edges as they coincide with the solid edges.
The size of a GTS G = 〈S, R+ , R− , L〉, denoted |G| is defined as |S| + |R+ | + |R− |. A
GTS is an abstraction of a more concrete GTS (e.g. , a concrete Kripke structure) if there
is a simulation relation that relates the two GTSs. Such a relation links every transition
the abstract GTS must make to some transition the concrete GTS must make, and may
transition of the concrete GTS to a may transition of the abstract GTS.
Definition 7.14. Let G1 = 〈S1 , R+1 , R−1 , L1 〉 and G2 = 〈S2 , R+2 , R−2 , L2 〉 be two GTSs. A
relation H ⊆ S1 × S2 is a generalised mixed simulation if s1 H s2 implies
– L2 (s2 ) ⊆ L1 (s1 ),
– if s1 R−1 s10 then there is some s20 ∈ S2 such that s2 R−2 s20 and s10 H s20 ,
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– if s2 R+2 A2 then there is some A1 ⊆ S1 such that s1 R+1 A1 and for every s10 ∈ A1 there
exists some s20 ∈ A2 such that s10 H s20 .
We write 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉 if s1 H s2 for some generalised mixed simulation H, and we say
that 〈G2 , s2 〉 simulates 〈G1 , s1 〉.
The GTS that simulates another GTS specifies more behaviours. We illustrate the
use of the simulation relation below.
Example 7.4. Consider the infinite state Kripke structure G1 = 〈S1 , R+1 , R−1 , L1 〉, defined
as follows:
–
–
–
–

S1 = N,
R+1 = {(0, {i + 1}), (i + 2, {i + 1}) | i ∈ N},
R−1 = {(0, i + 1), (i + 2, i + 1) | i ∈ N} and
L1 = {(0, ;), (1, {a}), (i + 2, {b}) | i ∈ N}.

A graphical representation of the infinite transition system is depicted left below.

{b}

{b} {b} {b} {a}

{a}

The graph depicted next to G1 depicts the GTS G2 = 〈S2 , R+2 , R−2 , L2 〉. It is formally
defined as follows:
–
–
–
–

S2 = {0, 1, 2},
R+2 = {(0, {1, 2}), (1, {1}), (2, {1, 2})},
R−2 = {(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2)} and
L2 = {(0, ;), (1, {a}), (2, {b})}.

The GTS G2 is a finite abstraction of G1 ; that is, it simulates the behaviours of G1 . Formally,
we have 〈G1 , 0〉 ≤ 〈G2 , 0〉. This is witnessed by the relation H = {(0, 0), (1, 1), (i + 2, 2) |
i ∈ N}.
Next, we briefly recall the propositional modal Lµ . The equational propositional
modal Lµ , also known as modal equation systems [9] and henceforth referred to as the
Lµ , is a highly expressive modal logic that can be interpreted over GTSs. Unlike the
traditional setting where formulae either hold of a system or not, there is a third option
in the GTS setting, in which the formula is neither true nor false for the GTS; this means
that the truth of the formula cannot be determined.
Below, we first present the syntax of the Lµ ; we adapt the notation of [70] to the
setting of modal equation systems.
Definition 7.15. The Lµ formulae M and modal formulae f are defined through the
following grammar:
M
f, g

::= ; | (µX = f ) M | (νX = f ) M
::= > | ⊥ | l | X | f ∧ g | f ∨ g | 2 f | ◊ f
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where l ∈ Lit and X ∈ V for a set of propositional variables V .
In line with our assumptions for equation systems, we do not allow our Lµ formulae to
contain multiple equations with the same left-hand side propositional variable. We adopt
the same notation as we used for equation systems and denote the bound propositional
variables in a formula M by bnd(M) and, likewise, we denote the occurring variables
by occ(M).
The formal semantics we present next is based on the semantics of [70]. Technically,
both a satisfaction and refutation semantics are provided. Since in this section, we only
need the satisfaction semantics, we omit the refutation semantics (the interested reader
can find it in [70]).
Definition 7.16. The satisfaction semantics of a Lµ formula M is defined inductively by a
function ¹_º, in the context of a GTS G = 〈S, R+ , R− , L〉 and an environment ρ : V → 2S .
¹;ºρ

=ρ

¹(µX = f ) Mºρ

= ¹Mºρ[µF /X ]

¹(νX = f ) Mºρ

= ¹Mºρ[νF /X ]

with F = λS 0 ∈ 2S . ¹ f º(¹Mºρ[S 0 /X ])
The satisfaction semantics of the modal formulae is defined as follows:
¹>ºρ

=S

¹⊥ºρ

=;

¹lºρ

= {s ∈ S | l ∈ L(s)}

¹X ºρ

= ρ(X )

¹ f ∧ gºρ

= ¹ f ºρ ∩ ¹gºρ

¹ f ∨ gºρ

= ¹ f ºρ ∪ ¹gºρ

¹◊ f ºρ

= ◊· ¹ f ºρ

¹2 f ºρ

= ¹ f ºρ

where we used the following abbreviations: ◊· U = {s | ∃A ⊆ S : s R+ A ∧ A ⊆ U} and
 U = {s | ∀t ∈ S : s R− t ⇒ t ∈ U}.
In case a mu-calculus formula M is closed, its semantics is independent of the
environment ρ, and we drop ρ from the semantic brackets. A closed formula (σX =
f ) M is true in a state s ∈ S of a GTS G, denoted G, s |= (σX = f ) M if s ∈ ¹(σX =
f ) Mº(X ); that is, we are interested in the solution of the first equation unless stated
otherwise. Since we only consider the satisfaction semantics, we may in general not
conclude that G, s does not satisfy a formula (σX = f ) M if we have s ∈
/ ¹(σX =
f ) Mº(X ). This conclusion is, however, valid in case G is a Kripke structure: in that
case, the satisfaction semantics is equivalent to the usual semantics for the Lµ . The
theorem below, taken from [70], characterises the relation between generalised mixed
simulation and the preservation of Lµ formulae.
Theorem 7.3. (See [70]) Let G1 , G2 be GTSs and s1 a state in G1 and s2 a state in G2 . If
〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉, then for every closed Lµ formula M, if G2 , s2 |= M then also G1 , s1 |= M.
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As a consequence of the above theorem, abstract GTSs can be used to prove properties
about concrete GTSs by establishing a simulation relation. This is illustrated in the
example below.
Example 7.5. Consider the Kripke structure G1 of Example 7.4. State 0 of G1 satisfies
that all its successor states satisfy the property that all paths along which proposition b
holds are finite. This is expressed by:
(µX = 2 Y ) (µY = b ⇒ 2 Y )

That is, we have G1 , 0 |= (µX = 2 Y ) (µY = b ⇒ 2 Y ). On the other hand, we cannot
prove that the property is true in 0 in G2 . As a side note, we remark that one can also
not prove that the property is false in 0 in G2 using the refutation semantics; that is, it is
unknown whether the property holds or not in that state. Next, consider the following
formula M:
(νX = (b ⇒ ◊(b ∨ a)) ∧ 2 X )

It expresses that on all reachable states, if b holds, then b or a holds in some successor
state. Observe that this formula holds for state 0 in G2 . Since we have 〈G1 , 0〉 ≤ 〈G2 , 0〉
and G2 , 0 |= M, by Theorem 7.3, we also have G1 , 0 |= M.
We finish this section by recalling the notion of completeness [19], which we specialise to the setting of GTSs.
Definition 7.17. Let ´ be a relation on the states of GTSs. Let F be a collection of Lµ
formulae. GTSs with ´ are complete for F , if, for all formulae M ∈ F and all Kripke
structures G1 , s1 |= M, there is a finite GTS G2 , s2 such that 〈G1 , s1 〉 ´ 〈G2 , s2 〉 and
G2 , s2 |= M.

7.4.2

Relative Completeness

We now show that for model checking Lµ formulae, the equation systems with consistent
consequence framework and the GTSs with generalised mixed simulation framework
are equally complete. That is, both are equally powerful for using finite abstractions for
the Lµ .
In the remainder of this section we state a number of lemmata and propositions that
help in proving the above statement. We first focus on proving that equation systems
with l are at least as complete as GTSs with ≤. To this end, we first show that we can
solve the Lµ model checking problem on GTSs using equation systems. That is, our proof
that equation systems with l are at least as complete as GTSs with ≤ is obtained by
showing that we can encode the GTS model checking problem and that a generalised
mixed simulation relation between a concrete and abstract GTS induces a consistent
consequence between the concrete and abstract GTS model checking problems.
Definition 7.18. Let G be a GTS that is described by a first-order structure 〈S , R+ , R− , L〉
and let M be an arbitrary Lµ formula. The encoding of the satisfaction semantics of M in
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the context of G, denoted by EG (M), is defined inductively as follows:
EG (;)
EG ((µX = f ) M)
EG ((νX = f ) M)

=;
= (µX G (d : S ) = RG ( f )) EG (M)
= (νX G (d : S ) = RG ( f )) EG (M)

where RG ( f ) is defined inductively as follows:
RG (>)

=>

RG (⊥)

=⊥

RG (l)

= l ∈ L(d)

RG (X )

= X G (d)

RG ( f ∧ g)= RG ( f ) ∧ RG (g)
RG ( f ∨ g)= RG ( f ) ∨ RG (g)
RG (◊ f ) = ∃A : 2S . R+ (d, A) ∧ ∀d 0 : S .(d 0 ∈ A ⇒ ((RG ( f ))[d 0 /d]))
RG (2 f ) = ∀d 0 : S . (R− (d, d 0 ) ⇒ ((RG ( f ))[d 0 /d]))
Below, we illustrate the transformation.
Example 7.6. Reconsider the Kripke structure G1 and the GTS G2 of Example 7.4 and
the first Lµ formula of Example 7.5. We have:
=

EG1 ((µX = 2 Y ) (µY = b ⇒ 2 Y ))

(µX G1 (i : N ) = ∀i 0 : N . (i 0 6= 0 ⇒ YG1 (i 0 )))
(µYG1 (i : N ) = i ≥ 2 ⇒ YG1 (i − 1))

Observe that the solution to the above equation system is one that assigns the function
f that is true for all f (n) to both X G1 and YG1 . In a similar vein, we have:
=

EG2 ((µX = 2 Y ) (µY = b ⇒ 2 Y ))

(µX G2 (i : {0, 1, 2}) = ∀i 0 : {0, 1, 2}. (i 0 6= 0 ⇒ YG2 (i 0 )))
(µYG2 (i : {0, 1, 2}) = i = 2 ⇒ (YG2 (1) ∧ YG2 (2)))

The solution to this equation system assigns to X G2 a function f that is false for all f (n)
with n ∈ {0, 1, 2}; the solution to YG2 is the function f (n) which is true only when n 6= 2.
The above example illustrates that the encoding indeed agrees with the definition of
the satisfaction semantics. The next property tightly links the right-hand sides of a Lµ
formula to the right-hand sides of the equation system encoding a formula.
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Lemma 7.1. Let G be a GTS and s some state in G. Suppose ρ, θ , δ are arbitrary propositional, predicate and data environments, respectively. Then for all modal formulae f :
¹RG ( f )º(θ [ρ])δ[s/d] is true iff s ∈ ¹ f ºρ
where θ [ρ] is a new environment obtained by an overriding of θ , induced by ρ as follows
for all X ∈ occ( f ):
(θ [ρ])(X G )(s) is true iff s ∈ ρ(X )
Proof. Using a straightforward induction on f .
Below, we state the formal correctness of the encoding.
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a GTS and let M be an arbitrary closed Lµ formula. The encoding
EG (M) of the satisfaction semantics is sound:
¹EG ((σX = f ) M)º(X G )(s) is true iff 〈G, s〉 |= (σX = f ) M
Proof. The statement is generalised to open Lµ formulae as follows. Let G = 〈S, R+ , R− , L〉
be a GTS, M an arbitrary Lµ formula, let ρ be a propositional environment for a Lµ
formula and θ a predicate environment for an equation system. Then for all X and s ∈ S
and environments ρ, θ , δ, we have:
(¹EG (M)ºθ [ρ]δ)(X G )(s) is true iff s ∈ (¹Mºρ)(X )
where θ [ρ] is as defined in Lemma 7.1. The proof of the above statement then proceeds
by an induction on the number of equations in M, along the lines of the encoding of
the Lµ model checking problem as worked out in detail in [58].
Observe that in case a GTS G is finite, the resulting equation system EG ( f ) can be
converted (instantiated) to a Boolean equation system that preserves and reflects the
solution of EG ( f ) using the theory outlined in [66]. Therefore, without loss of generality,
we henceforth tacitly assume that in case G is finite, EG ( f ) is a Boolean equation system.
So far, we have shown that we can faithfully encode the model checking problem
for GTSs into the problem of solving equation systems. In order to show that the
abstraction framework for GTSs and our framework for abstraction are related, we must
also establish that we can relate the notion of generalised mixed simulation on GTSs to
the notion of consistent consequence on equation systems.
Assume we have a Lµ formula M and two GTSs G1 and G2 for which 〈G2 , s2 〉 simulates
〈G1 , s1 〉. We next show that the simulation relation induces a consistent consequence
between the equation systems EG1 (M) and EG2 (M). Thus, although simulation and
consistent consequence are defined quite differently and in settings that are seemingly
dissimilar, the relation we will establish implies that the former relation is at least as
discriminating as the latter. The next lemma formalises this.
Lemma 7.3. Let (σX = f ) M be an arbitrary Lµ formula and let G1 , G2 be GTSs. Assume
that for states s1 of G1 and s2 of G2 , we have 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉. Then X G2 (s2 ) l X G1 (s1 ) in
the context of EG1 ((σX = f ) M) and EG2 ((σX = f ) M).
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Proof. Assume that Gi = 〈Si , R+i , R−i , L i 〉 for i = 1, 2 are arbitrary GTSs such that 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤
〈G2 , s2 〉 for some s1 , s2 . Let R be the relation on the signatures of EG1 ((σX = f ) M) and
EG2 ((σX = f ) M), defined by:
X G2 (t 2 ) R X G1 (t 1 ) iff 〈G1 , t 1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , t 2 〉
We show that R is a consistent consequence by means of a structural induct ion on
(σX = f ) M. The proof thereof relies on the following property.
For all modal formulae f , all propositional environments ρ and all predicate environments θ ∈ ΘR , and all states t 1 , t 2 such that 〈G1 , t 1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , t 2 〉 we have:
¹RG ( f )º(θ [ρ])δ[t 2 /d] implies ¹RG ( f )º(θ [ρ])δ[t 1 /d]
2

1

This property again requires a structural induction; here, we only address the case
where f is of the form ◊ g, assuming that the property holds for g. All other cases are
either similar to this case or follow immediately from the induction hypothesis.
We reason as follows. Assume that ¹RG (◊ g)º(θ [ρ])δ[t 1 /d] holds. By definition,
2
then
0
0
0
¹∃A : 2S2 .R+
2 (d, A) ∧ ∀d : S2 .(d ∈ A ⇒ ((RG (g))[d /d]))º(θ [ρ])δ[t 2 /d]
2

Unfolding the semantics, we find that there must be some set B ∈ 2S2 such that t 2 R+2 B
and for all v ∈ B, ¹(RG (g))[d 0 /d]º(θ [ρ])δ[t 2 /d, v/d 0 ] holds.
2
Let C be such a set. By Lemma 7.1, we therefore find that for all v ∈ C also v ∈ ¹gºρ.
Since 〈G1 , t 1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , t 2 〉 and t 2 R+2 C, there must be some set D such that t 1 R+1 D and
for every u ∈ D there exists some v ∈ C such that 〈G1 , u〉 ≤ 〈G2 , v〉. By induction,
¹(RG (g))[d 0 /d]º(θ [ρ])δ[t 1 /d, u/d] then holds for all u ∈ D. But then, by definition:
1

0
0
0
¹∃A : 2S2 .R+
1 (d, A) ∧ ∀d : S1 .(d ∈ A ⇒ ((RG (g))[d /d]))º(θ [ρ])δ[t 1 /d]
1

This finishes the case where f is of the form ◊ g. The case 2 g is similar to the above
case; all remaining cases immediately follow from the induction hypothesis.
Using the above property it immediately follows that R is also a consistent consequence between X G1 (t 1 ) and X G2 (t 2 ) for any pair of states t 1 , t 2 for which t 2 simulates
t 1 . Thus, 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉 implies X G2 (s2 ) l X G1 (s1 ), as required.
The proposition below formally states that equation systems with the consistent consequence preorder are at least as complete as GTSs with the generalised mixed simulation
preorder.
Proposition 7.3. Let F be a collection of closed Lµ formulae. Then if GTSs with ≤ are complete for F then equation systems with l are complete for {EG (M) | Kripke structure G and
M ∈ F }.
Proof. Let F be a collection of closed Lµ formulae for which GTSs with ≤ are complete.
Let (σX = f ) M ∈ F be a Lµ formula, and let G1 be an arbitrary GTS and s1 some
state in G1 . Suppose that for some GTS G2 with some state s2 , we have both 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤
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〈G2 , s2 〉 and G2 , s2 |= (σX = f ) M. Since GTSs are complete for F , we then also have
G1 , s1 |= (σX = f ) M, and, by Lemma 7.2, both ¹EG1 ((σX = f ) M)º(X G1 )(s1 ) and
¹EG2 ((σX = f ) M)º(X G2 )(s2 ) are true. Moreover, by Lemma 7.3, we then find that
X G2 (s2 ) l X G1 (s1 ). Observe that whenever G2 is finite, EG2 ((σX = f ) M) is finite, too.
As a consequence of the above proposition, Lµ model checking problems that can be
solved effectively within the GTS framework for abstraction, can also be solved effectively
within our framework for abstraction. In particular, as the proofs of the involved lemmata
show, we can “replay” every verification and abstraction in the GTS setting in the equation
system setting. This is nicely illustrated by Example 7.10 in Section 7.6 (see page 122).
We next focus on proving that for model checking the Lµ , equation systems with l
are at most as complete as GTSs with ≤; this is the more difficult case. The general proof
strategy will be as follows. We show that whenever in the equation system setting we
can use a Boolean equation system and the consistent consequence relation for proving
a Lµ formula for some (potentially infinite) Kripke structure, there is a stronger least
fixpoint-free formula that also holds on that Kripke structure (Proposition 7.6). Then,
by the relative completeness result [22] for GTSs, we know there must be some finite
GTS that simulates the Kripke structure and which is capable of proving that formula.
The proof of Proposition 7.6 relies on a lemma that utilises a property of proof
graphs augmented with histories. Therefore, before we address Proposition 7.6, we
first formalise such history augmented proof graphs and show that they do not restrict
or extend the essence of standard proof graphs. We note that even though our main
motivation for introducing these history augmented proof graphs here is to facilitate
proving Proposition 7.6, we believe they will be of independent interest and the concept
of a history augmented proof graph deserves further studying. We proceed further to
show that whenever an equation system E 0 is a consistent consequence of some equation
system E , then the paths through history augmented proof graphs of E are related to
paths of some history augmented proof graph of E 0 . Finally, we return to proving that
for model checking the Lµ , GTSs with ≤ are at least as complete as equation systems
with l.
Definition 7.19. A historywise fulfilment graph of an equation system E and some
predicate environment θ is a graph 〈V, →〉, where V ⊆ (sig(E ))∗ × sig(E ) and →⊆ V × V
is such that if (λ, X (v)) → (λ0 , X 0 (v 0 )) then λ0 = λ · X (v). Let W ⊆ V . By W2 we denote
the set {v | (λ, v) ∈ W }.
A historywise fulfilment graph is a positive historywise fulfilment graph iff → satisfies
that for all (λ, X (v)) ∈ V :
¹φX º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][(λ, X (v))•2 7→ true])δ[v/dX ] holds
Likewise, a fulfilment graph is a negative fulfilment graph iff → satisfies that for all
(λ, X (v)) ∈ V :
¹φX º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ true][(λ, X (v))•2 7→ false])δ[v/dX ] does not hold
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A historywise fulfilment graph resembles a standard fulfilment graph in which the
vertices maintain a history of visited signatures. The notion of a historywise proof graph
is obtained as the natural generalisation of a proof graph:
Definition 7.20. A historywise proof graph is a positive (resp. negative) historywise
fulfilment graph 〈V, →〉 for an equation system E and environment θ for which on all
infinite paths (λ0 , Z0 (v0 )) → (λ1 , Z1 (v1 )) . . . in the graph, min{rankE (Zi ) | Zi ∈ Z ω } is
even (resp. odd), where Z ω ⊆ bnd(E ) is the set of predicate variables occurring infinitely
often on the path.
The proposition below states that by adding histories to proof graphs, we do not lose
or add any essential ingredients for characterising the solution to an equation system.
Proposition 7.4. Let E be an equation system and θ an environment. There is a positive
(resp. negative) proof graph 〈V, →〉 for E with X (v) ∈ V iff there is a positive (resp. negative)
historywise proof graph 〈V 0 , →〉 for E with (ε, X (v)) ∈ V 0 .
Proof. For the implication from left to right, we observe that any standard positive/negative proof graph can be turned into a positive/negative historywise proof graph by
unfolding the transition relation.
We focus on proving the implication from right to left. Let P = 〈VP , → P 〉 be a positive
historywise proof graph for which (ε, X (v)) ∈ VP . Towards a contradiction, suppose
there is no positive proof graph 〈V, →〉 with X (v) ∈ V . Following Theorem 7.1, there
must be a negative proof graph P 0 = 〈VP 0 , → P 0 〉 with X (v) ∈ VP 0 . We next inductively
construct a pair of common paths through P 0 and P.
For our base case, we observe that both X (v) ∈ VP 0 and (ε, X (v)) ∈ VP . Suppose,
as our inductive step, that P 0 and P have the paths Z0 (v0 ) → P 0 . . . → P 0 Zn (vn ) and
(λ0 , Z0 (v0 )) → P . . . → P (λn , Zn (vn )) in common. Observe that, due to monotonicity, the
sets Zn (vn )• and (λn , Zn (vn ))•2 cannot be disjoint, since they give rise to, respectively a
satisfying and falsifying assignment for φ Zn . Choose Zn+1 (vn+1 ) ∈ (λn , Zn (vn ))•2 ∩ Zn (vn )• ,
and set λn+1 = λn · Zn (vn ). The paths common to P 0 and P obtained this way contradict
the fact that both P 0 and P meet the (historywise) proof graph conditions, since those
paths cannot be both even-rank dominated and odd-rank dominated.
Finally, we show that the existence of a consistent consequence between two equation
systems implies that every positive historywise proof graph for the stronger (“lower” in
the sense of l) equation system can be matched by some positive historywise proof
graph for the weaker equation system, in the sense that it contains only paths matching
(via consistent consequence) those of the former graph.
Lemma 7.4. Let E , E 0 be arbitrary equation systems and assume that for X (v) ∈ sig(E )
and Y (w) ∈ sig(E 0 ), we have X (v) l Y (w). Suppose there is a positive historywise proof
graph 〈VE , →E 〉 for which (ε, X (v)) ∈ VE . Then there is a positive historywise proof graph
〈VE 0 , →E 0 〉 such that:
1. (ε, Y (w)) ∈ VE 0 ;
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2. for all finite (resp. infinite) paths (ε, Y (w)) →E 0 (ρ1 , Y1 (w1 )) →E 0 . . . , there is a finite
(resp. infinite) path (ε, X (v)) →E (λ1 , X 1 (v1 )) →E . . . satisfying X i (vi ) l Yi (w i ) for
all i ∈ N.
Proof. Let 〈VE , →E 〉 be a positive historywise proof graph such that (ε, X (v)) ∈ VE . We
inductively prove that for every n ∈ N, there is a graph P n = 〈V n , →n 〉 with V n ⊆ sig(E 0 )+
for which:
1. (λ, Z(u)) →n (λ0 , Z 0 (u0 )) implies λ0 = λ · Z(u) and (λ0 , Z 0 (u0 )) ∈ V n ;
2. →n is such that for all vertices (λ, Z(u)) ∈ V n for which |λ| < n we have
¹φ Z º(θ [sig(E 0 ) 7→ false][(λ, Z(u))•2 7→ true])δ[u/d Z ] holds ;
3. for all paths (ε, Y (w)) →n . . . →n (ρ1 , Yn (w n )) there is a path (ε, X (v)) →E . . . →E
(λn , X n (vn )) satisfying X i (vi ) l Yi (w i ) for all i ≤ n.
For our base case, we can define P 0 = 〈V 0 , →0 〉 by setting V 0 = {(ε, Y (w)} and →0 =
;. Suppose we have a graph P n that meets the above requirements. We define the
graph P n+1 = 〈V n+1 , →n+1 〉 such that V n+1 and →n+1 are the smallest sets satisfying
→n ⊆→n+1 ⊆ V n+1 × V n+1 and:
(Y (w) · · · Yn−1 (w n−1 ), Yn (w n )) →n+1 (Y (w) · · · Yn (w n ), Yn+1 (w n+1 ))
iff
∃(X (v) · · · X n (vn ), X n+1 (vn+1 )) ∈ VE : ∀i ≤ n + 1 : X i (vi ) l Yi (w i )
Note that P n+1 defined in the above way immediately satisfies requirements 1 and 3.
We prove requirement 2. Suppose we have some (ρi · Zi (ui ), Zi+1 (ui+1 )) ∈ V n+1 . By
construction, there is some (λi · X i (vi ), X i+1 (vi+1 )) ∈ VE such that X i (vi ) l Zi (ui ). Since
〈VE , →E 〉 is a positive fulfilment graph, we know:
¹φX i º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][(λi , X i (vi ))•2 7→ true])δ[vi /dX i ] holds
Since X i (vi ) l Zi (ui ), by construction of →n+1 also:
¹φ Zi º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][(ρi , Zi (ui ))•2 7→ true])δ[ui /d Zi ] holds
Hence, requirement 2 holds. Next, to see that in the limit, P ω is a positive historywise
proof graph, it suffices to observe that from requirement 2 it follows that P ω is a
positive historywise fulfilment graph, and from requirement 3 it follows that there are
no odd-rank dominated paths in P ω .
As a consequence of the above lemma, we find that in case an equation system E is a
consistent consequence of a Boolean equation system F , there is a historywise proof
graph associated with E in which the length of odd-rank dominated stretches is bounded.
This is expressed by the following corollary.
Corollary 7.1. Let E , F be closed equation systems and |sig(F )| < ∞. Assume ¹F º(X )(v)
holds and suppose X (v) l Y (w) for X (v) ∈ sig(F ) and Y (w) ∈ sig(E ). Then there is some
K ∈ N and a historywise proof graph P = 〈V, →〉 for E such that for all odd r ∈ N, all paths
(λ0 , Y0 (w0 )) → · · · → (λn , Yn (w n ) in P and all intervals [l, u) ⊆ [0, n), if rankE (Y j ) ≥ r
for all j ∈ [l, u) then |{i ∈ [l, u) | Yi (w i ) = r}| < K.
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We now return to proving that for model checking the Lµ , GTSs with ≤ are at least as
complete as equation systems with l. The above corollary will allow us to transform an
arbitrary Lµ formula to a least fixpoint-free formula. As a first step in this transformation,
we define the µ-approximants of a Lµ formula. To each bound variable in a Lµ formula,
we assign a counter taking values between 0 and some (as yet undetermined) constant
K. When recursing through a µ-variable, the associated counter is decreased and the
counters of the less significant variables are reset, whereas when recursing through a
ν-variable, the counters of the less significant variables µ-variables in the formula are
reset.
Definition 7.21. Let M be a closed Lµ formula and let K ∈ N be a given natural number.
Let Bµ = {X ∈ bnd(M) | rankM (X ) is odd}. The Lµ formula (M)µ (K) is obtained from
M by replacing every equation µX = f and νX = f by a sequence of equations with bound
variables taken from {X α | α : Bµ −0,K
−→} where for each function α : Bµ −0,K
−→, the equations
are as follows:
µX α = ⊥
if α(X ) = 0
α
d(X ,α)
µX = f [Y ∈occ( f ) Y
/Y ]
if α(X ) > 0
νX α = f [Y ∈occ( f ) Y r(X ,α) /Y ]
where the counter decrements (d) and counter reset (r) functions are defined as follows for
all Y ∈ Bµ :

if rankM (Y ) ≤ rankM (X ) and X 6= Y
 α(Y )
α(X ) − 1 if X = Y
d(X , α)(Y ) =
 K
if rankM (Y ) > rankM (X )
r(X , α)(Y )

=

§

α(Y )
K

if rankM (Y ) ≤ rankM (X )
if rankM (Y ) > rankM (X )

We assume that the equations X α for α(Y ) = K for all Y ∈ Bµ are at the head of the
sequences. Furthermore, by αmax , we denote the function that assigns K to all elements in
the domain.
The function α used in the µ-approximants can be thought of as vectors of length
|Bµ |, where the positions correspond to the ordering of the least fixpoint equations in
the Lµ formula. Note that our µ-approximants bear some similarities with the progress
measures and signatures used in [73, 78]. We illustrate some of the ingredients of the
notion of approximation using a small example.
Example 7.7. Consider the following Lµ formula:
M ≡ (µX = 2 Y ) (νZ = ◊ Z ∧ ¬b ∧ 2 Y ) (µY = (b ∧ 2 Y ) ∨ Z)

Observe that Bµ = {X , Y } for M; the counter function α can thus be viewed as a tuple
with the first position representing α(X ) and the second α(Y ). Suppose K = 5. The
counter decrement function d decreases the counter function (vector) lexicographically;
for instance, we have (µX (5,2) = 2 Y (4,5) ), (µX (0,4) = ⊥) and (µY (0,4) = (b ∧ 2 Y (0,3) ) ∨
Z (0,3) ). The counter update function r resets less significant positions in vectors. For
instance, we have (νZ (2,2) = ◊ Z (2,5) ∧ ¬b ∧ 2 Y (2,5) ).
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The µ-approximation of a Lµ formula is stronger than the Lµ formula itself. Moreover,
the approximant is equivalent to a least fixpoint-free Lµ formula. This is expressed by
the proposition below. Both facts are essential ingredients in the proof of Proposition 7.6
Proposition 7.5. Let M be an arbitrary closed Lµ formula, and let K ∈ N be an arbitrary
natural number. We have:
1. For every GTS G, we have ¹(M)µ (K)º ⊆ ¹Mº;
2. There is a least fixpoint-free Lµ formula M0 such that for every GTS G we have
¹(M0 )µ (K)º = ¹M0 º.
Proof. Let M be an arbitrary closed Lµ formula. The first of the above facts holds because
(M)µ (K) makes right-hand sides either stronger by replacing them with the constant ⊥,
or by replacing variables with a copy of the variables which have a larger potential to be
⊥.
We next focus on the second property. Let (M)ν (K) denote the Lµ formula (M)µ (K)
in which every least fixpoint equation is converted into a greatest fixpoint equation. Let G
be an arbitrary GTS. Next, we prove that ¹(M)µ (K)º = ¹(M)ν (K)º. For this, we utilise
the soundness of our encoding to equation systems: we compare Eµ = EG ((M)µ (K))
and Eν = EG ((M)ν (K)). Observe that a graph 〈V, →〉 is a fulfilment graph for Eµ iff it is
a fulfilment graph for Eν . We next prove that any proof graph of Eµ is a proof graph of
Eν . For this, we distinguish two cases.
– Suppose 〈V, →〉 is a positive proof graph for Eµ . Then all infinite paths are even-rank
dominated. Replacing odd ranks on paths preserves this property, and hence 〈V, →〉 is
a positive proof graph for Eν .
– Suppose 〈V, →〉 is a negative proof graph for Eµ . By construction, whenever an
equation for X α for which rankEµ (X α ) is odd is visited on a path in the fulfilment
graph for Eµ , a lower rank must have been encountered in between; therefore, the
lowest rank on the cycle cannot be odd. As a consequence, any negative proof graph
Eµ has the property that all its paths are finite. Hence, the proof graph condition is
trivially satisfied. Hence, 〈V, →〉 is a negative proof graph for Eν .
Therefore any proof graph for Eµ is also a proof graph for Eν . The reverse implication
follows by duality. As a result, ¹(M)µ (K)º = ¹(M)ν (K)º.
We use the above result in the lemma below.
Lemma 7.5. Let G be an arbitrary GTS and let M be a Lµ formula. Suppose that for some
closed equation system F with |sig(F )| < ∞ we have X (v) l YG (w) for X (v) ∈ sig(F )
and YG (w) ∈ sig(EG (M)). If ¹F º(X )(v) holds, then there is some L ∈ N such that
ma x
¹EG ((M)µ (L))º(YGα )(w) holds.
Proof. Our proof relies on a correspondence between paths in the historywise proof
graphs of the equation systems encoding the original model checking problem EG (M)
and that of its approximation EG ((M)µ (K)) for some K ∈ N. First, we define an auxiliary
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operator that maps words over sig(EG ((M)µ (L))) to words over sig(EG (M)) by removing
the α tags introduced in the approximant.
unmark(ε)
unmark(Y α (v) · λ)

¬
¬

ε
Y (v) · unmark(λ)

Given a positive historywise proof graph P = 〈VP , → P 〉 on sig(EG (M)) and an arbitrary
natural number K, we define a graph apprK (P) = 〈V, →〉 on EG ((M)µ (K)) as the largest
graph satisfying:
– V ⊆ {(λ, Y α (v)) | λ ∈ sig(EG ((M)µ (K)))∗ , (unmark(λ), Y (v)) ∈ VP }
– →⊆ V × V is defined such that for all (λ, Y α (v)) ∈ V :
– (λ, Y α (v))• = ; if α(Y ) = 0
– (λ, Y α (v))• = {(λ · Y α (v), Z β (w)) | Z(w) ∈ (unmark(λ), Y (v))• } otherwise
From the construction of apprK (P), we immediately obtain the following matching
property with P:
if (λ0 , Z α0 (v0 )) → (λ1 , Z α1 (v1 )) → · · ·
then (unmark(λ0 ), Z1 (v0 )) → P (unmark(λ1 ), Z1 (v1 )) → P · · ·

(*)

We claim that for some L ∈ N, it is the case that appr L (P) is a positive historywise proof
graph for sig(EG ((M)µ (L))).
Observe that the only reason why appr L (P) might not (for any L) be a positive
historywise proof graph is that (λ, Y α (v))• might not satisfy the positive fulfilment graph
condition for a certain (λ, Y α (v)) ∈ V ; the proof graph condition is preserved due to
the matching property (*) and the fact that P is a positive historywise proof graph.
Moreover, note that the fulfilment graph condition can only be violated due to the first
rule—when α(Y ) = 0. The sets (λ, Y α (v))• constructed with the second rule always
yield fulfilment for φY α (v) since they, as well as the formula to be satisfied, differ from
the corresponding artefacts in the original equation system only in the decorations (the
α tags) of the predicate variable names.
Suppose now that for some finite equation system F we have X (v) l YG (w) for
X (v) ∈ sig(F ) and ¹F º(X )(v) holds. From Corollary 7.1 we know that there exists a
bound N and a historywise proof graph P on sig(EG (M)) such that (ε, YG (w)) belongs
to the set of vertices of P and all odd stretches in P have length bounded by N . Let P be
a positive historywise proof graph that satisfies this property.
Towards a contradiction, we assume there is no K such that apprK (P) is a positive
max
historywise proof graph which contains (ε, YGα (w)). This means that for every K, some
vertex (λ, Y α (v)) with α(Y ) = 0 is always reachable in apprK (P). The key observation
is that such a vertex can be only reached via a path consisting of K vertices of the form
(λi , Y αi (v)) and for which there are no lower even ranked vertices in between. Due to
the matching property (*), the original proof graph P also has this property. But this
violates the property that odd stretches in P are bounded.
By combining the above observations we obtain that GTSs with generalised mixed
simulation are complete for at least those Lµ formulae for which equation systems with
consistent consequence are complete.
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Proposition 7.6. Let F be a collection of closed Lµ formulae. Equation systems with l are
complete for {EG (M) | Kripke structure G and M ∈ F } only if GTSs with ≤ are complete
for F .
Proof. Let (σX = f ) M be a closed Lµ formula. Assume that for all Kripke structures
G = 〈S, R+ , R− , L〉 and all s ∈ S for which G, s |= (σX = f ) M, there is a Boolean
equation system F and some Y ∈ sig(F ) such that ¹F º(Y ) holds and Y l X G (s), where
X G (s) ∈ sig(EG ((σX = f ) M)). By Lemma 7.5, we know that there must then be some
max
L ∈ N such that ¹EG (((σX = f ) M)µ (L))º(X Gα )(s) holds. But then, by Proposition 7.5,
there is an equivalent least fixpoint-free formula M0 such that G, s |= M0 . Since GTSs
are complete for the least fixpoint-free fragment of the Lµ , see [22, 40], we know there
must be a finite GTS that simulates G and that can prove M0 .
Remark that, unlike our proof of Proposition 7.3, the above proof contains a nonconstructive step: we employed the fact that GTSs are complete for least fixpoint-free
formulae to arrive at the conclusion that GTSs are complete for all Lµ formulae for
which equation systems are complete. We therefore cannot, based on a given consistent
consequence between an abstract and concrete equation system, easily reverse engineer
a suitable abstract GTS for a concrete GTS that would allow proving a given Lµ formula.
We are now in a position to formally state that GTSs with ≤ and equation systems
with l are equally complete for model checking Lµ formulae.
Theorem 7.4. Let F be a collection of closed Lµ formulae, and let EG (M) be the encoding of
the model checking problem for Lµ formula M on Kripke structure G. Then GTSs with ≤ are
complete for F iff equation systems with l are complete for {EG (M) | Kripke structure G
and M ∈ F }.
Proof. The implication from left to right follows from Proposition 7.3. The implication
from right to left follows from Proposition 7.6.
Observe that from the fact that GTSs are complete for least fixpoint-free model checking
problems, a result which we used in the above proof, we immediately have the following
result.
Corollary 7.2. Equation systems with l are complete for the fragment of equation systems
obtained from encoding the model checking problem of least fixpoint-free Lµ formulae.
Remark. Contrary to GTSs with ≤, Kripke modal transition systems with mixed simulation,
which are another generalisation of Kripke structures that are often used for abstraction,
are known to be strictly less complete than GTSs with ≤ for abstraction for the modal Lµ ,
see [19, 40]. As a result, we find that our abstraction framework for equation systems
is strictly more complete than such abstraction frameworks, too. This includes the
action-based framework, studied and developed in [29].
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7.4.3

Relative Succinctness

Next, we focus on the succinctness of the abstract objects that can be used for proving
properties. Comparing the succinctness of two abstraction frameworks yields insights into
the ability of the frameworks respective compressing capabilities: more compact abstract
objects are generally easier to analyse. In this section, we compare the succinctness of
the equation systems with consistent consequence framework with the generalised mixed
simulation framework in the context of model checking Lµ formula. More concretely, we
show that, given an (abstract) GTS that is capable of proving a Lµ formula, there always
is an abstract equation system of which the size is polynomial in the number of states of
the GTS and the size of the Lµ formula. This implies, in particular, that our framework
can yield abstractions that are exponentially smaller than the abstractions used in the
GTS setting. We demonstrate that this can indeed be the case using a small example.
The lemma below states that the number of equations in our “abstract” equation
systems is bounded by the number of equations of the Lµ formula and the number of
states of an abstract GTS that is capable of proving that formula.
Lemma 7.6. Let M be a non-empty, closed Lµ formula and assume that G1 = 〈S1 , R+1 , R−1 ,
L1 〉 is a Kripke structure. Suppose there is a finite GTS G2 = 〈S2 , R+2 , R−2 , L2 〉 such that
〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉 and G2 , s2 |= M. Then there is a closed Boolean equation system Eb with
at most |bnd(M)| × |S2 | equations such that Xb l X G1 (s1 ) and ¹Ebº(Xb ) is true.
Proof. The model checking problem G2 , s2 |= M is encoded by the equation system
EG2 ((σX = f ) M). Since G2 is finite, instantiating EG2 ((σX = f ) M) yields a Boolean
equation system of at most (1 + |bnd(M)|) × |S2 | equations. We denote this Boolean
equation system by Eb, and we assume that the solution to X G2 (s2 ) in EG2 ((σX = f ) M)
is encoded by the variable Xb in Eb. Instantiation ensures in particular that Xb l X G2 (s2 ).
It remains to show that X G1 (s1 ) is a consistent consequence of Xb . This follows
because the generalised mixed simulation relation between 〈G1 , s1 〉 and 〈G2 , s2 〉 induces
a consistent consequence between EG1 ((σX = f ) M) and EG2 ((σX = f ) M) such that
X G2 (s2 ) l X G1 (s1 ), see Lemma 7.3. Transitivity of l yields Xb l X G1 (s1 ).
Note that the above lemma provides an upper bound on the number of bound
propositional variables required by our abstract objects. The Boolean equation systems
resulting from the encoding that is referred to in the above lemma may still have a size
that is exponential in the number of propositional variables. This is a direct consequence
of the fact that the size of the must transition relation of a GTS can be exponential in
the number of states of the GTS. The lemma below states that, irrespective of the GTS
that was used to prove a property, the size of a Boolean equation system that can prove
the same property is polynomial in the number of equations.
Lemma 7.7. Let E be a closed Boolean equation system with n equations and suppose
¹E º(X ) is true for some X ∈ bnd(E ). Then there is a Boolean equation system Eb of size
O(n2 ) for which Xb l X and ¹Ebº(Xb ) is true for some Xb ∈ bnd(Eb).
Proof. Since ¹E º(X ) is true, there is a positive proof graph 〈V, →〉 with X ∈ V ⊆ sig(E ).
Let 〈V, →〉 be an arbitrary positive proof graph for which X ∈ V . Let Eb be the equation
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system obtained from E by applying the following, inductively defined transformation:
C(;)
C((σY = f ) F )

=;

=

V
c | W ∈ Y • }) C(F )
(σ Yb = {W
(σ Yb = Yb ) C(F )

if Y ∈ V
otherwise

Observe that ¹Ebº(Xb ) is true, which follows immediately from the observation that there
b , →0 〉 for which Xb ∈ V
b that is isomorphic to 〈V, →〉. Also
is a positive proof graph 〈V
observe that the right-hand sides of the equations in Eb are bounded in size by 2n, since
there can be at most n propositional variables and n − 1 conjunctions per right-hand
side. Since there are at most n equations, |Eb| is of size O(n2 ). Finally, we have Xb l X ,
which also follows immediately from the fact that the isomorphism between the two
proof graphs is also a symmetric consistent consequence (i.e. a consistent correlation,
see [79]).
The above lemmata together give us the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5. Let (σX = f ) M be a closed Lµ formula and let G1 = 〈S1 , R+1 , R−1 , L1 〉 be a
Kripke structure. If there is a finite GTS G2 = 〈S2 , R+2 , R−2 , L2 〉 such that 〈G1 , s1 〉 ≤ 〈G2 , s2 〉
and G2 , s2 |= (σX = f ) M, then there is a closed Boolean equation system Eb of size at most
O((1 + |bnd(M)|) × |S2 |2 ) such that Xb l X G1 (s1 ) and ¹Ebº(Xb ) is true.
It is rather straightforward to construct examples that demonstrate that our framework for abstraction can indeed be more succinct than the framework for abstraction
using GTSs. The example below, taken from [32] is a case in point: it shows that
abstractions in our setting can be exponentially smaller than those in the GTS setting.
Example 7.8. Let A 6= ; be a finite index set and let AP = { f i , ai | i ∈ A}. Consider the
Kripke structure G1 with the set of states 2A and transitions and labellings given by:
– R− = {(ζ, ζ ∪ {i}) | ζ ∈ 2A, i ∈ A \ ζ} ∪ {(ζ, ζ \ {i}) | ζ ∈ 2A, i ∈ ζ};
– L(ζ) = {ai | i ∈ ζ} ∪ { f i | i ∈ A \ ζ} for all ζ ⊆ A.
V
Next, consider the Lµ formula M defined as νX = (ai ∨ f i ) ∧ 2 X ; note that M trivially
i∈A

holds of state ; of G1 . Observe that there is no GTS G2 , smaller than G1 that simulates
G1 and is capable of proving the property. Hence, the size of the smallest GTS capable
of proving M is of size O(2|A| ). Also, observe that the equation system EG1 (M) is as
follows:
^
νX G1 (ζ : 2A) = (i ∈ ζ ∨ i ∈ A \ ζ) ∧
i∈A
^
^
X G1 (ζ ∪ { j}) ∧
X G1 (ζ \ {k})
k∈ζ

j∈A\ζ

The smallest Boolean equation system of which the above equation system is a consistent
consequence is of size O(1): we have Xb l X G1 (;) for Boolean equation system νXb = Xb .
We finally note that Theorem 7.5 generalises a similar succinctness result for the
alternation free fragment of the modal Lµ , obtained in [70].
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7.5

Completeness for Fragments of Equation Systems

In the previous section, we focussed on the power of our abstraction framework for
model checking of the propositional modal Lµ . Equation systems, however, have been
used to encode other decision problems. Indeed, in [57, 10], they are used to encode a
variety of equivalence and preorder decision problems, and in [37], static code analysis
problems are encoded. But equation systems have also been used to encode model
checking problems that go beyond the propositional modal Lµ , such as the first order
modal Lµ model checking problem [43] and real-time model checking problems [80].
It is therefore desirable to understand to which degree our abstraction framework is
complete and which decision problems potentially benefit from the abstraction theory.
Our first result in this section (Theorem 7.6) generalises Corollary 7.2. We prove that
our abstraction framework is complete for all decision problems that map to least fixpointfree equation systems, and not just for model checking least fixpoint-free formulae of the
propositional modal Lµ formulae. We also illustrate, through an example, that GTSs are
no longer complete for elementary first-order extensions of the modal Lµ . The second
result we describe in this section (Theorem 7.7) is that our framework is complete for
decision problems that map to a fragment of greatest fixpoint-free equation systems. This
class contains typical reachability problems that can be expressed in the propositional
modal Lµ .
We first focus on our first result, formalised by the theorem below.
Theorem 7.6. Equation systems with l are complete for the class of closed least fixpointfree equation systems.
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary closed equation system, and assume that ¹E º(X )(v) is true
for some X ∈ bnd(E ). By Theorem 7.1, there must be a positive proof graph 〈V, →〉 with
X (v) ∈ V . Let 〈V, →〉 be such a proof graph.
Next, consider the equation system F , given by νXb = Xb . Then the relation R ⊆
b R Y (w) iff Y (w) ∈ V is a consistent consequence. This can
sig(F ) × sig(E ), defined by X
be seen as follows. Assume that for some equation (σY (dY : sort(Y )) = φY ) in E we
have Xb R Y (w).
1. Observe that, due to the absence of least fixpoint equations in E , for each Y (w) ∈ V ,
we have rankE (Y ) = 0 = rankF (Xb ).
2. Let θ ∈ ΘR be an environment consistent with R. We must show that the righthand side of the equation (νXb = Xb ) implies the right-hand side of the equation
(σY (dY : sort(Y )) = φY ) for every θ ∈ ΘR , i.e. , we must show that θ (Xb ) implies
¹φY ºθ δ[w/dY ]. Assume that θ (Xb ) holds. Since Xb R Y (w), also Y (w) ∈ V .
Because 〈V, →〉 is a positive proof graph and Y (w) ∈ V , the following holds:
¹φY º(θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][Y (w)• 7→ true])δ[w/dY ]

(*)

Observe that Y (w)• ⊆ {Z(u) ∈ sig(E ) | Xb R Z(u)}. Since θ ∈ ΘR , we have
θ (Xb ) ⇒ θ (Z)(u) for all Z(u) ∈ Y (w)• , from which, because θ (Xb ) holds, we
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deduce that θ (Z)(u) must hold for all Z(u) ∈ Y (w)• . From this, it follows that
θ [sig(E ) 7→ false][Y (w)• 7→ true] = θ [(sig(E ) \ Y (w)• ) 7→ false]
Because of monotonicity of our predicate formulae and because for all Z ∈ X
we have (θ [(sig(E ) \ Y (w)• ) 7→ false])(Z) v θ (Z), the desired ¹φY ºθ δ[w/dY ]
immediately follows from the stronger statement (*).
Since F is finite and since we have Xb l X (v) the theorem follows.
As a result of this theorem, we find that the framework of equation systems with
consistent consequence is complete for a large set of decision problems, as stated by the
below corollary. This set subsumes the model checking problem for the least fixpoint-free
fragment of the propositional modal Lµ of Corollary 7.2.
Corollary 7.3. The consistent consequence abstraction framework of equation systems is
complete for model checking the least fixpoint-free fragment of the first-order extensions of
the modal Lµ [43], the problem of deciding strong bisimilarity and similarity between two
infinite processes [10] and the least fixpoint-free fragments of real-time extensions of the
(first-order) modal Lµ , see e.g. [80].
Note that the above results do not necessarily hold for the framework of GTSs with
mixed generalised simulation. For instance, GTSs are no longer complete for the least
fixpoint-free fragment of the propositional modal Lµ extended with a limited form of
infinite conjunctions, as the example below illustrates.
Example 7.9. Reconsider Example 7.8, but now assume that set A is infinite. We generalise the formula M of that example to the following first-order Lµ formula (see e.g. [43]
for an action-based variant):
νX = (∀i ∈ A. f i ∨ ai ) ∧ 2X

Observe that there is no finite GTS capable of proving M for the infinite Kripke structure
G; in contrast, there is a Boolean equation system that is capable of proving that the
property holds (viz. the same Boolean equation system that is used in Example 7.8). This
illustrates the fact that our abstraction framework is complete for elementary first-order
extensions of the least fixpoint-free fragment of the Lµ , in contrast to the GTS framework.
The above observations may have some implications for the applicability of using
GTSs and the associated abstraction techniques for solving common model checking
problems. For instance, first-order extensions of the modal Lµ are (sometimes implicitly)
used to verify correctness of communication protocols or to prove invariants of programs.
In such instances, the abstractions needed may no longer be guaranteed to be finite.
The following result states that equation systems with consistent consequence are
complete for a class of greatest fixpoint-free equation systems. This fragment captures
typical reachability properties that can be expressed in, e.g. , the modal Lµ .
Theorem 7.7. Equation systems with l are complete for the class of greatest fixpoint-free
equation systems with right-hand side formulae containing no universal quantifications.
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Proof. Let E be an equation system of the required form. Assume ¹E º(X )(v) holds.
By Theorem 7.1, there must be some positive proof graph 〈V, →〉 for which X (v) ∈ V .
Observe that no positive proof graph for X (v) can have cycles, as all vertices in the graph
are associated with least fixpoint equations and, therefore, have an odd rank. Hence, all
paths in all positive proof graphs for X (v) are finite.
Second, we note that every equation in E can be brought into a logically equivalent
disjunctive normal form with existential quantification prefixes (possibly at the expense
of a blow-up of the right-hand sides of the equations in E ). Hence, any positive graph
〈V, →〉 can be trimmed in such a way that each vertex Y (w) ∈ V has only a finite number
of successors: those vertices that suffice to ensure that a single clause in the right-hand
side of the equation for Y holds.
As a result, we know there must be a positive proof graph 〈V, →〉 with X (v) ∈ V
and
V for which• V is finite. Let F be the Boolean equation system with equations µZ v =
{Zw | w ∈ v } for each v ∈ V .
It remains to show that E is a consistent consequence of F . Let R be the relation
defined as follows: ZY (w) R Y (w) for all Y (w) ∈ V . In particular, ZX (v) R X (v) holds. The
proof that R is a consistent consequence follows the same line of reasoning as in the
proof of Theorem 7.6. Hence, ZX (v) l X (v) holds.
By combining the above result and Theorem 7.4 it follows that also GTSs with a
finite set of initial states are complete for the disjunctive, greatest fixpoint-free fragment
of the modal Lµ , extending the results of [22, 40].
Corollary 7.4. GTSs with ≤ are complete for the set of greatest fixpoint-free modal Lµ
formulae containing no must modalities (i.e. , no 2 operator).

7.6

Abstraction Through Syntactic Manipulations

As proved in chapter 6, The problem of checking whether there is a consistent consequence between signatures of two Boolean equation systems is coNP-complete already.
We show that our abstraction framework can nevertheless lead to effective tooling. For
this, we develop a syntax-based transformation—inspired by [11]—that, semantically,
provably approximates l. In a similar vein, our abstraction framework can be combined
with predicate abstraction.

7.6.1

Existential and Universal Abstractions

Consider a data sort D that represents a complex or infinite semantic set (e.g. the natural
numbers). Using a homomorphism, all elements, operators and relations of the domain
b . Formally, an abstract
D can be mapped to a corresponding simpler data structure D
interpretation of the concrete elements in a domain D is given by a surjective mapping
b , the so-called abstraction function. In addition, every operator and relation
hD : D → D
on the concrete data domain D is assumed to have a corresponding abstract operation.
Note that the result of an abstract operation is no longer unique, as two different concrete
elements may map to the same abstract element.
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A standard solution to the non-unicity problem is to lift the codomain of a concrete
operation or relation f : D1 × · · · × Dn → D to a set when defining its abstract counterpart
b1 × · · · × D
b n → 2 Db . For reasons of consistency, also the domains of the abstract
fb : D
b j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
functions and relations fb are lifted to sets for all A j ⊆ D
[
fb(A1 , . . . , An ) =
fb(a1 , . . . , an )
a1 ∈A1 ,...,an ∈An

It is then possible to define an abstraction operator b
_ that converts a term t of sort D to
b . Assuming the below grammar for our data terms:
its corresponding sort D
t ::= d | c | f (t 1 , . . . , t n )
where d is a data variable, c is a closed term and f is an n-ary operator or relation. If
we have an abstraction function h, we can define the operator b
_ as follows:
db = {d}

b
c = {h(c)}

b t1, . . . , Ò
f (tÛ
tn)
1, . . . , t n) = f (Ò

Here, we introduce a fresh variable d for every variable d of some concrete sort D.
Computations in the abstract domain using the abstract operators are sensible as long
as the safety condition holds for all terms t with free variables d1 , . . . , dn , and all closed
terms c1 , . . . , cn : ¹h(t[c1 /d1 , . . . , cn /dn ])º ∈ ¹bt [h(c1 )/d1 , . . . , h(cn )/dn ]º. Essentially, this
condition ensures that bt always represents a set of concrete values that includes t. This
condition is met whenever for all f : D1 × · · · × Dn → E:
∀ d1 ∈ D1 , . . . , dn ∈ Dn . h E ( f (d1 , . . . , dn )) ∈ fb({h D1 (d1 )}, . . . , {h Dn (dn )})
Given a set of abstraction functions for a set of concrete domains, we can use these,
together with the trivial abstraction (identity) functions for those domains not equipped
with a user-defined abstraction function, to strengthen or weaken the predicate formulae
we encounter in a given equation system. For simplicity, and without loss of generality,
we assume that all concrete sorts in an equation system, with the exception of the
Boolean sort, have a homomorphism h mapping these sorts to some abstract domain.
Definition 7.22. Let φ be an arbitrary predicate formula. We inductively define the
under-approximation Au (φ) (resp. the over-approximation At (φ)) as follows:
¨
∃v : B. v ∈ bb ∧ v
if m = t
Am (b) =
∀v : B. v ∈ bb ⇒ v otherwise
¨
Am (X (e)) =

Ú
∃v : sort
(X ). v ∈ b
e ∧ Xbt (v)
if m = t
Ú
∀v : sort(X ). v ∈ b
e ⇒ Xbu (v) otherwise

Am (φ ⊕ ψ) = Am (φ) ⊕ Am (ψ)

b . Am (φ)
Am (Q d1 :D. φ) = Q d 1 : D
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for ⊕ ∈ {∧, ∨}
for Q ∈ {∀, ∃}

Note that, by definition of b
_ , the predicate formula Am (φ) contains data variables d
for the variables d in φ, and predicate variables Xbm in Am (φ) for X in φ. We extend
the above operator Am (_) to equation systems in the natural way.
Definition 7.23. Let E be an equation system. The abstraction operator Am (_) for equation
systems, where m ∈ {t, u}, is defined inductively as follows:
Am (;) = ;

b ) = Am (φ)) Am (E )
Am ((σX (d : D) = φ) E ) = (σ Xbm (d : D
The following theorem states that we have achieved an under-approximation (resp.
over-approximation) of the solution to the concrete equation system.
Theorem 7.8. Let E be an arbitrary closed equation system. Then for all X ∈ bnd(E ) and
all closed terms v : sort(X ), we have:
¹Au (E )º(Xbu )(¹h(v)º) ⇒ ¹E º(X )(¹vº)
⇒ ¹At (E )º(Xbt )(¹h(v)º)
Proof. The theorem follows essentially from Theorem 7.2 if Xbu (¹h(v)º) l X (¹vº) l
Xbt (¹h(v)º). The latter statement follows from the following observation.
Let R⊆ sig(X ) × sig(X ) be defined as Xbu (¹h(v)º) R X (v) and X (v) R Xbt (¹h(v)º), for
closed terms v : sort(X ). Then, for all θ ∈ ΘR and all data environments δ, we have:
b ⇒ ¹φºθ δ[¹vº/d]
b
¹Au (φ)ºθ δ[¹h(v)º/d]
b
⇒ ¹At (φ)ºθ δ[¹h(v)º/d]
The proof thereof follows using a structural induction.
Example 7.10. Reconsider the infinite Kripke structure G1 of Example 7.4 depicted left
below.

{b}

{b} {b} {b} {a}

{a}

Assume that the states of the Kripke structure are represented by the data sort N . The
equation system encoding G1 |= (νX = (◊(b ∨ a) ∨ ¬b) ∧ 2X ) is as follows:
νX (n : N ) = ((n > 1 ∨ n = 1) ∨ (n = 1 ∨ n = 0))∧

(∀m : N . n = 0 ∧ m > 0 ⇒ X (m)) ∧
(n > 1 ⇒ X (n − 1)) ∧
(n = 1 ⇒ X (n))
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Ò be a sort consisting of the three only, distinct elements nil, one, man y, with an
Let N
abstract notion of inequality > and equality = defined on it. Through abstraction using
Ò, defined as hN (0) = nil, hN (1) = one and hN (n) = man y for
a mapping hN : N → N
n > 1, we obtain, after logical simplification, the equation system depicted below:
Ò) = ((b
b = one) ∨ (b
b = nil))∧
νXbu (b
n:N
n = man y ∨ n
n = one ∨ n
Ò. n
b = nil ∧ m
Ò > nil ⇒ Xbu (Ò
(∀Ò
m:N
m)) ∧
(b
n = man y ⇒ (Xbu (one) ∧ Xbu (man y))) ∧
(b
n = one ⇒ Xbu (b
n))
b, and, as a result, the solution to X (n)
n) is true for all n
We find that the solution to Xbu (b
is true for all n. Note that encoding whether the GTS satisfies property M in this case
leads to an equation system resembling our abstract equation system Au (EG1 (M)).

7.6.2

Case studies

As a proof of concept, we have implemented the theory outlined in the previous section
in a prototype tool in the open source tool suite mCRL2 [14], and used it on several
model checking examples using the (action-based) first-order modal Lµ [43, 44] and a
real-time extension thereof.2 Our tool takes a description of the abstraction mapping and
mappings of concrete operations onto abstract operations; checking the safety condition
can be delegated to mCRL2’s provers or left to the user in case of too complex conditions.
We here describe two small case studies conducted with the tool, viz. Lamport’s bakery
protocol and a real-time ball game.

act
send,get,c:
Bool # Nat;
request,enter,leave: Bool;
proc P(b:Bool)

= request(b).P0(b,0) + send(b,0).P(b);

P0(b:Bool,n:Nat) = (sum m:Nat. get(!b,m).P1(b,m+1)) + send(b,n).P0(b,n);
P1(b:Bool,n:Nat) =
(sum m:Nat. get(!(b),m).
((n < m || m == 0) -> C1(b,n) <> P1(b,n))) + send(b,n).P1(b,n);
C1(b:Bool,n:Nat) = enter(b).C2(b,n) + send(b,n).C1(b,n);
C2(b:Bool,n:Nat) = leave(b).P(b) + send(b,n).C2(b,n);
init allow({request,enter,leave,c}, comm({get|send->c}, P(true) || P(false)));

Figure 7.1: An mCRL2 formalisation of the Bakery protocol.

2

The examples and the used abstractions have been added to mCRL2’s open source repository; see

http://www.mcrl2.org
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Lamport’s Bakery Protocol
Lamport’s protocol for mutual exclusion is modelled after a bakery that hands out tickets
to its customers. In its basic form, the protocol has an infinite state space due to the
unbounded ticket numbers that can be handed out. We analysed the protocol with two
process instances, P(true) and P( false ), that repeatedly compete for the critical section,
see Figure 7.1 for its mCRL2 specification. The properties we considered for this protocol
are the following.
1. Invariantly, whenever a process requests entry (through parameterised action
request), it is possible to enter the critical section (witnessed by parameterised
action enter):
νX . ([>]X ∧ ∀b : B. [request(b)]µY. (〈>〉Y ∨ 〈enter(b)〉>))
2. Invariantly, whenever a process requests entry, it is eventually possible to enter
the critical section:
νX . ([>]X ∧ ∀b : B. [request(b)]µY. (([>]Y ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ 〈enter(b)〉>))
3. Both processes can enter the critical section infinitely often:
∀b : B. νX . µY. (〈enter(b)〉X ∨ 〈¬enter(b)〉Y )
4. Invariantly, both processes eventually receive a ticket number (through parameterised action c):
νX .([>]X ∧ ∀b : B. µY. (([>]Y ∧ 〈>〉>) ∨ ∃n : N .〈c(b, n)〉>))
5. It is possible to hand out ticket numbers that are at least as large as the ticket
number currently circulating:
νZ(i : N = 0). (∃b : B. ∃n : N .〈c(b, n)〉(n ≥ i ∧ Z(n)))
∨〈∀b0 : B.∀n0 : N .¬c(b0 , n0 )〉Z(i)
We verified (or refuted) the above properties using our abstraction tool. The abstraction
used for verifying these formulae is a mapping of the natural numbers to elements zero
and more. Property 1, 3 and 5 hold; both are proved using an under-approximation.
Properties 2 and 4 do not hold; this is proved using an over-approximation.
Our tool is unable to prove or refute the mutual exclusion property. This property
requires abstracting from the relation between two natural numbers (in case of two
processes), which is currently not supported by our prototype tool. Note that this is not a
limitation of the general theory: the property is provable using a manual transformation.
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A Ball Game
The ball game is a simple small real-time game in which a player has one second to
pocket a ball. The game ends when the player wins, for which he is required to pocket at
least 10 balls. As a result of the use of a dense, real-time timing constraints, the process
P(0), see Figure 7.2, modelling the ball game has an infinite state space. We verified the
following properties for the ball game:

act pocket,disqualified,finished;
proc P(t:Real)=sum u:Real.(u<=t+1 && u<10)->pocket@u.P(u)+
sum u:Real.(t+1 < u && u<10)->disqualified@u.delta+
(9<=t)->finished@10.delta;
init P(0);

Figure 7.2: An mCRL2 formalisation of a real-time ball game.

1. It is possible to successfully finish the game (indicated by executing the action
finished):
µX .〈>〉X ∨ 〈finished〉>
2. The game inevitably finishes successfully:
µX .[¬finished]X ∧ 〈>〉>
3. The player can successfully pocket at least ten balls:
µX (i : N = 0).(i < 10) ⇒ 〈pocket〉X (i + 1)
4. The player can successfully pocket a ball at (absolute) time 5:
µX .〈>〉X ∨ 〈pocket@5〉>
We used an under-approximation to show that properties 1, 3 and 4 hold; for property 2,
we used an over-approximation to show that the property does not hold. The abstraction
we used in all cases partitions the real numbers between 0 and 10 in open intervals
(k, k + 1), the closed singular intervals [k, k] and the interval (10, ∞), for k = 0 . . . 10.
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7.7

Related Work

Abstraction has been studied extensively in the context of program verification within
the abstract interpretation paradigm [13, 12]; see also [18] and the references therein
for a good overview. In general, the questions addressed in these works focus on the
precision of the abstract interpretations, whereas, following [63, 20], we focussed on
the degree of completeness of our framework (see also the discussion on the differences
and commonalities in [63]).
An inspection of all proofs involved in Section 7.4 suggests that the results in that
section will carry over to an abstraction framework based on parity games and direct
simulation. Direct simulation for parity games is similar to the alternating refinement
for games [2]. This suggests that in [63], instead of by introducing hyper-transitions,
completeness could have been achieved by allowing for abstractions that are more or
less arbitrary alternating transition systems. In a sense, this is also what is utilised
in [20]. We note, however, that the aim of [63] was to identify the ingredients that are
needed in an abstraction framework for programs (represented by Kripke Structures)
to achieve full completeness; from this viewpoint, allowing for arbitrary alternating
transition systems as abstractions does not seem sensible. For much the same reason,
also in [22], abstraction is only applied to programs, which in their setting, are modelled
by game structures.
An investigation of the literature on abstraction for model checking reveals that
most theories feature state-based formalisms. Notable exceptions are [29], which uses
homomorphisms and which relies on an action-based model that is closely related to
Kripke Modal Transition Systems; the work in [71], in which abstraction techniques
for, among others, value-passing processes are studied in a more general game-based
setting; and the work by [32], in which an action-based variation of the GTS framework
is investigated. As far as we could trace, the latter work has not been incorporated in any
verification tool suite. It appears that currently, the only available abstraction technology
for action-based systems is that of [29]. Both action-based abstraction theories are
essentially subsumed by our theory. We stress that abstraction theories for action-based
systems are sometimes more complicated than their state-based counterparts as one not
only has to abstract from the states of a concrete system but also from the actions that
label the transitions. Using our equation system framework for verifying action-based
systems, such complications are sidestepped since actions are removed in the encodings
from the model checking problem to the equation system solving problem, see e.g. [43].

7.8

Concluding Remarks

We defined and studied an elegant form of abstraction within the framework of equation
systems, recasting abstraction as a form of coinductive consequence. Our study of
its completeness revealed that for model checking the modal Lµ , it is on a par with
generalised Kripke Modal Transition Systems, an advanced (operational) framework
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for abstraction in the transition system setting; at the same time, we showed that our
theory admits more concise abstract objects. Moreover, our abstraction theory is generic:
it is in general independent of the particular computational model (viz. LTS or KS) that
was used to phrase the verification problem. It is also not limited to model checking:
for instance, as we have shown, it can also decide process equivalences. Finally, our
theorems suggest that our abstraction theory can be used effectively in deciding model
checking problems that use first-order and real-time extensions of the modal Lµ .
Our framework can be extended in several directions. One line of research is to investigate what is a minimal set of modifications to our notion of consistent consequence that
is needed to achieve completeness for all equation systems. Note that for establishing
completeness per se, we can use arguments identical to the ones used in [20] to show
that the preorder that underlies the definition of a solution to an equation system yields
a complete framework. We do not think that such a completeness result will be of
practical value; like Dams and Namjoshi’s completeness result, such a result would be
mostly a theoretical result. A second topic for investigation, which has received a lot of
attention in the transition system setting, is to incorporate techniques for automated
detection and refinement of abstractions on equation systems.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Model checking using fixpoint logic, parity games, and fixpoint equation systems are
tightly related research areas. The first one is of practical significance, and hence so
are the two latter – both game-based, and equational frameworks provide means to
effectively solve model checking problems.
The computational complexity of parity games is a very interesting research subject.
The more we know about it, the more we know about the true complexity of model
checking. It is also fascinating from a more theoretical, algorithmic perspective – parity
game solving problem belongs to both the NP and the coNP complexity classes, but
despite a lot of research effort and valuable contributions to provide an efficient parity
game solver, no polynomial solution has been found so far.
We have focused on two classical parity game solving algorithms – the Recursive
algorithm, and Small Progress Measures (SPM), which have been investigated in chapters
3 and 4. They are of special significance, as they are at the heart of the two most efficient
parity game solving algorithms up-to-date: the subexponential algorithm, and the
bigstep algorithm. Despite them being one of the earliest and simplest algorithms,
several important aspects of their behaviour remained unknown.
In chapter 3, we have studied the behaviour of the Recursive algorithm on three
simple classes of parity games – weak, dull, and solitaire games. These classes correspond
to model checking problems of certain sublogics of µ-calculus. We have analysed both
the simplest, standard variant of the algorithm, and the enhancement which utilises SCC
decomposition. For each game and algorithm type we have provided either a formal
proof of a polynomial upper bound on the worst-case running time, or an instance of a
game that forces an exponential running time. The optimisation has been proven useful,
as it allows to solve all the given classes efficiently. This way we have provided some
sort of formal justification of the observation [35] that the Recursive algorithm is one
of the most efficient parity game solvers in practice. We have also provided a tighter
lower bound on the algorithm’s running time, improving the earlier one provided by
Friedmann.
The next classical algorithm, Small Progress Measures, has been studied in chapter
4. There, we have devised a novel, operational interpretation of progress measure. Our
interpretation explains the measure values in terms of capabilities of the opponent player,
and uses artefacts close to the realm of strategy improvement algorithms. Next, thanks
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to even more detailed analysis of progress measures, we have provided a non-trivial
modification of the algorithm, which derives winning strategies for both players in one
pass.
In chapter 5, we have investigated a different approach to parity games, namely
preorders that refine the winner equivalence. The main goal was to create a fairly general
common framework that would encapsulate all such relations that have appeared in the
literature, and all of which had so far been defined in a more or less ad-hoc manner. As
most of these preorders seemed to be closely related to preorders on labelled transition
systems and Kripke structures, we have proposed a scheme that allows us to lift a
preorder on a computational model to a corresponding preorder on a parity game.
We have found out that the standard, uniform way of defining relations in the linear
time–branching time spectrum, namely via sets of possible observations, expressed in
a certain modal logic, does not appear to be a viable basis for such a general scheme.
This is due to important differences between the classical and alternating modal logic.
The proposed framework relies instead on defining preorders using matching paths and
plays. There, we have been able to recover all the existing parity game preorders, as
well as define some new ones (notably the governed stuttering simulation).
In the second part of the thesis, we have explored the fixpoint equation systems.
They provide a very general framework that allows to express and solve a wide range
of problems, notably model checking and equivalence of models. Their first-order
variant, the so-called Parameterised Boolean Equation Systems, are of special practical
importance as they enable us to use symbolic techniques in order to solve them.
In chapter 6, we have introduced and studied a novel relation on Boolean equation
systems, called consistent consequence. We have shown that it can be used as an
approximation of the solution to an equation system. For the closed, simple and recursive
fragment of equation systems we have proved that it coincides with direct simulation
for parity games, one of relations that has been studied in chapter 5. In addition, we
have shown that deciding both consistent consequence and consistent correlation are
coNP-complete problems.
The final chapter 7 has been devoted to the first-order fixpoint equation systems. In
practice, the main problem in solving those systems is the size of structures on which
computations are performed. In order to alleviate this, we have followed an approach
known from model checking, and developed an abstraction framework, that allows
us to approximate a solution of an equation system by a simpler one (which can be
solved efficiently). Our theory relies on the extended notion of consistent consequence,
introduced in chapter 6.
We have studied the capabilities of the abstraction theory by comparing it to the
framework of generalised Kripke modal transition systems (GTSs) – we have shown that
for model checking the modal mu-calculus, our abstractions can be exponentially more
succinct than GTSs and our theory is as complete as the GTS framework for abstraction.
Furthermore, we have investigated the completeness of our theory irrespective of the
encoded decision problem. Finally, we have illustrated the potential of our theory
through case studies using the first-order modal mu-calculus, and its real-time extension,
conducted using a prototype implementation of a new syntactic transformation for
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parameterised Boolean equation systems.
Future work. Parity games remain an active research area, where the ultimate challenge is to establish the exact complexity class of the winning partition problem. Regarding more modest goals in the context of the thesis, we believe that it is worthwhile
to gain further understanding of the classical algorithms.
As we have proved that the Recursive algorithm, when optimised, solves dull and
(nested) solitaire games in polynomial time, the natural question that arises is whether
we can find a richer class of games that are efficiently solved by the algorithm. A
straightforward example would involve games whose SCCs are either dull or solitaire.
The result would be particularly interesting in case we are able to find a class that
corresponds to model checking a fragment of µ-calculus. Another issue is whether we
can tighten the lower bound on the worst-case running time of the algorithm.
A similar study of an algorithm’s behaviour on simple games can be performed
for Small Progress Measures. Our initial observations suggest that at least in case of
solitaire games, it is difficult to obtain a guarantee of polynomial worst-case running time.
Another interesting line of investigation are enhanced variants of SPM – e.g. the so-called
alternating algorithm, where even- and odd-biased tuples are computed simultaneously,
as well as the parallel SPM implementation.
Relations that we have considered in chapter 5 are mostly based on some sort of
simulation – these are the ones that have been found, or promise to be most useful in
the setting of parity games. The only exception is trace inclusion, the study of which
exemplifies differences in modal characterisations in the standard and alternating setting.
While many other preorders, especially in the linear time part of van Glabbeek’s spectrum,
seem to be of no practical use in the realm of parity games (e.g. failures, and other
decorated traces), it would be interesting from a theoretical point of view to extend our
framework so that we would be able to lift every relation in the linear time–branching
time spectrum to the setting of parity games. Another interesting challenge is to devise
a more efficient algorithm for computing the governed stuttering (bi-)simulation.
Chapter 5 on parity game preorders forms a bridge towards fixpoint equation systems
– it paves the way for a further exploration of preorders on (parameterised) Boolean
equation systems, in the style of consistent correlation and consequence (chapter 6).
We already know that consistent correlation and consistent consequence correspond to
governed bisimulation and governed simulation, respectively. We believe that the lifting
scheme similar in spirit to the one from chapter 5 can be applied to fixpoint equation
systems as well, and allow us to obtain a family of new solution-preserving relations.
This should be possible thanks to the proof graph interpretation – a preorder can then
be defined in terms of existence of two proof graphs whose paths match.
Our work on abstraction of fixpoint equation systems in chapter 7 provides a complete
framework that can be used for practical verification purposes. We know much about
its strengths and limitations from a theoretical perspective – the avenue is open for the
development of a fully-fledged abstraction tool with advanced predicate abstraction,
automated counterexample driven refinement scheme etc.
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Summary

Fixpoint logic is a powerful mathematical vehicle that allows one to express and subsequently verify virtually all interesting properties of software (models). Its expressive
strength lies in the ability of defining both inductive and coinductive types of properties,
as well as their combinations. Fixpoint logic comes in various guises, notably the modal
mu-calculus and fixpoint equations systems.
In the first part, we explore the game-based view on fixpoint logic. When reasoning about the algorithmic aspects of the logic, specifically efficiency of deciding the
satisfaction problem, it is often convenient to resort to the framework of parity games.
They form a simple and intuitive alternative to working directly with the logic syntax,
and have been an extensively studied research area in the last twenty years. The main
contributions are:
– we analyse one of the classical parity game solving algorithms, namely the Recursive
algorithm. Even though its theoretical bounds on running time are not optimal, it has
been known to be one of the best algorithms in practice. We study the algorithms
behaviour on certain special classes of games, and show that when using the optimised
version with SCC decomposition, all the classes are solved in polynomial time. We
also provide a tighter bound on the global running time.
– another classical algorithm is studied, namely the Small Progress Measures algorithm.
We first provide a clearer, intuitive interpretation of progress measures, by using
notions close to the strategy improvement algorithm family. Next, we propose a
modification of the algorithm so that it can compute the strategies for both players
in one pass, thus slightly improving the global running time on providing the full
solution.
– in recent years, several preorders on parity games have been suggested as useful
tools for their analysis and providing more efficient algorithms. Every preorder in
question has been defined in an ad-hoc way, and yet all of them seem to be a result of
lifting a standard LTS/Kripke structure preorder to a two-player game setting. We
propose a uniform way of lifting preorders on Kripke structures to parity games. In
our framework, we are not only able to recover all the existing preorders, but also
provide several new ones, notably the parity game variant of stuttering simulation.
In the second part of the thesis we look at another guise of fixpoint logic, namely
fixpoint equation systems. They provide a very general framework that allows to express
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and solve a wide range of problems, notably model checking and equivalence of models.
Their first-order variant, the so-called Parameterised Boolean Equation Systems, are of
special practical importance as they enable us to use symbolic techniques in order to
solve them. Here, our contributions are as follows:
– we introduce and study a novel relation on Boolean equation systems, called consistent
consequence. We show that it can be used as an approximation of the solution to an
equation system. For the closed, simple and recursive fragment of equation systems
we prove that it coincides with direct simulation for parity games. In addition, we
show that deciding both consistent consequence and consistent correlations are coNPcomplete problems.
– using the notion of consistent consequence, we develop an abstraction framework
for the first order variant of fixpoint equation systems. We study the capabilities
of the abstraction theory by comparing it to the framework of generalised Kripke
modal transition systems. We show that for model checking the modal mu-calculus,
our abstractions can be exponentially more succinct than GTSs and our theory is as
complete as the GTS framework for abstraction. Furthermore, we investigate the
completeness of our theory irrespective of the encoded decision problem. We illustrate
the potential of our theory through case studies using the first-order modal mu-calculus,
and a real-time extension thereof, conducted using a prototype implementation of a
new syntactic transformation for parameterised Boolean equation systems.
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